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Abstract
People today commonly have multiple information devices, including smartphones, tablets, computers, home media centers, and other devices. As people
have many devices, situations and workflows where several devices are combined
and used together to accomplish a task have become usual. Groups of co-located
persons may also join their information devices together for collaborative activities and experiences. While these developments towards computing with multiple
devices offer many opportunities, they also create a need for interfaces and applications that support using multiple devices together.
The overall goal of this doctoral thesis is to create new scientific knowledge to
inform the design of future interfaces, applications, and technologies that better
support multi-device use. The thesis belongs to the field of Human-Computer
Interaction (HCI) research. It contains five empirical studies with a total of 110
participants. The study results have been reported in five original publications.
The thesis generally follows the design science research methodology.
More specifically, this thesis addresses three research questions related to multidevice use. The first question investigates how people actually use multiple information devices together in their daily lives. The results provide a rich picture of
everyday multi-device use, including the most common devices and their characteristic practices of use, a categorization of patterns of multi-device use, and an
analysis of the process of determining which devices to use. The second question
examines the factors that influence the user experience of multi-device interaction
methods. The results suggest a set of experiential factors that should be considered when designing methods for multi-device interaction. The set of factors is
based on comparative studies of alternative methods for two common tasks in
multi-device interaction: device binding and cross-display object movement. The
third question explores a more futuristic topic of multi-device interaction methods
for wearable devices, focusing on the two most popular categories of wearable devices today: smartwatches and smartglasses. The results present a categorization
of actions that people would naturally do to initiate interactions between their
wearable devices based on elicitation studies with groups of participants.
The results of this thesis advance the scientific knowledge of multi-device use in
the domain of human-computer interaction research. The results can be applied
in the design of novel interfaces, applications, and technologies that involve the
use of multiple information devices.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
This chapter introduces the research presented in this thesis. Section 1.1 first
explains the background and motivation for the research. Section 1.2 discusses
the objectives and scope of this thesis, and Section 1.3 defines the key terms used.
Section 1.4 then presents the research questions. Sections 1.5 and 1.6 summarize
the research approach and the main contributions. Finally, Section 1.7 gives an
outline of the structure of the thesis.

1.1

Background and Motivation

People today commonly have multiple information devices. In addition to personal computers, smartphones and tablets have established themselves as new
general device categories that are widely used. Some conventional electronic devices, such as televisions, music players, and cameras, have become connected to
the Internet and gained the ability to provide access to many of the same applications and services as computers. Emerging industry trends, including wearable
devices, connected cars, and the Internet of Things, suggest continuing growth in
the number and diversity of information devices in the future.
As people increasingly have multiple information devices, situations and workflows
where several devices are combined and used together to accomplish a task have
become usual. In some situations, a person might start a task with one device
and then continue it with another device. For example, a person might find an
interesting page when browsing the web with a smartphone on a bus and then
continue reading the same page with a tablet at home; or a person might start
writing an e-mail message on a smartphone but then switch to a laptop computer
as the message grows longer and more complicated; or a person might take a
photo with a cameraphone and then immediately attach it to a presentation that
they are preparing on a laptop computer. In other situations, a person might
use several devices at the same time. For example, while watching a movie on a
television, a person might search for additional information related to the movie
on a tablet; or a person might listen to music in the background with a smartphone
1
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while writing a document on a desktop computer; or a person might share the
smartphone’s Internet connection with their other devices.
In addition to individual persons using multiple information devices, groups of
co-located persons may also join their information devices together for multi-user
multi-device applications. This enables a co-located group to engage in collaborative activities and experiences with their devices. For example, a group of friends
in a café could view photographs and videos together with their smartphones;
or the participants of a business meeting could use their laptops to share and
collaboratively edit documents; or family members could play multi-player games
with their smartphones and tablets in the living room.
While these developments towards computing with multiple devices offer many
opportunities, they also bring about many challenges. This creates a need for
novel interfaces and applications that better support multi-device use.

1.2

Objectives and Scope

This thesis belongs to the field of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) research.
Human-computer interaction is a multi-disciplinary field of research that studies
the design, evaluation and implementation of interactive computing systems for
human use and the major phenomena surrounding them (Hewett et al. 1992).
The overall goal of this thesis is to create new scientific knowledge to inform
the design of future interfaces, applications, and technologies that better support using multiple information devices together. This new knowledge includes
descriptive knowledge that reports and explains how and why people combine
and use multiple information devices together in their everyday lives. It also includes prescriptive knowledge that aims at practical improvements in the user
experience of multi-device use. In particular, this thesis investigates two common
tasks in multi-device interaction in detail: device binding and cross-display object
movement. Device binding refers to the problem of how persons create initial connections between their devices to enable multi-device interactions. Cross-display
object movement refers to the problem of how to move virtual visual objects, such
as content items or application sessions, between device displays in multi-device
interaction.
This thesis approaches the problem of multi-device use primarily from the perspective of an end user who is using a multi-device system, rather than from the
perspective of the technologies that are needed to enable multi-device computing.
This thesis considers the use of multi-device systems that may consist of a wide
variety of information devices that differ in terms of form factors, features, and
capabilities. These devices include smartphones, computers, tablets, home media
centers, smartwatches, and smartglasses. This thesis addresses both multi-device
interaction by a single user and multi-device interaction by multiple users. However, the research presented in this thesis is limited to co-located interaction, that
is, to interaction where all users and devices are at the same physical location in
proximity of each other. Interaction between remote users and devices is beyond
the scope of this thesis.

3

1.3

Terminology and Definitions

Information device. Device that can be used to create or consume digital
information. Examples of such devices include personal computers, smartphones,
tablets, televisions, cameras, game devices, music players, navigation devices, and
wearable devices.
Wearable device. Information device that can be worn on the user’s body.
Examples of such devices include smartwatches and smartglasses.
Human-computer interaction. Communication between humans and computers with the purpose of humans accomplishing some goals (Dix et al. 2004, p.
4).
Interaction method. Way of using physical input and output devices to perform
a generic task in human-computer interaction (Foley et al. 1990). Also known as
interaction technique.
Multi-device interaction. Interaction that happens with multiple information
devices instead of a single device. Such interaction may involve starting a task
with one device, switching the device in the middle of the task, and completing
the task with another device, or it may involve interacting with multiple devices
simultaneously.
Multi-user interaction. Interaction that involves multiple users instead of a
single user.
Co-located interaction. Interaction where all users and devices are at the same
physical location in proximity of each other.
Experiential factor. Factor that influences the user experience of an interactive system. Such factors may be related, for example, to users, systems, tasks,
physical environments, or social situations.
Device binding. Creating initial connections between devices to enable multidevice interactions. Also known as device association, pairing, or coupling.
Group binding. Binding devices of multiple users to enable multi-user multidevice interactions. Also known as group association.
Cross-display object movement. Moving a virtual visual object, such as a
content item or an application session, from a specific location on one device
display to a specific location on another device display in multi-device interaction
(Nacenta, Gutwin, et al. 2009).

1.4

Research Questions

According to User-Centered Design (UCD) approach, the design of interfaces,
applications, and services should be based on understanding the users’ behavior and needs. While a number of studies have addressed how people actually
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combine and use multiple information devices together in real life, these studies
are still relatively few given the broadness of the topic. Of these earlier studies,
many have been made before the availability and widespread adoption of modern
smartphones, tablets, and cloud services. Most of the earlier studies have also
focused on technologically advanced users and use cases related to information
work. Therefore, there is a need to provide an updated view into how people
utilize and manage the new extended ecologies of devices and services, especially
addressing diverse groups of users and exploring beyond work-related use. The
first research question of this thesis focuses on this problem.

RQ1 How do people combine multiple information devices in everyday
activities and tasks?

Compared to the design of traditional single-device user interfaces, the design of
multi-device interfaces presents a difficult problem as there are multiple devices
involved and the interaction is distributed across them. Information about the
experiential factors that significantly influence the user experience of multi-device
interaction in different situations of use would therefore be useful as these factors
should receive particular attention in the design process. The second research
question of this thesis examines these experiential factors. In particular, the
question is addressed through investigating two common tasks in multi-device
interaction: device binding and cross-display object movement.

RQ2 Which experiential factors should be considered when designing
methods for multi-device interaction?

Looking into the future, wearable devices are emerging as a new category of
information devices that offer interesting opportunities to support collaborative
activities and shared experiences between co-located persons through multi-user
multi-device applications. To make such applications possible, the wearable devices need to support multi-device interactions. While there exists a wide variety
of multi-device interaction methods that have been designed for conventional devices (such as smartphones, tablets, or computers), these methods may not be
optimal for wearable devices as wearable devices have many differences compared
to conventional devices. This creates a need for novel multi-device interaction
methods for wearable devices. Ideally, these methods should be natural and intuitive, building on people’s spontaneous perception of the characteristics and affordances of wearable devices. The third research question of this thesis explores this
problem, focusing in particular on natural methods for initiating multi-device interactions between wearable devices. Regarding devices, the research in this thesis
considers the two most common wearable device categories today: smartwatches
and smartglasses.

RQ3 How would a group of co-located persons naturally initiate multidevice interactions between their wearable devices?

5
Research Question

P1

RQ1 How do people combine multiple information
devices in everyday activities and tasks?

•

RQ2 Which experiential factors should be considered when designing methods for multi-device
interaction?

(•)

P2

P3

P4

P5

•

•

•

(•)

RQ3 How would a group of co-located persons
naturally initiate multi-device interactions between their wearable devices?

•

Table 1.1: Contributions of the publications to the research questions (“•” =
primary contribution, “(•)” = supporting contribution).

1.5

Research Approach and Process

The research presented in this thesis was carried out within the general framework
of design science research. According to the design science research approach,
scientific research on information technology consists of two distinct types of research: behavioral science research and design science research. The first research
question RQ1 of this thesis belongs to behavioral science research while the second research question RQ2 and the third research question RQ3 belong to design
science research. Considering research methods, this thesis primarily uses qualitative research methods but the qualitative research methods are complemented
with quantitative research methods, following a mixed methods approach.
This thesis consists of five empiral studies S1–S5 which are reported in five original
publications P1–P5. Table 1.1 summarizes the contributions of each publication
to the research questions. The first study S1 is a diary study that investigates
how people combine multiple devices in their everyday lives and aims to provide
a general understanding of the current practices and challenges in multi-device
use. It primarily contributes to the first research question RQ1. The second
study S2 is a laboratory evaluation that compares three different methods for
group binding on smartphones. Based on the results of the study S2, study S3
suggests a novel more flexible method for group binding and evaluates it with a
laboratory study. The fourth study S4 is a laboratory evaluation that compares
three different methods for cross-display object movement on personal mobile
devices. The studies S2, S3, and S4 contribute to the second research question
RQ2. Finally, the fifth study S5 is an elicitation study that gathers interaction
methods for common multi-device interaction tasks on wearable devices directly
from end users. It primarily contributes to the third research question RQ3.
Overall, a total of 110 persons participated in the studies presented in this thesis.
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1.6

Contributions

Regarding the first research question RQ1, this thesis contributes descriptive
knowledge that gives a rich picture of the current and emerging practices of multidevice use. It provides a three-level categorization of patterns of combining multiple information devices together. It also provides theoretical contributions that
explain some of the observed practices, including how users decide which devices
to use in a specific situation and how users decide to change the device they are
currently using.
Regarding the second research question RQ2, this thesis contributes a set of experiential factors that should receive special consideration when designing methods
for multi-device interaction. These factors are based on a series of studies evaluating interaction methods for device binding and cross-display object movement
tasks. These studies also provide a number of secondary contributions, including
novel methods for multi-device interaction and comparisons of different multidevice interaction methods against each other.
Regarding the third research question RQ3, this thesis contributes a categorization of user-generated methods for initiating multi-device interactions between
wearable devices. It also provides initial evaluations of the strengths and weaknesses of the different methods. The categorization gives an overview of the
design opportunities for solving the target identification problem in multi-device
interaction methods for wearable devices.

1.7

Outline of the Thesis

This thesis consists of seven chapters that are structured as follows.
The first chapter, Introduction, explains the background and motivation for the research, defines the scope and the research questions, and summarizes the research
approach and the contributions. The second chapter, Related Work, presents a
summary of prior research on topics related to this thesis, including technologies,
systems, and interaction solutions that have been developed to enable and support multi-device use as well as studies that have investigated how people actually
combine and use multiple devices together in real-life situations. The third chapter, Research Approach and Methods, describes the general research approach
and the detailed research methods that were used in the research presented in
this thesis, and discusses the related ethical considerations. The fourth chapter,
Research Process, first gives an overview of the research process and then describes in more detail the five empirical studies that form the core of this thesis.
The fifth chapter, Results, summarizes the results of the research presented in this
thesis. The sixth chapter, Discussion, discusses the contributions of this thesis,
their reliability, validity, and generalizability, as well as potential directions for
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future research. Finally, the seventh chapter, Conclusion, concludes this thesis by
summarizing its key contributions.
The five original publications P1–P5 are included as an appendix at the end of
this thesis.
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Chapter 2

Related Work
This chapter presents a summary of prior research on topics related to this thesis.
Section 2.1 first discusses the early visions that have had major influence on the
development of information technology towards computing with multiple devices.
Section 2.2 then provides an overview and gives examples of different kinds of
multi-device computing systems and applications presented in the prior literature. Section 2.3 surveys interaction methods and technologies that have been
developed to enable and support multi-device use. Sections 2.4 and 2.5 cover
in more detail device binding and cross-display object movement, two interaction tasks that are in the focus of this thesis. Beyond multi-device technologies,
systems, and interaction solutions developed in research laboratories, Section 2.6
reviews studies that have investigated how people actually combine and use multiple devices together in real-life situations. Finally, Section 2.7 identifies and
discusses some gaps in prior research that this thesis aims to fulfill.

2.1

Early Visions of Multi-Device Computing

Over the past seventy years, computing has evolved from mainframe computing
through personal computing towards computing with multiple devices (Weiser
and Brown 1997). The early days of computing can be called the mainframe
computing era. Mainframe computers were scarce and expensive devices that
were operated by experts. Each computer was shared between many people. The
second era of computing can be called the personal computing era. In that era,
it became possible for an ordinary person to have their own personal computer
that contained their data and applications. There was one computer per person.
In the third era of computing, there are large numbers of computers everywhere
around us. These computers have many different forms and sizes and they are all
connected through a network. Each person is shared between multiple computers.
In the seminal paper “The Computer for the 21st Century”, Mark Weiser (1991)
presents his vision of the era of computing with multiple devices. He calls it the
era of ubiquitous computing. In this era, computing technologies become so
9
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ubiquitous and integrate so seamlessly into the fabric of everyday life that they
disappear—people use them unconsciously to accomplish everyday tasks. Weiser
envisions computing devices in three different scales: tabs, pads, and boards.
Each scale of devices is suited to a particular task. Tabs are inch-scale devices
approximately the size of a sticky note: they can be used for simple applications
such as a pocket calculator, be attached to persons or objects to track them,
or provide physical representations of shrinked application windows or files in
a similar way as icons on a traditional computer desktop. Pads are foot-scale
devices comparable to a sheet of paper or a book or a magazine: a person may
have many pads, each representing a different task like a pile of papers on a
real desk or a window on a traditional computer desktop. Boards are yard-scale
devices equivalent to a whiteboard or a bulletin board: they support collaboration
and information sharing between multiple people. All devices are interconnected
in a ubiquitous network, and their real power comes from interactions between
them rather than from any single device alone. Devices are also aware of their
location and surroundings, and can adapt their behavior accordingly. Devices
may have no individual identity or importance: they are everywhere and can be
just grabbed and used like scrap paper.
Weiser’s paper has been highly influential in guiding information technology research and industry over the last two decades. His vision of computing with
devices of different scales has been realized in the form of smartphones, tablets,
and a variety of wall-sized and tabletop computers. Practically all devices have
become connected by ubiquitous cellular and wireless networks and supported
by cloud infrastructure. However, there are also important differences between
Weiser’s vision and the reality of computing today. For example, today’s practices
of tablet use (Müller, Gove, and Webb 2012) resemble more the conventional practices of personal computer use than the ways of using pads described by Weiser.
Most devices are also highly valued personal items that people are not willing to
share (Hang et al. 2012) rather than scrap devices envisioned by Weiser.
In his book “The Invisible Computer”, Donald Norman (1999) criticizes the complexity of general-purpose personal computers and suggests families of information appliances as a solution. (The term information appliance was invented
by Jef Raskin already in 1978 (Norman 1999, p. 51).) Information appliances
are computing devices that have been designed to perform a specific function or
activity. Examples of information appliances include digital musical instruments,
cameras, navigation devices, calculators, and health monitoring devices. In the
appliance model of computing, each task has its own device that has been particularly designed for that task, and learning to use the device equals to learning
the task. In order to change tasks, the user changes devices, and to resume a
task, the user moves back to the appropriate device. While individual information appliances can be used on their own, they are really intended to be used
as families of related devices that have been designed to work together smoothly
and effortlessly. For example, a family of photography appliances could consist of
different kinds of cameras, viewing appliances, storage appliances, and printing
appliances. All devices are connected and supported by universal and invisible
infrastructure to allow seamless information exchange between them. New applications, arts, and industries can be created by combining and sharing information
between devices in novel and innovative ways.
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Since the publication of Norman’s book, we have seen the diversity of form factors in computing devices to remarkably increase and many new device categories
have emerged alongside the personal computers. But controversially, the most
popular new device categories, namely smartphones and tablets, have not been
specialized devices for a particular purpose but general-purpose devices that integrate a wide range of hardware capabilities and can support numerous tasks
and activities through different software applications in a way similar to personal
computers. Especially smartphones have to a large degree replaced and taken
over the roles of a myriad number of other more specialized digital and nondigital devices, including telephones, address books, calendars, watches, alarm
clocks, calculators, music players, portable game consoles, cameras, camcorders,
maps, navigation devices, flashlights, and wallets. Norman (1999, pp. 60–62) also
discusses the tradeoffs between specialized and general-purpose devices. While
specialized devices are tailored to the task and provide ease of use and simplicity, general-purpose devices can offer cost advantages, can allow easy information
transfer and unexpected synergies between tasks, and can be extended to support
new purposes. Especially in mobile situations, general-purpose devices provide
great convenience as a single small and lightweight device may offer the functions
of many specialized devices. This illustrates that both specialized and generalpurpose devices have their benefits and drawbacks. Rather than being mutually
exclusive alternatives, they can complement each other in different situations of
use.

2.2

Multi-Device Systems and Applications

Inspired by visions of computing with multiple devices, a large amount of research
and development work has been invested into building such computing systems in
practice. In this section, we aim to provide an overview and give examples of different kinds of multi-device and multi-display computing systems and applications
that have been presented in prior literature.
Multi-display systems have long existed in particularly demanding operating
environments, such as in control rooms overseeing air traffic or factory production. With the decreasing cost of display hardware, multi-monitor workstations
have become relatively inexpensive and are a common sight in today’s office environments (Grudin 2001). Other kinds of multi-display systems may consist of
a single device with multiple independent displays that the user can configure
in different ways. For example, Codex (Hinckley, Dixon, et al. 2009) is a dualdisplay book-like device that has a hinged binding with embedded sensors. It
demonstrates a wide variety of rich interactions between two displays. SurfaceConstellations (Marquardt, Brudy, et al. 2018) is a modular hardware platform
with a comprehensive library of link modules to easily connect mobile devices to
create different kinds of multi-display environments.
A large part of the research on multi-device systems has focused on development
of interactive smart spaces to support collaborative work. Colab (Stefik et al.
1986) was an early experimental meeting room environment that connected personal workstations of two to six persons with a large shared touch display. Later
projects, such as the i-Land (Streitz et al. 1999) and the Stanford iRoom (Johan-
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son, Fox, and Winograd 2002), have built entire physical spaces that combine a
wide variety of displays and devices of different types and sizes, including personal
mobile devices, interactive tables, and large wall-sized displays. ReticularSpaces
(Bardram et al. 2012) is a multi-display smart space based on the principles of
activity-based computing.
Another research direction that has received a lot of attention is multi-device systems that combine handheld devices, in particular personal mobile devices, with
other devices. Pebbles (Myers, Stiel, and Gargiulo 1998) demonstrates ways how
handheld computers can serve as useful adjuncts to personal computers. PassThem-Around (Lucero, Holopainen, and Jokela 2011) allows a group of co-located
persons to share photographs between their smartphones using various interaction techniques that have been inspired by practices of sharing paper photos.
Mobicomics (Lucero, Holopainen, and Jokela 2012) is a system for collaboratively
creating and editing photo comics on smartphones and for sharing them through
public displays. United Slates (N. Chen, Guimbretiere, and Sellen 2012) is a
multi-tablet reading environment that supports active reading. PaperWindows
(Holman et al. 2005) explores interactions between multiple flexible paper-like
devices. Siftables (Merrill, Kalanithi, and Maes 2007) are tiny computers with
graphical displays that can sense and communicate with each other. They can be
physically manipulated as a group to interact with digital information.
In second screen systems, the experience of watching a television is enhanced
with the use of other devices, typically personal mobile devices. Robertson et
al. (1996) report an early experiment of combining a television with a handheld
device for an interactive real estate information service. Cruickshank et al. (2007)
present a system that allows the user to view the electronic program guide and to
control the content that is shown on the television using a handheld device. Mate,
Chandra, and Curcio (2006) analyze scenarios of transferring content between the
television and a handheld device, for example, continuing to watch a television
show on a personal mobile device when leaving the place where the television is
located. Nandakumar and Murray (2014) describe a companion application that
provides time-synchronized information to support the viewing of a complex long
arc television series. FanFeeds (Basapur et al. 2012) allows the viewer to augment
television shows with time-synchronized comments and links to external content
and to share the augmentations within their social circle.
Some researchers have also explored multi-device systems that involve wearable
devices, either in combination with conventional devices or in combination with
other wearable devices. Duet (X. A. Chen et al. 2014) demonstrates joint interactions between a smartwatch and a smartphone. MultiFi (Grubert et al.
2015) is an interactive system that combines smartwatches with smartglasses.
Budhiraja, Lee, and Billinghurst (2013) suggest using a handheld device with a
head-mounted display to control augmented reality applications. Benko, Ishak,
and Feiner (2005) describe a system that integrates head-mounted displays with
a large tabletop display.
Terrenghi, Quigley, and Dix (2009) present a taxonomy of multi-person-display
ecosystems. Their taxonomy categorizes multi-person-display ecosystems according to two attributes: the scale of the ecosystem and the nature of the social
interaction. The scale of the ecosystem refers to the physical dimensions of the
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entire ecosystem, including the displays, the people, and the space in which they
are placed. There are five possible scales: inch scale, foot scale, yard scale, perch
scale, and chain scale. The first three scales of Terrenghi et al. map to the three
scales of ubiquitous computing devices by Weiser (1991) but note that Weiser’s
scales are scales of devices while the scales of Terrenghi et al. are scales of ecosystems. The scale of the whole ecosystem tends to be one scale larger than the
scale of the largest device in the ecosystem. The nature of the social interaction
refers to number of persons who are actively controlling content on the displays,
the number of persons who are primarily receiving content from the displays,
and their relationship. There are five possible categories of social interaction:
one-to-one, one-to-few, few-to-few, one/few-to-many, and many-to-many.

2.3

Interfaces to Support Multi-Device Use

In this section, we survey interaction technologies and methods that have been
developed to support multi-device use. Device binding and cross-display object
movement, two interaction tasks that are in the focus of this thesis, are covered
separately in more detail in Sections 2.4 and 2.5.
In multi-device systems, the user interface is distributed across several devices.
Such user interfaces are commonly referred to as distributed user interfaces.
The distribution of the user interface may happen on several levels (Elmqvist
2011). The input and the output of the system may be split between many devices. The devices may operate on different computing platforms that vary in
terms of hardware architectures, operating systems, and networking technologies.
The interaction may be synchronous and happen simultaneously on all devices,
or it may be asynchronous and be distributed over time. The system may be used
by a single user or by multiple users. Some definitions of distributed user interfaces also include user interfaces for interaction between geographically distributed
spaces, for example, interfaces that have been developed to support access to remote devices or remote collaboration. While similar user interface and technology
solutions could also be used to support remote interaction, in this thesis we focus
on co-located interaction, that is, to interaction where all users and devices are
located within the same physical space. Interaction between remote users and
devices is beyond the scope of this thesis.
Migratory applications (Bharat and Cardelli 1995) are applications that are
not tied to one computer but can freely roam over the network from one computer
to another, taking their user interface and application contexts with them. However, they require that all computers operate on the same computing platform. In
migratable user interfaces (Grolaux, Van Roy, and Vanderdonckt 2004), the
distribution is implemented on the user interface component level instead of entire applications. Many commercial technologies, such as the X Window System,
Windows Remote Desktop Services, and Virtual Network Computing (VNC) also
support transferring application windows or entire desktops between devices.
One of the fundamental challenges in multi-device interaction is how to adapt the
user interface to different device configurations. Individual devices may differ in
many dimensions, including the display size, available input devices, processing
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power, physical size, and form factor. In a multi-device configuration, there may
be numerous ways to distribute the functions of the user interface across different
devices. The user interface may also be adapted to the more general environment and context of use. Plasticity (Thevenin and Coutaz 1999) refers to the
capacity of a user interface to withstand variations of both the system physical
characteristics and the environment while preserving usability. Responsive design (Marcotte 2011) is a pragmatic design approach that aims to produce web
pages that render well on a variety of devices with different display sizes, including
computers and handheld mobile devices. Nebeling and Dey (2016; 2017) suggest
systems that allow ordinary users to adapt existing single-device web interfaces
for multi-device use manually and semi-automatically.
To address the challenge of user interface adaptation, many researchers have explored model-based approaches to user interface specification (Paternò 2000).
In model-based design, the user interface ideally needs to be specified only once
and can then be automatically generated numerous times in different device configurations, always in an optimal way. Examples of model-based frameworks, languages, and tools for multi-device user interface design include TERESA (Mori,
Paternò, and Santoro 2004), MARIA (Paternò, Santoro, and Spano 2009), Panelrama (Yang and Wigdor 2014), and AdaM (Park et al. 2018).
Denis and Karsenty (2004) introduce the concept of inter-usability to refer to
the ease with which users can reuse their knowledge and skills as they change from
one device to another when using of a multi-device service. Denis and Karsenty
identify two dimensions that influence inter-usability: knowledge continuity and
task continuity. Knowledge continuity relates to the knowledge constructed from
the use of the devices. In order to maintain knowledge continuity, ideally all devices should present the service in the same way and allow access to the same
data and functions. Task continuity, on the other hand, relates to the memory of
the last operations performed with the service independently of the device that
was used. To ensure task continuity, it should be possible to recover the state and
context of the service when changing the device. Wäljas et al. (2010) present another conceptual framework of cross-platform service user experience. They identify three main elements of cross-platform user experience: fit for cross-contextual
activities, flow of interactions and content, and perceived service coherence.
Spatial relationships play an important part in everyday interactions between humans. Similar concepts can also be exploited in multi-device user interfaces. In
proxemic interaction (Ballendat, Marquardt, and Greenberg 2010), the interaction methods build on detailed information about the position, identity, movement, and orientation of the nearby devices and users. This information can be
used, for example, to trigger interactions, to mediate interactions between different users, and to detect user’s attention to other users or objects. F-formations
refer to the physical arrangements that groups of people adopt when they engage
in focused conversational encounters with each other (Marquardt, Hinckley, and
Greenberg 2012). 3D tracking technologies (Rolland, Davis, and Baillot 2001)
that make it possible to follow the position and orientation of devices and users
in physical space are a key enabler for proxemic interaction.
A common technique in multi-user interfaces in input and output redirection.
In input redirection, the input events from one device are sent to another device
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Dimension

Description

UI Distribution

How the user interface elements can be distributed
across multiple devices at a given time (for example,
dynamic distribution that can be changed at runtime
or static distribution that cannot be changed)?

UI Migration

What is the level of continuity when user changes the
device?

UI Granularity

At which granularity the user interface can be distributed or migrated between devices (for example,
entire user interface, groups of user interface elements, single user interface elements, or components
of user interface elements)?

Triggers

How changes in the configuration of a multi-device
user interface are triggered (for example, manually by
user push or pull or automatically by the system)?

Device Sharing

How devices can be shared between multiple users?

Timing

When should changes in the configuration of a multidevice user interface occur (for example, immediately
or later at a user-specified time)?

Interaction Modalities

What modalities does the multi-device user interface
support (for example, all devices support the same
modality, different devices support different modalities, or the devices support multiple modalities simultaneously)?

UI Generation

When the user interface is generated for a specific
device configuration (for example, at design time or
at runtime)?

UI Adaptation

How the user interface is adapted to a specific device
configuration (for example, by scaling, by transducing, or by transforming)?

Architecture

What is the underlying platform architecture (for example, client-server or peer-to-peer)?

Table 2.1: Dimensions of multi-device user interfaces. Based on Paternò and
Santoro (2012).
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for processing, and in output redirection, the output primitives from one device
are sent to another device for rendering. iStuff (Ballagas et al. 2003) is a toolkit
that allows dynamic mapping of input and output devices to different applications.
ARIS (Biehl and Bailey 2004) is a space window manager that allows the user to
control applications across different devices in an interactive space. Interaction
methods for moving user interface elements across different displays are covered
in more detail in Section 2.5. Display tiling refers to combining the displays of
multiple devices into a single large display surface.
Development of multi-device applications and user interfaces where input and
output are distributed across several devices presents a major challenge also from
software development perspective. Many software platforms and development
tools have been proposed to support programmers in the development of such
applications. Examples of software platforms for multi-device applications include iROS (Johanson, Fox, and Winograd 2002), Gaia (Román et al. 2002), and
Impromptu (Biehl, Baker, et al. 2008). WatchConnect (Houben and Marquardt
2015) and Weave (Chi and Li 2015) are more recent software toolkits intended
for the development of multi-device applications that particularly target wearable devices. XDStudio (Nebeling, Mintsi, et al. 2014) is a visual user interface
builder designed to support interactive development of multi-device interfaces.
Chi, Li, and Hartmann (2016) suggest an automatically-generated multi-device
storyboard visualization to illustrate the execution of multi-device applications.
Finally, Paternò and Santoro (2012) present a framework for analysis, design,
and comparison of multi-device user interfaces. Their framework identifies ten
key design dimensions of multi-device interfaces. The dimensions are summarized
in Table 2.1.

2.4

Device Binding

Before a set of devices can be used for multi-device interactions, they must first
be joined together into a multi-device ecosystem. This procedure of connecting
devices for multi-device interactions is generally called device binding or ecosystem binding, but it is also known as device association, pairing, or coupling. If
the devices to be connected are owned by several different persons, the procedure
may be called group binding or association. Device binding is a complex technical procedure that involves multiple steps. The required system and application
software must be initiated on all devices. The devices need to discover the other
devices in proximity and the devices that are intended to join in the multi-device
ecosystem need to be identified. A channel for communication between the devices taking part in the ecosystem then has to be set up to enable exchange of
data and coordination of user interactions. Short-range radio technologies, such
as Wi-Fi or Bluetooth, are typically used for communication between devices. As
the goal is to make possible spontaneous interactions between devices, the users
should be able to bind devices that have no earlier knowledge of each other in a
quick and easy manner. If the procedure of device binding becomes too difficult or
cumbersome, the users may lose their interest in multi-device interactions entirely.
The binding methods should also provide sufficient indications and security, so
that the users can be sure that the right devices are safely connected.
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From interaction design perspective, the problem of device binding involves two
important sub-problems: device identification and device authentication. Device
identification refers to designating the devices that are to be bound with each
other. There may be a large number of devices available in the proximity and the
users need to indicate by some means which of these devices should be connected
into a multi-device ecosystem. Device authentication refers to making sure
that the users are really connecting the devices they intend to. Because wireless
communications is invisible, the users cannot see the wireless links between the
devices and therefore cannot be sure which devices are actually being connected.
This opens a possibility for so called Man-in-the-Middle attacks: a malicious third
party may secretly relay, monitor, and possibly modify communication between
the two parties who assume that they are directly communicating with each other.
To prevent such attacks, a wide variety of methods that authenticate the wireless connection over an auxiliary communication channel has been proposed. An
auxiliary communication channel, also known as an out-of-band channel, is
a secure, typically low bandwidth communication channel that the human users
can easily perceive and manage.
The problem of device binding in ubiquitous computing environments without a
trusted third party was first identified by Frank Stajano (2000). To solve the
problem, he suggested a device binding method called the Resurrecting Duckling
(Stajano and R. Anderson 2002): when a device is initiated, it associates to
the first device it connects to, in a similar way as a duckling assumes that the
first moving object it sees is its mother. Stajano’s method was based on using
electrical contact, for example, physical cables, as an auxiliary communication
channel to securely connect the devices, which makes the method impractical in
many real-life applications that use wireless communication.
The most common device binding method today is the Scan & Select method.
It is widely used in different variations in applications that use Bluetooth or Wi-Fi
technologies for communication. In the Scan & Select method, the device first
scans its environment for other available devices. The list of the devices that were
found is then presented to the user and the user can select the other devices they
want to bind with. For authentication, short strings (also known as PIN codes)
are typically used. The user is expected to copy or compare these strings between
devices to authenticate the connection. In the user interface, the authentication
strings can be represented in different forms, for example, as numbers, words,
graphical images, or audio signals.
The problem of device binding has been extensively studied in the fields of ubiquitous computing, human-computer interaction (Terrenghi, Quigley, and Dix 2009;
Chong, Mayrhofer, and Gellersen 2014), and security research (Suomalainen,
Valkonen, and Asokan 2009), and a wide variety of alternative methods for binding devices has been proposed. These methods vary in terms of device hardware
requirements, amount of user involvement, and level of provided security. Some
of the proposed methods encompass only device identification or authentication,
while others combine both identification and authentication into a single user
action. We can identify several different categories of proposed device binding
methods: methods based on synchronous user actions, methods based on spatial alignment, and methods based on the use of auxiliary devices. We will next
discuss and provide examples of methods in each of these categories.
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The first category of methods proposed for device binding is based on synchronous user actions. In SyncTap (Rekimoto 2004), the user can bind two
devices by pressing buttons on both devices at the same time. By comparing the
timing information of the button presses, the devices can correctly identify and
authenticate each other. The user may also bind two devices by touching them
simultaneously. A Personal Area Network (PAN) (Zimmerman 1995) can then be
used to create an auxiliary communication channel between the devices through
the user’s body. Alternatively, it is possible for two users to connect wearable
devices on their bodies by touching each other, for example, by shaking hands.
In Smart-Its Friends (Holmquist et al. 2001), the user binds several devices by
holding them together and waving or shaking them. This imposes a similar movement pattern on all devices that are held together, and this pattern is likely to be
different from the movement pattern of any other device at the same time, at least
in the proximity. The movement pattern can be measured with a motion sensor
and compared to identify and authenticate the devices. Hinckley (2003) suggests
a similar method where devices are connected by bumping them together. It is
possible to detect bump events with motion sensors as simultaneous and roughly
equal but opposite patterns of forces on each device. In Stitching, (Hinckley,
Ramos, et al. 2004), the user may connect two devices equipped with touch displays with a continuous touch gesture spanning both displays. The stroke gesture
begins from the screen of the first device, crosses over the bezels, and ends on
the display of the second device. The gesture can be detected by comparing the
timestamped touch events observed on both displays.
The second category of methods proposed for device binding is based on spatial alignment of the devices. Mayrhofer and Welch (2007) suggest a method
where the user binds devices by pointing one device at another. An auxiliary
communication channel for authenticating the connection is established between
the devices with visible laser light, with one of the devices incorporating a laser
transmitter and the other device incorporating a laser receiver. In Proximal Interactions (Rekimoto et al. 2003), the user can bind two devices by using one device
to touch another device. A near-field communication channel implemented, for
example, with RFID technology, is used as an auxiliary communication channel.
Security is based on the limited transmission range of near-field communication.
Rukzio et al. (2006) compare touching and pointing with Scan & Select for device identification. Their results indicate that people prefer touching for devices
that are near, pointing for devices that are further away, and scanning only if
touching and pointing are not possible, for example, if the device is far away and
cannot be seen. Kray et al. (2008) propose a system where the devices are bound
when the user places them in proximity of each other. Each device has a number
of spatial proximity regions around it. The regions are associated with different
multi-device interactions, and putting another device into one of these regions
connects the devices and triggers the particular interaction between them. The
devices are tracked with external cameras and the proximity regions are visualized
with a projector system.
The third category of methods proposed for device binding is based on using
various auxiliary devices to bind devices. In tranSticks (Ayatsuka and Rekimoto 2005), the user may bind two devices by placing one of a pair of physical
tokens with the same identifier into each device. The method exploits the familiar metaphor of a physical cable, with the tokens representing the endpoints of a
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“virtual cable” that connects the devices. In Seeing-is-Believing (McCune, Perrig,
and Reiter 2005), the user takes a photo of the devices they want to bind with
their cameraphone. The cameraphone scans barcodes attached to the devices and
uses that information to securely connect the devices. The camera image forms a
human-perceivable visual auxiliary channel for authenticating the connection.
Chong, Mayrhofer, and Gellersen (2014) suggest an alternative classification of
device binding methods. In their classification, the device binding methods are
divided into four categories: guidance, input, enrollment, and matching. The
guidance category encompasses techniques where users act in the real world to
bind devices together. The methods are based on concepts that are external to
the involved devices, such as contact, alignment, and proximity. The methods
in the input category focus user actions on the involved devices. They build on
conventional user interface concepts such as triggering commands, entering data,
and direct manipulation. In the enrollment category, the user attaches an identity
to a device and then presents this identity to other devices to bind them with it.
Finally, the matching category describes methods where users compare output of
the involved devices to confirm or reject a connection.
The development of new device binding methods has been to a large extent driven
by technology, focusing on aspects such as security, efficiency, and novel sensing
techniques. Chong and Gellersen (2011; 2013) present two studies with a more
user-centered approach: using the elicitation study methodology, they asked
users to suggest methods that the users would spontaneously and intuitively use
to connect a wide variety of different device combinations. The devices were represented by low-fidelity acrylic prototypes. Instead of a single prevalent method,
several common categories of methods were found, including Scan & Select, proximity, button event, device touch, and gesture. Physical device attributes, such as
form factor, mobility, and flexibility, as well as prior knowledge and experiences
of technology were found to influence users’ expectations of how device binding
should be done.
Device binding methods are not just pragmatic ways to connect devices—their
user experience is also affected by many non-pragmatic factors. In realistic
situations, the users do not always use the easiest or the fastest method available,
nor the one they think is technically the best. Many factors influence the users’
choices of binding methods, including sensitivity of the data, time constraints,
and social factors such as the place, the other people present, and the social
conventions considered appropriate (Ion et al. 2010; Rashid and Quigley 2009).
Users have been found to be willing to accept security risks in order to comply
with social norms (Ion et al. 2010).
Most research on device binding methods has focused on scenarios of an individual user binding two devices with each other, for example, a user binding a
headset with a smartphone or a user binding a laptop computer with a wireless access point. More complex scenarios involving multiple users and devices have
been studied significantly less. Device binding methods that have been designed
for individual users may not necessarily be applicable to scenarios involving multiple users as multi-user scenarios are in many respects different from single-user
scenarios. In multi-user scenarios, communication between the users provides an
additional source for potential errors (Kainda, Flechais, and Roscoe 2010). On
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the other hand, the users are typically willing to help each other and make decisions by mutual agreement, which reduces the amount of errors (Kainda, Flechais,
and Roscoe 2010). Users may not be willing to hand in their personal devices to
other people who they do not know very well, not even for short moments, which
can make methods that involve physical exchange of devices unacceptable (Uzun,
Saxena, and Kumar 2011; Hang et al. 2012). Group binding is not necessarily
just a sequence of binding operations between pairs of devices. It can also be
considered as a single procedure where all the devices are bound together at the
same time (Terrenghi, Quigley, and Dix 2009; Chong, Mayrhofer, and Gellersen
2014).
Chong and Gellersen (2012) present a framework that summarizes and categorizes the factors that influence the usability of spontaneous device binding. They
identify three main categories of factors: technology, user interaction, and application context. The technology category includes technical factors related to
the involved devices and the used communication channel. The user interaction
category covers factors that influence the user’s actions. Finally, the factors in
the application context category address the conditions under which the device
binding task takes place.

2.5

Cross-Display Object Movement

In situations where several devices are used together, there is frequently a need
to move virtual visual objects from the display of one device to the display of
another device. This common procedure in multi-device use is generally known
as cross-display object movement. Depending on the application and the user
interface, there can be many different types of objects that the users should be able
to move between devices. These objects may include content items, for example,
text documents, photographs, audio or video clips, or items of application-specific
content types. The objects to move may also include application sessions or
user interfaces, for example, entire application windows or sub-parts of the user
interface.
As moving objects between devices is a very common problem, a large number
of different solutions has been developed for it. Conventional solutions that
are widely commercially available include connecting the devices directly for data
transfer using physical cables or wireless short-range radio technologies, such as
Bluetooth or Wi-Fi. Objects can also be moved between devices by copying them
to a portable storage medium, such as a memory card, a USB memory stick,
or an external hard drive, that is then removed and attached to another device.
Another common practice to move objects between devices is to send them as
e-mails or other kinds of messages to oneself. Further, it is possible to move objects by saving them in a network folder on a file server and then opening them
with another device. More recently, similar cloud-based storage services have
become popular. In addition to general-purpose cloud storage services, many
cloud-based content-centric applications support transferring content of specific
types, for example, photographs, music, or web pages, between devices. Beyond
moving objects manually, there is also a wide variety of solutions that automatically synchronize data between devices.
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In the field of human-computer interaction research, the general problem of crossdisplay object movement has been studied in the context of multi-monitor computer setups, large composite displays, collaborative interactive spaces, tabletop
displays, and ad-hoc ecosystems of mobile devices (Nacenta, Gutwin, et al. 2009).
A wide variety of different methods for moving visual objects between displays
has been proposed in the prior literature. Perhaps the most widely known crossdisplay object movement method suggested in the human-computer interaction
literature is the Pick-and-Drop method by Rekimoto (1997). In Pick-and-Drop,
the user can pick up an object by touching it with a digital pen and then drop
it by repeating the touch action on another display. Pick-and-Drop has been implemented in many different variations, including variations that work with finger
touch instead of a digital pen. In Touch & Interact (Hardy and Rukzio 2008), the
user can move objects between their phone and another display by touching the
display with the corner of their phone.
Other methods suggested in the human-computer interaction literature include
Conduit (N. Chen, Guimbretiere, and Sellen 2012) that uses the metaphor of
transferring the object through the user’s body. The user first designates the
target display by touching it with the non-dominant hand and then selects the
object to be moved with the dominant hand on the source display. Objects can
also be moved from one display to another by making a throw touch screen gesture
towards the target (Geißler 1998). Many variations of the basic throw gesture,
for example, Drag-and-Throw and Push-and-Throw (Hascoët 2003), have been
suggested, aiming to provide better control over and to improve the accuracy of
the throw. Further, objects can be manipulated across displays by using pointing
gestures, for example, with laser pointers (Olsen and T. Nielsen 2001).
Drag-and-Pop (Baudisch et al. 2003) extends traditional drag-and-drop to work
across multiple displays by bringing the possible targets from other displays near
the object when the user starts to drag it. This allows the user to complete the
movement action on the same display. In ConnecTables (Tandler et al. 2001), the
displays of two devices positioned side-by-side form a single continuous display
area and objects can be directly dragged from one display to another. Objects
can also be transferred between device displays by stacking the devices on top of
each other (Girouard, Tarun, and Vertegaal 2012). In Pocket Transfers (Mäkelä
et al. 2018), the user can move objects from large displays in the environment
to their personal mobile device while keeping the device in a pocket or in a bag.
Several different interaction modalities are supported, including touch, mid-air
gestures, gaze, and their multi-modal combinations.
In ARIS (Biehl and Bailey 2004), the user can manage objects across screens on
a radar-like map view showing all displays in proximity. Synchronized clipboards
(Miller and Myers 1999) are shared between multiple devices, so that an object
copied to the clipboard on one device can be pasted on another device. In Conductor (Hamilton and Wigdor 2014), the user may broadcast objects to all other
devices as cues which can then be acted upon or ignored. In MediaBlocks (Ullmer,
Ishii, and Glas 1998), objects can be bound to physical tokens that can be moved
between displays.
Nacenta, Gutwin, et al. (2009) present a cognitive model of cross-display object
movement. The model identifies four different processes in the cross-display ob-
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ject movement interaction: first, the user transforms the task requirements or
environmental constraints into an intention to move an object to a certain target
display; second, the user formulates an action plan for moving the object to the
target; third, the user executes the movement; and fourth, the user monitors and
adjusts the movement action through a feedback loop. These four processes are
not necessarily strictly sequential but they may partly happen in parallel.
Based on this model, Nacenta, Gutwin, et al. (2009) propose a taxonomy that
classifies cross-display object movement methods on three conceptual levels: referential domain level, display configuration level, and control paradigm level. The
referential domain level relates to how the user and the system reference to different displays. The references can be either spatial or non-spatial (for example,
textual names, colors, shapes, or hierarchies). The display configuration level relates to the mapping between the physical arrangement of the displays and the
input model of the interaction method. There are three possible mappings: planar mapping where the objects move across displays as if they were all arranged
on a two-dimensional plane; perspective mapping which depends on the point of
view of the user; and literal mapping that relies on the physical context. Finally,
the control paradigm level relates to how the actual movement takes place. There
are three different control possibilities: closed loop that allows the user to adjust
the execution of the movement action before it is completed; open loop that does
not; and intermittent that varies between closed loop and open loop depending
on the phase of the interaction.
Despite the large variety of proposed methods for cross-display object movement, only a few studies have systematically compared multiple different methods
against each other. These studies have mostly focused on moving objects between
handheld devices and large tabletop or wall displays. Nacenta, Aliakseyeu, et al.
(2005) report an early study that evaluates the performance of six different methods for moving objects with a stylus from a tablet computer to a tabletop display
at different distances within and beyond hand’s reach. Substantial differences
between the methods were identified. Radar View and Pick-and-Drop were found
to be the fastest methods and were also preferred by the participants.
Bachl et al. (2011) present a study where pairs of users solved collaborative tasks
which involved moving objects from a shared tabletop display to personal tablet
computers. Three different one-way object movement methods were included
in the study: pressing a button attached to the object, dragging the object on
top of an icon representing the target device, and using the tablet as a lens to
capture content beneath it on the tabletop display. The participants considered
the slowest button method to be the easiest to use, while the fastest lens method
was considered too complicated.
Scott, Besacier, and McClelland (2014) report another study where groups of
users played a game that involved moving virtual cards between tablet computers and a large tabletop display. Three different cross-display object movement
methods were included in the study: two variants of the Pick-and-Drop method
and a method called Bridges where objects were moved through a virtual portal area shared between devices. All methods were found to effectively support
the movement tasks. The participants’ preferences were equally divided between
the methods, with each method providing unique advantages that suited different
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participants’ playing styles.
Paay et al. (2017) present a study where individual users moved different shapes in
both directions between handheld devices and large displays. The study compared
four different cross-display object movement methods that combine touch and
mid-air gestures: pinching, swiping, swinging, and flicking. Swiping and swinging
were found to be the most successful methods.

2.6

Studies of Real-Life Multi-Device Use

In addition to the extensive effort to develop technologies, systems, and interaction
solutions to enable and support multi-device use, a number of researchers have
also investigated how people actually combine and use multiple devices together
in real life situations.
The early studies on multi-device use by Oulasvirta and Sumari (2007) and Dearman and Pierce (2008) identified a multiplicity of reasons and benefits that
motivate people to have and use multiple devices instead of a single one. First
of all, different devices have different characteristics and capabilities. This makes
it beneficial to have multiple devices as different devices are suitable to different
tasks, physical environments, and social situations. For example, when traveling,
a person might choose to carry a lightweight but less powerful device with them,
while at home, they might select a heavier but more powerful device. The setup
overhead, that is, the effort needed to prepare the device for use, relative to the
length of the task is also an important consideration when people decide which
device to use: for short tasks, a person might pick a less powerful device with low
setup overhead, while for longer tasks, a more powerful device might be preferred
despite a high setup overhead. Having several devices may also help to organize
and separate tasks: for example, a person might have one device for work-related
use and another device for home use. In some situations, there may be no single
device that could provide all the functions and data needed to complete the task,
and this may force a person to use multiple devices. Some people decide to have
extra devices as fallback devices, for example, as data or battery backups. People
may also have personal preferences and habits that influence their decisions to
use different devices for different tasks: for example, when a person purchases a
new device, they might still keep and use the old device for certain tasks.
Practices and workflows in using multiple devices have been found to vary
between different individuals and professional groups (Dearman and Pierce 2008;
Karlson et al. 2010; Santosa and Wigdor 2013). People tend to divide tasks
between devices, assigning each device a specific role within the workflow (Grudin
2001; Dearman and Pierce 2008; Santosa and Wigdor 2013). In addition to serial
patterns of multi-device use (Karlson et al. 2010), also parallel patterns have
recently become more common (Santosa and Wigdor 2013; Google 2012; Müller,
Gove, and Webb 2012).
Accessing and managing content across different devices has been found to be
one of the key challenges and sources of frustration in multi-device use (Oulasvirta
and Sumari 2007; Dearman and Pierce 2008; Müller, Gove, and Webb 2012).
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People who actively use several devices need to constantly make decisions related
to content management, such as where to store content and how to transfer and
synchronize it between devices. Despite a large variety of commercially available
solutions (see Section 2.5), people still commonly encounter problems in accessing
content between devices (Santosa and Wigdor 2013). While various cloud-based
storage and synchronization solutions have recently become popular, they have
many limitations regarding reliability, privacy, capacity, and connectivity, and
therefore they supply only partial solutions to the problem (Santosa and Wigdor
2013). People have been found to assemble their own personal patchworks of
solutions to manage content between their devices by combining multiple different
tools and approaches, often in creative ways (Dearman and Pierce 2008). In
addition to content, other kinds of information such as interaction histories should
also be synchronized between devices (Oulasvirta and Sumari 2007; Dearman and
Pierce 2008; Kane et al. 2009).
In mobile context, it may require significant physical effort and planning to manage the configurations of devices that a person carries with them and uses in
different situations. Oulasvirta and Sumari (2007) found that rather than constantly making conscious decisions about which devices to carry and use, people
develop habits and preparatory strategies to balance the risk of not having the
right data or functionality available and the effort required to manage the devices. Oulasvirta and Sumari observed three different strategies: the conservative
strategy of always carrying the same configuration of devices; the planful opportunism strategy of making just-in-case preparations for potential situations; and
in some cases, the strategy of making careful advance planning and preparations.
A mobile kit refers to a reasonably stable set of personal information devices
that a person keeps together and carries with them while traveling (Mainwaring,
K. Anderson, and Chang 2005). Jung et al. (2008) suggest examining the set of
digital devices that a person uses as an ecology of interactive artifacts, in order to
understand how people experience and strategize the use of interactive artifacts
and the development of their ecologies over time.
Over the last few years, smartwatches have emerged as a new category of popular information devices. They provide an interesting addition to people’s personal
device ecologies, as they are the first category of wearable information devices that
receives wider adoption. Some early studies have investigated the role of smartwatches in larger personal device ecologies. As a small display that is always
worn on the user’s body, a smartwatch provides a quick, unobtrusive, and less
disrupting way to receive notifications of potentially important events, substituting for other devices in that purpose (Pizza et al. 2016; Cecchinato, Cox, and
Bird 2017). Depending on the urgency of the event and the other devices available, the notification may then lead to the continuation of the task on another
device (Cecchinato, Cox, and Bird 2017): for example, receiving a message on a
smartwatch may lead the user to reply using their smartphone.

2.7

Research Gap

While there exists a large body of earlier research on topics related to multidevice interaction, we can identify some gaps in the earlier research. The research
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presented in this thesis aims to fulfill these gaps.
First, considering the breadth and diversity of the phenomenon of multi-device
use, there have been relatively few studies addressing how people use multiple
devices in real life. Many of the earlier studies looking at the everyday practices
of multi-device use are rather old as they have been made before the widespread
availability and adoption of modern smartphones, tablets, and cloud services.
The earlier studies have also primarily focused on technologically advanced users
and use cases related to information work. Therefore, in order to update and
broaden the understanding of the evolving practices and needs in multi-device
use, there is a demand for further studies investigating how people utilize the new
extended ecologies of devices and services, covering also more diverse groups of
users and exploring beyond work-related use. This gap is addressed by research
question RQ1 and by study S1.
Second, despite the large amount of research work that has been invested on studying systems, technologies, and interaction methods for multi-device use, there is
still a lack of knowledge that would summarize the key experiential factors that
significantly influence the user experience of multi-device interaction. Knowledge
of these factors would be valuable in the design of interfaces and applications for
multi-device use as these factors should receive particular attention in the design
process. This gap is addressed by research question RQ2, based primarily on
studies S2, S3, and S4 and supported by studies S1 and S5.
Third, wearable devices are emerging as an important new category of information devices that provide interesting opportunities for multi-user multi-device
applications. While a wide range of different methods has been suggested for
multi-device interaction in the earlier literature, most of the suggested methods
have been designed for conventional devices, such as smartphones, tablets, and
computers. As such, these methods may not be suitable or take full advantage of
the features of wearable devices which differ from conventional devices in many
ways. The development of multi-device interaction methods has also often been
driven by technology and security considerations rather than by user experience.
Therefore, there is a need for new research on natural and intuitive methods for
multi-device interaction on wearable devices. This gap is addressed by research
question RQ3 and by study S5.
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Chapter 3

Research Approach and
Methods
This chapter explains the approach and methodology that was followed in the
research presented in this thesis. Section 3.1 first presents the general research
approach. Section 3.2 then describes in more detail the research methods that
were used for collecting and analyzing the data. Finally, Section 3.3 discusses
related ethical considerations.

3.1

Research Approach

The research presented in this thesis was carried out within the general framework of design science research (Hevner and Chatterjee 2010; Vaishnavi and
Kuechler 2015). According to the design science research approach, information
technology is an artificial phenomenon (Simon 1996). As opposed to natural
phenomena, information technology can not only be studied but it can also be
created, and scientific research can contribute to each of these activities (March
and Smith 1995). Therefore, scientific research on information technology consists
of two distinct types of research: behavioral science research that studies information technology and human phenomena that surround its employment as they are,
and design science research that creates new and better information technology
(March and Smith 1995; Hevner, March, et al. 2004). These two types of research
are illustrated in Figure 3.1.
Behavioral science research on information technology has its roots in natural
science research, but instead of natural phenomena it studies human phenomena
related to the application and use of information technology (Hevner, March, et
al. 2004). It aims at describing, explaining, and predicting how and why people
employ information technology in reality (March and Smith 1995; Hevner, March,
et al. 2004). It consists of two kinds of research activities: activities that develop
new knowledge about human phenomena related to information technology; and
activities that justify that this knowledge is true (Hevner, March, et al. 2004).
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Figure 3.1: Behavioral science and design science in information technology research. Based on March and Smith (1995), Hevner, March, et al. (2004), and
Gregor and Hevner (2013).
Design science research has its roots in engineering and design (Hevner, March,
et al. 2004; Koskinen et al. 2011). Design science aims at improving information
technology systems and processes (March and Smith 1995). It consists of two
kinds of research activities: activities that build new knowledge about effective
design and implementation of information technology; and activities that evaluate if this knowledge has value and utility over the earlier knowledge (Hevner,
March, et al. 2004).
Behavioral science research and design science research produce different types of
contributions. These contribution types are illustrated in Figure 3.2. Behavioral
science research produces descriptive knowledge (Gregor and Hevner 2013).
Descriptive knowledge consists of descriptions of human phenomena related to
information technology, including simple observations and measurements as well
as classifications and catalogs of these observations and measurements. It also
contains knowledge, such as patterns, principles, and theories, that make sense of
the relationships among the observed phenomena. Design science research produces prescriptive knowledge (Gregor and Hevner 2013). The simplest form of
prescriptive knowledge is instantiations, for example, situated implementations of
novel software products. More mature and abstract knowledge includes constructs
(for example, concepts and terms), models (that is, propositions expressing relationships between constructs), methods (for example, algorithms and processes),
design principles, and technological rules (March and Smith 1995; Gregor and
Hevner 2013). These contributions of design science research are called artifacts
to indicate that they can be transformed into material existence as artificially
made objects (for example, hardware products) or processes (for example, operational software) (Gregor and Hevner 2013). The ultimate contributions of
design science research are well-developed design theories that formalize the design knowledge in a specific domain. Note that in both behavioral and design
science research, the contributions not only include developing and building new
knowledge but also include justifying and evaluating existing knowledge.
Both behavioral science and design science are needed in information technology
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Figure 3.2: Contribution types of behavioral science and design science in information technology research. Adapted from Gregor and Hevner (2013).

research and they complement and support each other (March and Smith 1995).
Figure 3.1 also illustrates the interactions between behavioral science research and
design science research. Behavioral science research produces knowledge about
human phenomena and this knowledge may aid design science research to build
new artifacts, while design science research may provide targets for behavioral
science research by building artifacts that give rise to new human phenomena that
can be studied (March and Smith 1995). Behavioral science research may explain
why artifacts built by design science research work, while the artifacts built by
design science research test and may help to justify the knowledge produced by
behavioral science research (March and Smith 1995).
This thesis applies the general framework of design science research in the context of human-computer interaction research. The ACM SIGCHI Curricula
for Human-Computer Interaction (Hewett et al. 1992) defines human-computer
interaction as “a discipline concerned with the design, evaluation and implementation of interactive computing systems for human use and with the study of
major phenomena surrounding them”. As human-computer interaction research
is interested both in how to create better interactive computing systems and in
how people employ and use such systems, the design science research framework
is well suited for research in human-computer interaction.
The framework of design science research also matches well with the goals and
research questions of this thesis. As stated in Chapter 1, the overall goal of this
thesis is to create new scientific knowledge to inform the design of future multidevice user interfaces, technologies, and applications. The first research question
RQ1 focuses on understanding and explaining how people combine and use multiple information devices together in their everyday lives. It belongs to behavioral
science research and produces descriptive knowledge about human phenomena
related to multi-device use. The second research question RQ2 examines experiential factors that should be considered in the design of multi-device interaction
methods and the third research question RQ3 explores natural methods for initiating multi-device interactions between wearable devices. These two research
questions belong to design science research and produce prescriptive knowledge
that aims at practical improvements in the user experience of multi-device use.
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We will discuss the contributions of this thesis in more detail and reflect them
on the general contribution types of behavioral and design science research in
Subsection 6.1.

3.2

Research Methods

This section describes the research methods that were used in the research presented in this thesis. Subsection 3.2.1 first discusses the general research methods
that were widely applied in this thesis. Subsection 3.2.2 then presents the methods that were used for collecting data and Subsection 3.2.3 the methods that were
used for analyzing data.

3.2.1

General Methods

Grounded theory. While some of the individual studies in this thesis contain
experimental elements, overall the research follows the grounded theory method
(Strauss and Corbin 1990). Instead of forming hypotheses and then conducting
experiments to test and prove them, the research presented in this thesis begins
with the research questions, collects empirical data about them, and then lets
the results emerge from the data through multiple rounds of systematic analysis
without any preconceived hypotheses or concepts.
Mixed methods. All studies that this thesis consists of primarily use qualitative research methods. However, in each study qualitative research methods are
complemented with quantitative research methods. By using this kind of mixed
methods approach, it is possible to provide a better understanding of the research
problem than using qualitative or quantitative research methods alone (J. W.
Creswell 2012, p. 535). In the next two subsections, we explain in more detail the
qualitative and quantitative research methods that were used for data collection
and data analysis in this thesis.

3.2.2

Data Collection Methods

Participant recruitment. All studies presented in this thesis involved empirical
research with human subjects. Overall, a total of 110 people participated in the
studies, which necessitated a significant recruitment effort. The primary method
of participant recruitment was posting advertisements on local mailing lists and
social media groups. People who were interested in participating were prescreened
against predefined selection criteria. In each study, we aimed to recruit a diverse
and balanced group of participants with different backgrounds. In studies S2, S3,
and S5 that involved groups of participants, we utilized snowball sampling and
asked the selected participants to recruit their friends to participate in the study.
The intention was that the participants would feel more comfortable if they knew
some of the other participants in the same evaluation session. No participant
knew all the other participants in any session, however.
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Diary studies. A diary is a document created by an individual who maintains
regular recordings about events in their life, at the time that those events occur
(Alaszewski 2006). Diaries allow capturing rich data about interesting events and
people’s underlying feelings and motivations in naturalistic settings over extended
periods of time, including also situations, such as private moments at home, where
direct observation would be difficult or impossible (Lazar, Feng, and Hochheiser
2010, pp. 127–130). The diary study method was used in study S1 to collect data
about the participants’ practices of combining devices in everyday activities and
tasks. While many diary studies today use online diaries, we decided to use a
traditional paper diary as we wanted to avoid a situation that keeping the diary
would interfere with the device use that was the subject of the study.
Laboratory evaluations. In design science research, it is essential to demonstrate via well-executed evaluations that the new artifacts improve the earlier
practice (Hevner, March, et al. 2004). In this thesis, studies S2, S3, and S4
involved evaluations of multi-device interaction method prototypes. These evaluations were conducted in a laboratory environment and followed the tradition
of evaluating the user experience of interactive prototypes in human-computer
interaction research: after being introduced to the prototype, the study participants were asked to perform a set of given tasks with the prototype while data
was collected through observation, measurements, interviews, and questionnaires.
These evaluations can be seen as controlled experiments with the hypothesis of
the prototype interaction methods being better than the previously known methods (Koskinen et al. 2011, p. 60). On the other hand, methodologically these
evaluations resemble usability testing (J. Nielsen 1993, ch. 6). However, there are
some important differences between the industrial practice of usability testing and
the laboratory evaluations presented in this thesis (Lazar, Feng, and Hochheiser
2010, pp. 254–255). In the industry, usability testing is an engineering technique that is used to improve the user interface of a specific product during the
product development process. It aims at identifying the most serious flaws in the
product’s user interface so that they can be corrected in the next product iteration. Usability testing is driven by pragmatic schedule, resource, and business
considerations, and it aims at producing information that is “good enough” in the
shortest amount of time and using the fewest resources possible, while optimizing
trade-offs (Wixon 2003). In this thesis, however, the laboratory evaluations aim
at producing scientific knowledge that is highly reliable and valid and that can be
generalized over a broad range of different systems and applications. Therefore,
the evaluations in this thesis were done more rigorously than typical usability
tests: for example, the number of participants was higher and the data collection
and analysis was done more systematically and thoroughly. Evaluations in studies
S2 and S3 involved groups of four to six participants which required particularly
careful planning and preparations.
Elicitation studies. Elicitation studies (M. Nielsen et al. 2004; Wobbrock et al.
2005) aim to gather interaction methods directly from end users, emphasizing
the actions that people would naturally do. The participants of an elicitation
study are first presented with the end effect of an operation and are then asked to
perform the action that caused it. Elicitation studies have been particularly popular in producing sets of touch screen and other types of gestures. In this thesis,
the elicitation study methodology was used in study S5 to generate multi-device
interaction methods for wearable devices. Also study S3 that explored group
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binding strategies in medium-sized groups included elements of the elicitation
study methodology. In prior research, elicitation studies have been primarily conducted with individual users. In this thesis, the elicitation studies were conducted
with groups of users and the methodology was adapted to multiple participants
(Jokela, Rezaei, and Väänänen 2016).
Interviews. One of the primary data collection methods that was used in every
study of this thesis was participant interviews. Interviews allow gathering deep
and detailed data about person’s opinions, feelings, and perceptions, encourage
reflection and consideration, and enable flexible exploration of new insights and
perspectives that may emerge during the interview. All interviews in this thesis
were semi-structured and conducted face-to-face. In studies S1 and S4, the interviews were individual interviews, while in studies S2, S3, and S5, the interviews
were group interviews with four to six participants. Various techniques, such
as diaries, physical artifacts, and scenarios, were used during the interviews to
ground the discussion on reality and to improve the quality of the collected data.
Questionnaires. In addition to interviews, all studies presented in this thesis
included written questionnaires to gather quantitative data. Questionnaires allow efficient collection of well-structured data where each participant is equally
represented and which can be analyzed using statistical methods. In studies S2,
S3, and S4 that involved laboratory evaluations of interactive prototypes, two
validated questionnaires, AttrakDiff and NASA-TLX, were used. AttrakDiff
(Hassenzahl 2004) measures the attractiveness of interactive products over four
dimensions: pragmatic quality, identification, stimulation, and perceived attractiveness. NASA-TLX (Hart and Staveland 1988) measures the subjective workload experience when performing a task over six dimensions: mental demand,
physical demand, temporal demand, performance, effort, and frustration. In each
study, the basic NASA-TLX questionnaire was extended with a few study-specific
dimensions, such as learnability or security, to collect richer data. In addition to
the generic AttrakDiff and NASA-TLX questionnaires, study-specific questionnaires were developed to address particular research themes as needed. These
study-specific questionnaires were validated with pilot participants before the actual study was started.

3.2.3

Data Analysis Methods

Content analysis. In studies S4 and S5, standard content analysis techniques
(Lazar, Feng, and Hochheiser 2010, ch. 11) with emergent coding were used for
analyzing qualitative interview data. The analysis was done collaboratively by
two or three researchers to improve the reliability and validity of the results (see
Section 6.2 for a more detailed discussion about the reliability and validity of the
research presented in this thesis). The interview responses were first transcribed
based on audio or video recordings. Several researchers then examined the data
to develop initial lists of coding categories. These categories were compared,
discussed, and tested with subsets of data. This process was iteratively repeated
until a consolidated coding hierarchy that all researchers agreed upon was reached.
The coding hierarchy was then used for the actual coding of the entire data set.
Finally, the resulting categorization of the data was processed into more general
results. Microsoft Excel was used as the primary software tool to support content
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analysis work (Meyer and Avery 2009). Similar content analysis techniques were
also used in study S1 to categorize the user-reported multi-device use cases and
in study S5 to categorize the user-suggested multi-device interaction methods for
wearable devices.
Affinity diagramming. Affinity diagramming (Holtzblatt, Wendell, and Wood
2004; Lucero 2015) is a qualitative data analysis technique where each individual
data point is recorded on a tangible paper note and the notes are then iteratively
arranged on a real physical wall based on their affinity to each other, resulting
in an increasingly hierarchical representation of the data. The method is well
suited for collaborative data analysis, as it supports parallel work and creation of
a shared interpretation of the data. In this thesis, affinity diagramming was used
in studies S1, S2, and S3 to analyze large amounts of little structured interview
and observational data. The MixedNotes tool (Jokela and Lucero 2014) was developed during this thesis work for efficient preparation of paper notes for affinity
diagramming sessions.
Quantitative analysis. Questionnaire responses and other quantitative data
was analyzed using statistical methods. Basic quantitative analysis, such as descriptive statistics, was done with Microsoft Excel. For more advanced statistical
analysis, such as comparative ANOVA tests, IBM SPSS software was used.

3.3

Research Ethics

The term ethics refers to the moral standards or values by which human conduct is judged (Rosnow and Rosenthal 1997, p. 115). Applied to research, ethical
guidelines allow us to judge the morality of scientific conduct (Rosnow and Rosenthal 1997, p. 115). In Finland, where the research presented in this thesis was
done, ethical guidelines for human-computer interaction research are defined by
the Finnish National Board on Research Integrity (TENK). According to the
TENK guidelines (Finnish National Board on Research Integrity 2018), formal
ethical review of a research plan by the ethical committee should only be done if
the planned research may cause physical or mental harm to the research subjects,
if the research involves children, or if the research deviates from the principle
of informed consent. An ethical review can also be done if it is requested by a
publication forum, funder, or international co-operation partner. As the research
presented in this thesis did not meet any of these conditions, no formal ethical
review of the research plan was done.
In the research presented in this thesis, we followed the generally accepted ethical
principles of human-computer interaction research which are also recommended
by TENK. We carefully designed each study to be a comfortable experience to
the study participants and to avoid causing any potential harm to them. Before
the study, we explained every participant what were the purpose and objectives
of the study, who was doing the study, what was the study procedure, what data
was collected, how the data was processed and stored, and how the study results
would be used. We emphasized that participation in the study was voluntary. The
participant could then make an informed decision about whether they wanted to
participate in the study or not. Finally, we carefully handled the collected data
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to make sure it was treated confidentially and reported anonymously.

Chapter 4

Research Process
This chapter explains the process that was followed in the research presented
in this thesis. Section 4.1 first gives an overview of the research process.
Sections 4.2–4.6 then describe in more detail the five empirical studies that form
the core of this thesis.

4.1

Overview

The research presented in this thesis consists of five empiral studies. Figure 4.1
illustrates the relationships between the studies. Table 4.1 summarizes the key
characteristics of the studies.
The first study S1 was a user study that investigated how people currently combine multiple devices in their everyday lives. It aimed to provide a general understanding of the current practices and challenges in multi-device use. The study
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Table 4.1: Summary of the key characteristics of the studies (S = Study, P = Publication, RQ = Research Question, N = Number of participants).

primarily contributed to research question RQ1 but it also supported research
question RQ2.
The next two studies S2 and S3 addressed the problem of device binding in small
and medium-sized groups. Study S2 was a laboratory study that compared three
different methods for group binding. Based on the results of study S2, study S3
suggested a novel more flexible method for group binding and evaluated it with a
laboratory study, with special emphasis on the patterns and strategies of applying
the method in medium-sized groups. The fourth study S4 focused on the challenge
of cross-display object movement. It was a laboratory study that compared three
different methods for moving virtual objects between displays of personal mobile
devices. The studies S2, S3, and S4 contributed to research question RQ2.
Finally, the fifth study S5 looked into a future where wearable devices are widely
used and enable collaborative interactions. The study gathered interaction methods for common multi-device interaction tasks on wearable devices from groups
of end users using the elicitation study methodology. The study primarily contributed to research question RQ3 but it also supported research question RQ2.
The following subsections summarize the motivation and objectives, the participants, and the data collection and analysis methodology and procedure for each
study. The results of the studies are presented in Chapter 5.
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4.2

Study S1: A Diary Study on Combining
Multiple Information Devices in Everyday
Life

While a wide variety of different technological solutions have been proposed to
support multi-device use, only a few studies have addressed how people actually
use multiple information devices together in their everyday lives. Many of these
earlier studies have been made before the wide-spread adoption of modern smartphones, tablets, and cloud services and have focused on technologically oriented
users and use cases related to information work. Therefore, we decided to conduct
a new study on the practices and challenges in using the new extended ecologies
of devices and services, aiming to address diverse groups of users and to explore
beyond work-related use. The objective of the study was to provide a rich picture of the current and emerging real-life multi-device use and to broaden the
understanding of the evolving practices and needs.
The study primarily contributed to research question RQ1. It also supported
research question RQ2. The study has been reported in detail in publication P1.
Participants. We recruited a total of 14 people (six female, eight male) living
in Southern Finland to participate in the study by posting an advertisement on
local mailing lists and social media groups. We selected a diverse group of people
who owned multiple devices and actively used them for a wide range of different
applications and services. Seven of the participants were students, while the
other seven were professionals working in different fields. Regarding education
and professional background, four participants had their primary background in
information technology, while the remaining ten participants represented a wide
variety of other professions.
Data collection. Each participant filled in a workbook about their multi-device
use during a one-week self-reporting period. The workbook included of a diary in
which the participant was asked to report in detail all situations and tasks where
they used multiple information devices together. The workbook also contained
other tasks in which the participant was asked to provide information about their
devices, their typical device use, and their ideal multi-device setup. After the
self-reporting period, the participant was interviewed for approximately one hour
based on the information in the workbook, including detailed discussion of two or
three different situations of multi-device use that the participant had reported in
the diary. The interviews were audio recorded.
Data analysis. The interview data was transcribed based on the audio recordings and analyzed by building an affinity diagram in a series of interpretation
sessions. The diary data was separately analyzed and the reported use cases were
categorized into different patterns of multi-device use with standard content analysis techniques. Finally, matrices describing relationships between devices, tasks,
and contexts of use were constructed based on the data from the other tasks in
the participants’ workbooks.
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Figure 4.2: Touching another device to bind it into a multi-device ecosystem.

4.3

Study S2: A Comparative Evaluation of
Touch-Based Group Binding Methods

Before a group of users can engage in collaborative interactions with their devices,
they must first bind their devices together into a multi-device ecosystem, in order
to allow exchange of data and coordination of interactions between the devices. To
make spontaneous multi-device interactions attractive, the device binding process
should be fast and easy, but it should still provide sufficient security. In this
study, we wanted to compare touch and proximity-based methods (see Figure 4.2)
for group binding against more conventional methods based on scanning and
passwords. We also wanted to explore different ways to divide the group binding
task between the participants and to investigate possibilities to define the order
of the devices during the group creation process to enable spatial interactions.
The study contributed to research question RQ2. The study has been reported
in detail in publication P2.
Apparatus. We designed three different group binding methods called Seek,
Ring, and Host (see Figure 4.3). The Seek method represented the conventional
approach used, for example, in network games, and was based on scanning for
device identification and passwords for authentication. Both the Ring and Host
methods used touch for device identification and authentication. The main difference between Ring and Host was that Ring was peer-based, distributing the
group creation task equally between all participants, while Host was leader-driven,
concentrating the group creation task on a single participant. Additionally, Host
utilized device gestures for some interactions. The Host method was based on the
EasyGroups method (Lucero, Jokela, et al. 2012). While all the methods were
generic, we decided to study them in the context of a simple photo sharing application in order to provide a more realistic goal for the group creation task in the
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Figure 4.3: Three group binding methods (arrows represent touch actions between
devices and numbered circles indicate the order of actions): (a) Seek: a leader
creates a group and shares a password (1), which is then entered in parallel by the
other participants (2). (b) Ring: one person starts the application and touches
the next device to their right to add it to the group (1), then others continue
to add the next person to their right (2, 3), and the last person completes the
group (4). (c) Host: a leader starts the application, adds people to the group by
touching all devices in counter-clockwise order (1–3), and puts the device on the
table to complete the group (4).

evaluation. The photo sharing application was a simplified version of the PassThem-Around application (Lucero, Holopainen, and Jokela 2011): it allowed the
users to browse a collection of photos stored in their own devices and supported
spatial interactions of throwing photos between devices. We built prototypes of
the three group binding methods on Nokia N9 mobile devices running the MeeGo
operating system. Bluetooth-based radio technology was used to detect touch
interactions between devices. The prototypes were fully functional with real network communication, except for the security protocols, which were only simulated
in the user interface.
Participants. We recruited six groups of four participants (a total of 24 participants) for the evaluation by posting an advertisement on a local mailing list.
Eight of the participants were female and 16 male. The participants represented
a variety of different backgrounds, with eight participants having a software engineering background, 10 other technical background (for example, mechanical
engineering), and six non-technical background (for example, administration or
linguistics). All participants were active smartphone users and six of the 24 participants had used a Nokia N9 before the study.
Data collection. We organized a series of six evaluation sessions in a usability laboratory. In each session, there were four participants and a moderator
present. All groups evaluated all methods in a systematically varied order. After
being introduced to the first method, the participants were asked to form groups
with it and then evaluate it using the AttrakDiff and extended NASA-TLX questionnaires. The same procedure was then repeated for the second and the third
method. At the end of the session, the moderator interviewed the participants
about their experiences with all the methods. The moderator also showed the
participants pictures of three different scenarios and asked them to consider what
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would be the most appropriate method for creating a group in each scenario. The
objective of using the scenarios was to encourage the participants to think about
different situations and environments and their social and physical characteristics.
The durations of the evaluation sessions varied between 100 and 120 minutes. The
sessions were video recorded.
Data analysis. The video recordings of the evaluation sessions were reviewed
and notes written about relevant observations. The data recorded on the notes
was then analyzed by building an affinity diagram in a series of interpretation
sessions. A quantitative analysis of the NASA-TLX and AttrakDiff responses
was done separately.

4.4

Study S3: An Evaluation of a Touch-Based
Group Binding Method

The results of the study S2 suggested that group binding methods should be
flexible, allowing people to adopt different group creation strategies in different
situations. Still, many of the device binding methods proposed in prior research
have been very specific, enforcing a detailed procedure that has to be followed
exactly. Therefore, in this study, we wanted to test a group binding method that
was more flexible and gave the users a lot of freedom to adapt it to different situations. Further, the earlier research on device binding has focused on individual
users or small groups of up to four participants. But as the group size increases,
the overall group binding process becomes more parallel and a much wider variety of different approaches and strategies becomes possible. Therefore, in this
study, we also wanted to investigate group binding in medium-sized groups of six
users in order to better understand the different strategies, group behavior, and
communication and collaboration within a larger group
The study contributed to research question RQ2. The study has been reported
in detail in publication P3.
Apparatus. We designed a novel group binding method called FlexiGroups
(see Figure 4.4) that was based on the results of study S2. The FlexiGroups
method is highly flexible, enabling the users to apply a broad range of different
group formation strategies. While the method itself is generic and can be used in
many different applications, we again decided to study the method in the context
of a multi-user photo sharing application based on Pass-Them-Around (Lucero,
Holopainen, and Jokela 2011). We implemented a prototype of the FlexiGroups
group binding method on Nokia N9 mobile devices using similar technologies as
in study S2.
Participants. We recruited four groups of six participants (a total of 24 participants) for the evaluation by posting an advertisement on a local mailing list.
Six of the participants were female and 18 male. The participants represented a
variety of different professions, with six participants having a software engineering background, 13 having other technical background (for example, mechanical
engineering), and five having a non-technical background (for example, teaching
or photography). All participants were experienced smartphone users, but only
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Figure 4.4: FlexiGroups group binding method. One person first creates a new
group by initiating the application on their device from the Application Grid
view (a). The application starts in the Add Device view (b) which allows the
person to use their device to touch other devices and add them to the group.
When completed, the person can press the “Done” button to move to the Tabletop
Overview view (d) which shows an overview of the devices in the group and allows
changing the order of the devices if needed by dragging the device icons to the
right positions on the screen. Other persons do not have to start the application
manually—their devices can remain in the Idle view (c). When a device is touched
and added to the group, it automatically launches the application which starts
in the Tabletop Overview view. Any member of the group can press the “Plus”
button in the Tabletop Overview view to move to the Add Device view and
add new devices to the group. Note that also the added members can add new
members to the group and that several persons can add new devices in parallel.
When the group is ready, all persons can enter the Photo Sharing view (e) by
tapping their device icon in the Tabletop Overview view and start sharing photos
between devices. At any time, any person can pinch to zoom out in the Photo
Sharing view and return to the Tabletop Overview view and check and manage
the current members of the group. To leave the group, a person can press the
“Exit” button in the Tabletop Overview view. The group continues to run on the
other devices until the last member exits the group.
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two of them had used a Nokia N9 device before the study.
Data collection. We organized four evaluation sessions in a usability laboratory.
In each session, there were six participants and a moderator present. After being
introduced to the FlexiGroups method, the participants were asked to set up a
group using the method. The participants repeated the task several times. The
moderator then asked the participants to evaluate the method using the AttrakDiff and extended NASA-TLX questionnaires. Finally, the moderator interviewed
the participants about their experiences with the method. The average duration
of the evaluation sessions was 60 minutes. The sessions were video recorded.
Data analysis. The video recordings of the evaluation sessions were reviewed and
notes written about relevant observations. Diagrams that recorded the sequences
of participant actions in every group creation attempt were also drawn. The data
recorded on the notes was analyzed by building an Affinity Diagram in a series of
interpretation sessions. A quantitative analysis of the AttrakDiff and NASA-TLX
questionnaires was done separately.

4.5

Study S4: A Comparative Evaluation of
Cross-Display Object Movement Methods
for Personal Mobile Devices

In situations where several information devices are combined and used together,
there is often a need to move virtual visual objects from the display of one device to the display of another device. In this study, we wanted to compare three
different methods for moving objects between device displays. In particular, we
wanted to focus on situations where a person wants to move visual objects between
the displays of their personal mobile and portable devices (such as smartphones,
tablets, and laptops) located within hand’s reach. Further, while the earlier comparisons of cross-display object movement methods have concentrated on a single
(often abstract) task in a laboratory environment, we wanted to explore the participants’ preferences of different methods more broadly over a range of different
situations, tasks, and environments. Overall, we were interested in the different
factors that influence the users’ preferences and selections of the methods in different situations, considering not only the pragmatic aspects (such as efficiency
and number of errors) but also the hedonic aspects (such as emotional and social
factors).
The study contributed to research question RQ2. The study has been reported
in detail in publication P4.
Apparatus. To study these questions, we selected three methods, Tray, Transfer
Mode, and Device Touch (see Figure 4.5), that featured significantly different
approaches to the cross-display object movement problem. The Tray method
represented the conventional model of using an intermediate storage, similar to a
shared clipboard or a network folder, for moving objects between displays. The
Transfer Mode method was based on creating virtual connections between devices.
The Device Touch method relied on real-world touch interactions between tangible
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(c)

Figure 4.5: Different cross-display object movement methods: (a) Tray: a user
moves objects by dragging them to and from a virtual tray shared between all
devices. (b) Transfer Mode: a user first sets up a connection between devices
by making a screen gesture and then shares objects between devices by simply
tapping objects on the displays. (c) Device Touch: a user moves objects by
physically touching the screen of another device with the corner of the phone.
physical devices. It was inspired by the earlier work of Schmidt et al. (Schmidt,
Chehimi, et al. 2010; Schmidt, Seifert, et al. 2012). While all the three methods
were generic and could be used to move a wide range of different kinds of objects
in different applications, we decided to prototype them in the context of a simple
multi-device photo browsing and management application that allowed the user
to browse, view, and re-arrange photos stored on the device as well as to move
photos between devices using the three cross-display object movement methods.
We built prototypes of the object movement methods on Windows 8 and Windows
Phone 8 platforms. The prototype system used in the evaluation consisted of three
devices that were carefully selected to represent different device categories used
today: a tablet with an 11.6-inch screen, a smartphone with a large 4.7-inch
screen, and a smartphone with a small 3.8-inch screen. The implementation of
Device Touch followed the general description given by Schmidt et al. (Schmidt,
Chehimi, et al. 2010; Schmidt, Seifert, et al. 2012). However, instead of camerabased detection used by Schmidt et al., we used a novel implementation approach
of applying capacitive sensing technology to detect the device touch events (see
Figure 4.6) which allowed the method to be used with standard commercially
available devices featuring capacitive touch screens.
Participants. We recruited a total of 18 participants for the evaluation by posting an advertisement on a local mailing list. Nine of the participants were female
and nine male. The participants represented a variety of different professional
backgrounds, with ten participants having a background related to information
technology and eight having other background (for example, a teacher, a civil
engineer, and a nurse). All participants were experienced smartphone users and
fourteen of them were also active tablet users.
Data collection. We organized a series of evaluation sessions in a usability
laboratory. In each session, there was a participant and a moderator present.
Each participant evaluated all the three methods in a systematically varied order.
After being introduced to the first method, the participant was given two different
tasks in which they were asked to move groups of photos between the phones and
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Figure 4.6: Device Touch implementation using capacitive sensing technology.
Stylus heads are attached to the corners of the phone and conductive tape is used
on the device sides to connect the user’s body to the stylus.
the tablet in both directions and to arrange the photos in a specified order. After
completing the tasks, the participant evaluated the method by filling in NASATLX and AttrakDiff questionnaires. The same procedure was then repeated for
the second and the third method. The evaluation session was concluded with
an interview contrasting the methods with each other. The participant was also
presented with four scenarios involving cross-display object movement and was
asked to rate the applicability of each method to each scenario. The scenarios
were based on the results of study S1 and represented real-life situations where
people today use multiple devices. The evaluation tasks and the interviews were
recorded with a video camera.
Data analysis. The video material was transcribed and analyzed using standard
content analysis techniques. A quantitative analysis of the extended NASA-TLX
and AttrakDiff questionnaires was done separately.

4.6

Study S5: An Elicitation Study to Collect
Methods for Group Binding and
Cross-Display Object Movement on
Wearable Devices

As wearable devices become more popular, situations where there are multiple
persons present with such devices will become commonplace. In these situations, wearable devices could enable collaborative tasks and shared experiences
between co-located persons through multi-user applications. But to make such applications possible, the wearable devices need to provide support for multi-device
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Figure 4.7: Device surrogates used in the study. Smartglasses (left) were simulated
with ordinary 3M safety spectacles. Smartwatches (right) were simulated with
custom mock-ups built by attaching a Casio watch band to a small block of
polystyrene foam.

interactions. While a wide range of solutions has been proposed to multi-device
interaction tasks, most of the existing multi-device interaction methods have been
designed for conventional devices such as computers, phones, and tablets, and as
such they are not necessarily applicable to wearable devices which are far more
personal and intimate. The existing multi-device interaction methods may also
not take advantage of the unique features of wearable devices that could enable
more natural and innovative solutions (Jokela, Chong, et al. 2015). In this study,
we wanted to gather interaction methods for two common tasks in multi-device interaction, namely group binding and cross-display object movement, on wearable
devices directly from end users. Regarding devices, we wanted to focus on the two
most common wearable device categories today: smartglasses and smartwatches.
We adopted the elicitation study approach and asked groups of participants to
come up with their own techniques for these tasks. Overall, we wanted to approach the problem from a perspective of what pairs and small groups of people
would naturally and intuitively do to connect their wearable devices into a group
or to move virtual objects between their wearable devices. The study was inspired
by similar studies by Chong and Gellersen (Chong and Gellersen 2011; Chong and
Gellersen 2013).
The study primary contributed to research question RQ3. It also supported research question RQ2. The study has been reported in detail in publication P5.
Apparatus. We provided the participants with simple mock-up devices of smartglasses and smartwatches that acted as surrogates of real devices (see Figure 4.7).
Participants. We recruited eight groups of four participants for the study by
posting an advertisement on local mailing lists and social media groups. Two
persons canceled their participation, which reduced the total number of partic-
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ipants to 30. 14 of the participants were female and 16 male. 14 participants
had educational backgrounds related to information technology, while the other
16 participants represented a wide variety of different professions (for example, a
school teacher, a nurse, and a bus driver). Seven participants had tried smartglasses and 11 participants had tried a smartwatch or other smart wrist device.
11 participants were wearing eyeglasses continuously and six as needed, while 13
participants did not have eyeglasses. Eight participants were wearing a wristwatch
every day and seven sometimes, while 15 participants did not have a wristwatch.
Data collection. We organized a total of eight elicitation study sessions in a
usability laboratory. In each session, there were three or four participants and a
moderator present. Every group generated methods for all the four device and
task combinations in a systematically varied order. After being introduced to the
first device and the first task, the participants took turns to suggest interaction
methods how the task could be achieved with the devices. The participants
immediately tried out the method with the mock-up devices, first in pairs and
then as a single group of three or four persons. After trying out the method, the
participants evaluated the method in terms of practicality and pleasantness by
filling in a paper form and could also provide verbal comments about the method.
The same procedure was then repeated for the other task with the same device,
and after that for both tasks with the other device. At the end of the study
session, the moderator briefly interviewed the participants for general comments
about the wearable devices and tasks included in the study. The durations of the
sessions varied between 75 and 120 minutes. The study sessions were recorded
with a video camera.
Data analysis. The proposed methods were documented and categorized based
on the metaphor and modality of interaction. Participant comments about the
methods as well as interview responses were transcribed and analyzed using standard content analysis methods. A quantitative analysis of the evaluation responses
was done separately.

Chapter 5

Results
This chapter summarizes the research results of this thesis. The results are organized to answer to the three research questions posed in Chapter 1: Section 5.1
addresses the first research question RQ1, Section 5.2 addresses the second research question RQ2, and Section 5.3 addresses the third research question RQ3.
As the objective of this chapter is to provide an overview of the most important
research results, we refer to the original publications included as an appendix for
the complete results.

5.1

Combining Multiple Information Devices in
Everyday Activities and Tasks

In Section 1.4, the first research question was defined as:
RQ1 How do people combine multiple information devices in everyday
activities and tasks?
This research question was addressed in study S1. In this section, we summarize
the main results of the study S1 based on publication P1. We begin by giving an
overview of the typical device ecologies that people have and describe the most
common device types and their characteristic practices of use. We then discuss the
different patterns of combining multiple information devices together, including
sequential use and parallel use and their sub-patterns. Finally, we identify three
levels of decisions that determine which devices are used in a particular situation:
acquiring, making available, and selecting the devices to use.

5.1.1

Device Ecologies

People today possess large collections of information devices. The set of devices
that a person actively uses can be seen as a personal device ecology (Jung
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Figure 5.1: Most commonly used device types. The rings illustrate the commonness and importance of the different device types in personal device ecologies,
with the more common and important device types located closer to the center
of the figure.

et al. 2008). Figure 5.1 illustrates the most commonly used device types today.
In most personal device ecologies, the single most important and central device
is the smartphone. Beyond the smartphone, the second tier of devices typically
consists of computers, tablets, and home media centers. We will next discuss the
characteristic usage practices of these four most commonly used device types.
For most people, smartphone is the most important device and their everyday
lives depend on it. As people carry their smartphones almost always with them,
the phones allow them to be reached and keep them up to date anywhere they
go. The smartphones are used for a wide variety of different functions, including
calendar, e-mail, messaging, phone calls, web browsing, camera, social media, music, and calculator. However, the use of smartphones is focused on retrieving and
entering small amounts of information and the smartphones are not considered
capable of handling large amounts of information or complex tasks. While many
applications and services have smartphone versions, they often lack features or do
not work properly.
As laptop and desktop computers have been replaced by other devices in many
consumption and entertainment oriented tasks, their use is increasingly characterized by more complex tasks, which include entry of long texts, creation of
complicated content, detailed work, and handling of large amounts of content.
These tasks are often related to work or studies and are considered as important
but serious and somewhat boring. Computers represent the most powerful devices available and they provide options beyond what the other devices can offer.
Among modern smartphones and tablets, computers feel like legacy devices from
the old world but people simply cannot manage without them.
Tablets are primarily used for searching for and consuming content and for enter-
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Figure 5.2: High level categorization of main patterns of multi-device use.
tainment, such as for reading, playing games, and watching videos. Some people
consider tablets as smartphones with larger screens, while others think that they
are like laptops but more lightweight and instantly available for use. Two common patterns of tablet use exist: (1) a shared family tablet at home for multiple
purposes; and (2) a personal tablet that partly replaces the laptop in mobile use.
However, the tablets are not considered suitable for entering long texts or doing
complex or detailed work. In general, the tablets are still looking for their role
and their use involves more experimentation than the use of the other devices.
We define a home media center to consist of a television or other large screen
together with game consoles, home theater PCs, and other media appliances connected to it. The home media center is the heart of social entertainment at home.
It provides the largest screen in the household supporting collective viewing and
sharing of TV programs, movies, games, music, and personal photos and videos.
In addition to these four most commonly used device types, people also use a
wide variety of other devices. However, the use of the other device types is much
less frequent and is more focused on specific use cases. Of the other device types,
the most often used are digital cameras, which are typically used in pre-planned
situations where high quality photographs and videos are desired. Other device
types include music players, handheld game consoles, navigation devices, health
monitoring devices, and home automation systems.

5.1.2

Main Patterns of Multi-Device Use

Figure 5.2 illustrates a categorization of the main patterns of multi-device use. On
the highest level, multi-device use can be divided into sequential use and parallel
use. In sequential use, a person changes the device during the task. In parallel
use, a person uses several devices at the same time. The cases of parallel use can
be further divided into three sub-patterns: resource lending, related parallel use,
and unrelated parallel use. In resource lending, a person performs the actual
task on a single device, but the device borrows some resources from other devices.
In related parallel use, a person is working on a single task using multiple
devices and all devices are involved in the same task. In unrelated parallel
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Figure 5.3: Different patterns of multi-device use.
use, a person is working on multiple tasks simultaneously and different devices
are involved in different tasks.
It is possible to hierarchically combine these main patterns of multi-device use
to create more complex composite patterns of use. For example, sequential
use may involve phases where the person is using a single device but also phases
where the person is using multiple devices together, applying hierarchically the
pattern of parallel use. Similarly, in parallel use the person may switch one of the
devices to another device, applying hierarchically the pattern of sequential use.
In the following subsections, we will discuss each of the main patterns of multidevice use and their sub-patterns in more detail. Figure 5.5 presents a complete
view of the different patterns of multi-device use.

5.1.3

Sequential Use

In sequential use (see Figure 5.3 (a)), a person changes the device during the
task. The person may change the device once or multiple times in a sequence.
We can identify several subpatterns of sequential use depending on the reason
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Figure 5.4: (a) Different devices have different setup efforts and task efficiencies.
(b) Changing task characteristics may influence device efficiency. (c) Switching
devices requires additional effort that may exceed the benefits.

that triggers the person to switch devices:
Task change. The character of the task changes, which makes another device
better suited for the task and results in a device change. For example, a person
may search for a phone number on a tablet and then call to the number with their
phone.
Context change. As the physical environment or the social situation changes,
another device is considered as more appropriate for the task. For example, a
person may start reading a page on a smartphone in a bus and then continue
reading the same page on a tablet at home.
Task and context change. Both the task and the context change at the same
time. In these cases, there is typically a workflow consisting of a sequence of
clearly separate steps, each done at a different location. For example, a person
may search for a recipe with a laptop computer in the living room, and then move
to the kitchen, open the recipe on a tablet, and start cooking.
Task re-evaluation. The initial evaluation of the task is proven incorrect as
more information is learned about the task, ultimately leading to a device change.
For example, a person may start writing an e-mail message with a smartphone,
but as the message grows longer and more complicated the person may switch to
a laptop computer and finish the message with it.
The dilemma of whether to change the device or not can be illustrated with
Figure 5.4 (a). The horizontal axis represents the progression of a task, while
the vertical axis represents the user effort. Each device requires an initial setup
effort, represented by the y-intercept of the line, before it can used to work on the
task. Each device also has a certain efficiency, represented by the slope of the line.
As illustrated in Figure 5.4 (b), the efficiency of the device may change as the
characteristics of the task change. In order to switch the device (see Figure 5.4
(c)), the user has to do additional effort. While the person may gain improved
performance after the switch, it may take a long time to outdo the switching
effort. The problem may be further complicated by the difficulty of predicting
the future evolution of the task.
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5.1.4

Parallel Use

In parallel use, a person uses two or more devices simultaneously. The pattern
of parallel use can be further divided into three sub-patterns: resource lending,
related parallel use, and unrelated parallel use.

Resource Lending
In resource lending (see Figure 5.3 (b)), the actual task is performed on one
device, but this device borrows some resources from other devices. We can identify
different subpatterns of resource lending depending on the the types of resources
that are borrowed:
Borrowing input resources. One device is used to give input to another device.
For example, a person may use a remote control application on their smartphone
to operate a home media center from a distance.
Borrowing output resources. One device presents some output through another device. For example, a person may play a video clip on a laptop computer
and connect the laptop to a television to display the video on the television screen.
Borrowing input and output resources. All interaction with a device occurs
through another device. For example, a person may use their laptop computer to
organize music on their smartphone.
Borrowing network connection. One device connects to the network through
another device. For example, a person may use the hotspot feature on their phone
to connect their laptop to the Internet.

Related Parallel Use
In related parallel use (see Figure 5.3 (c)), a person is working on a single task
using multiple devices. All the devices are involved in the same task. We can
identify several subpatterns of related parallel use based on the motivation to use
multiple devices:
Multiple views to task. Different devices provide different views to the task.
For example, a person may watch a movie on a television and search for information about the movie on a tablet; or a person may install software updates
on a tablet and view instructions on a laptop computer; or a person may write a
document on a laptop computer and check translations of words with a dictionary
application on a smartphone.
Remote collaboration. In remote collaboration over a real-time communication
link, one device is assigned to handle the communication and other devices are
used to access relevant content and applications. For example, a person may
call another person with a smartphone to agree a meeting time and use a laptop
computer to check their calendar during the call.
Improved performance. A complex task is distributed across multiple devices
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to execute it more efficiently. For example, a person may use multiple desktop
computers for parallel rendering of a complex 3D graphics scene in order to complete the rendering task faster.

Unrelated Parallel Use
In unrelated parallel use (see Figure 5.3 (d)), a person is working on several tasks
simultaneously using multiple devices. Different devices are involved in different
tasks. We can identify several subpatterns of unrelated parallel use depending on
the priorities of the tasks:
Primary task and secondary tasks. There is a primary foreground task on
one device and secondary background tasks on other devices. For example, while
working on a document on a laptop computer, the user may listen to background
music with their smartphone.
Multiple equally important tasks. There are several equally important tasks
in parallel and each task is carried out on a different device. For example, the
user may receive two phone calls simultaneously, one on a personal phone and
another on a work phone.
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5.1.5

Forced Multi-Device Use

So far, we have focused on patterns where people voluntarily decide to use multiple devices, for example, in the hope of improved performance, efficiency, or
convenience of use. These patterns cover the majority of the real-life use cases
we have investigated. However, in some cases the use of multiple devices may be
involuntary as the person is forced to use several devices. This may be because
of:
Technical issue. Technical limitations or problems may prevent completing a
task with a single device. For example, all the required applications may not be
available for the device that was used to start the task.
Content access. There is a need to access content that is stored on another
device. For example, a person may be preparing a presentation on a laptop
computer and may want to attach a photograph that they have captured with
their smartphone.
Policy of use. There exist policies, rules, or legislation that force the use of
multiple devices. For example, a corporate security policy may dictate that certain
operations can only be performed on authorized devices.
Device availability. The device that was used to work on a task is no longer
available. For example, the device may have ran out of battery or a person may
have forgotten to take the device with them.
These factors may apply broadly to different patterns of multi-device use, including both sequential and parallel use.

5.1.6

Deciding Which Devices to Use

Owning multiple devices creates the problem of choosing which devices to use in a
specific situation. We can identify three levels of decisions which determine which
devices are used: deciding which devices to acquire, deciding which of the devices
to make available in a specific context, and deciding which of the available devices
to actually use. Each level of decisions narrows down the available options until
finally the devices to use are left. The device selections determine the pattern
of multi-device use: a decision to change the device results in a sequential use
pattern, while a decision to use two or more devices simultaneously results in a
parallel use pattern. We will next discuss these different levels of decisions in
more detail.
Acquiring new devices. Interoperability with the devices that a person already
has is a major factor to consider when deciding which new devices to obtain. On
the other hand, other factors such as price or curiosity to try and opportunity to
learn new devices and systems may override it. The level of influence a person has
over the acquisition decisions varies: for example, people have more control over
devices they purchase for their personal use than over devices that are provided
to them by their employers. Overall, people cannot fully control their device environments as they are constrained by the choices of other people and organizations,
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such as their employers, educational institutions, clients, and friends.
Making devices available. For fixed devices such as home media centers or
desktop computers, decisions on which devices to make available in different contexts primarily relate to the physical locations of the devices, for example, in
which room to place the device at home. For mobile devices such as smartphones
and tablets, the decisions are related to which devices to take with you in a mobile situation. Many people have a fixed mobile kit of devices (Mainwaring,
K. Anderson, and Chang 2005; Oulasvirta and Sumari 2007) that they take with
them every day. Heavier devices such as laptops and special devices such as USB
drives are typically taken based on the expected need. In addition to computing devices, people carry with them a wide variety of auxiliary devices such as
chargers, headsets, cables, and memory sticks.
Selecting the devices to use. Decision on which of the available devices to use
in a specific situation can be based on several criteria. The device characteristics
to consider include both user interface capabilities (such as display size, pointing
device, and the level of multi-tasking support), technical capabilities (such as
processing power, storage capacity, network connection, and camera quality), and
physical characteristics (such as the size and weight of the device). For tasks
requiring entry of long texts, text entry capability, especially the availability of a
physical QWERTY keyboard, strongly influences the device selection. As already
discussed in Subsection 5.1.3, another major factor influencing the decision on
which device to use is the effort required to start using the device. As discussed
in Subsection 5.1.5, a person may be forced to use specific devices, for example, if
the required applications or content are available only on certain devices. People
also develop habits of using certain devices for certain tasks or in certain contexts
of use. Finally, people consider the context of use, including both social aspects
(such as the acceptability of using a certain device in a certain social situation)
as well as physical aspects (such as the available space).

5.1.7

Summary

Instead of a single information device, people today have personal device ecologies
consisting of multiple devices. For most people, the most important device is the
smartphone which forms the centerpiece of the personal device ecology. It is used
for a wide variety of simple information retrieval and entry tasks in everyday life.
The second tier of devices consists of computers which are primarily used for complex and large tasks; tablets which are primarily used for consuming content and
for entertainment; and home media centers which support social entertainment
and sharing of content. In addition to these most common device types, people
also use many other device types but their use is not as frequent and is focused
on specific use cases.
Situations where people combine and use multiple devices together can be divided
into sequential use and parallel use. In sequential use, a person changes the device
during the task. In parallel use, a person uses several devices at the same time.
The cases of parallel use can be further divided into resource lending, related
parallel use, and unrelated parallel use. In resource lending, a person performs
the actual task on a single device, but the device borrows some resources from
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other devices. In related parallel use, a person is working on a single task using
multiple devices and all devices are involved in the same task. In unrelated parallel
use, a person is working on multiple tasks simultaneously and different devices
are involved in different tasks.
Selecting which devices to use in a specific situation consists of a series of decisions on different levels. Each level of decisions narrows down the available
options until the devices to use are left. On the highest level, people decide
which devices to acquire for their use. On the next level, people decide which
devices to make available in different contexts. On the lowest level, people decide
which of the available devices to actually use. These decisions are influenced by
many factors, including device attributes, social and physical context, economical
considerations, and personal aspirations and preferences.

5.2

Design Considerations for Multi-Device
Interaction Methods

In Section 1.4, the second research question was defined as:
RQ2 Which experiential factors should be considered when designing
methods for multi-device interaction?
This research question was addressed in studies S2, S3, and S4. In addition,
studies S1 and S5 provided supporting results. In this section, we summarize
the main results of these studies based on publications P1–P5. We first discuss
the experiential factors that should be considered in the design of multi-device
interaction methods in general. We then describe in detail a set of experiential
factors that are either unique to multi-device interaction or that should receive
particular attention in the design of multi-device user interfaces.

5.2.1

Introduction

Multi-device user interfaces present a difficult design problem. Compared to traditional single-device user interfaces, distributing the interaction across multiple
devices adds significant complexity to the interface. This makes the design of
multi-device user interfaces a challenging task. Therefore, guidance to support
the designer in the design process of multi-device user interfaces would be useful.
Prior research has identified many experiential factors that should be considered
in the design of interactive systems in general. Basic factors to consider include
efficiency, learnability, possibility of user errors, and other usability factors, as
well as the functions, features, and overall utility of the system. In addition
to these pragmatic aspects, non-pragmatic aspects of the system, such as beauty,
innovativeness, social value, and reputation, may have a strong impact on the user
experience. Beyond the different aspects of the interactive system itself, other
important factors to consider include the user characteristics, such their skills,
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design of multi-device interaction methods.

prior experiences, motivations, and expectations, as well as the characteristics of
the physical, social, and cultural environment of use. All these generic factors
should naturally also be considered in the design of user interfaces for multidevice applications. However, as these factors have been thoroughly presented
and analyzed in prior literature, we do not elaborate them in more detail in
this thesis. A good summary of the generic experiential factors is provided, for
example, by Olsson (2012).
Rather, for the rest of this section we focus on experiential factors that are either
unique to multi-device user interfaces or that should receive particular attention in
the design of multi-device interfaces. These factors have been identified in a series
of studies comparing different methods for two common tasks in multi-device
interaction, device binding and cross-display object movement, and the factors
have been found to influence people’s perceptions and preferences of multi-device
interaction methods in different situations of use. While the factors are based on
studies of device binding and cross-display object movement, we believe that they
apply also to many other multi-device interaction tasks and can be helpful in the
design of interaction methods for these other tasks as well.

5.2.2

Experiential Factors to Consider in Design of
Multi-Device Interaction Methods

We can identify several factors which have significant influence on the user experience of multi-device interaction and which should therefore be carefully considered
when designing user interfaces for multi-device applications and services. As illustrated in Figure 5.6, these experiential factors can be grouped into a few broader
categories, including factors related to the user(s), factors related to the devices,
factors related to the task, factors related to the physical environment, and factors related to the social situation. In this subsection, we discuss each of these
categories and the related experiential factors in more detail.
As described in Section 5.1, there is a wide range of different situations where people combine and use multiple devices together. The presented experiential factors
can greatly vary between different situations of use, and this makes it challenging
to design generic multi-device interaction methods that would be optimal for any
given situation. Rather, the optimal multi-device interaction methods strongly
depend on the situation of use and therefore people tend to prefer different methods in different situations.
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Factors Related to User(s)
Regarding the users of the multi-device system, the number of users is a factor
that should be carefully considered in the user interface design.
Number of users. A multi-device application may have a single user, or it
may have multiple users (from two or three to dozens or even more). In multidevice applications that have multiple users, special attention should be paid
on supporting group work and collaboration between users: coordinating and
synchronizing actions, making decisions, and agreeing on and following a common
strategy (P2; P3). An essential enabler for efficient group work is awareness of
the task status. A multi-device application should provide users feedback about
the other users and the overall task status, either directly through the application
user interface, or indirectly, for example, through interactions, such as touching
or gestures, that can be easily perceived by all users. It is also important to
keep all users engaged in the interaction, as people may easily become bored or
distracted if they cannot do anything but wait for others to complete the task
(P3). Ideally, the multi-device interaction methods should support building a
sense of community and positive team morale within the user group (P2; P3; P5).
This can be achieved, for example, by providing meaningful ways for all users to
contribute to the interaction, by encouraging interactions that several users can
do together, and by offering opportunities for self-expression and playfulness.
While multiple users set many new requirements for the design of a multi-device
application, a larger group of users may also offer new design opportunities (P3).
In a large group, the activity becomes more parallel as several individual users
or sub-groups of users may work on different sub-tasks simultaneously. A larger
group of users may make possible new approaches and strategies for solving the
task. For example, the user interface may support viral or contagion-based interactions (P3; P5; Terrenghi, Quigley, and Dix 2009) that spread from one device
to another like an infection and effectively distribute the workload across different
devices and users. As a practical example, a group binding method supporting
viral interactions could allow User A to first add User B to the group; User B
could then add User C while User A could simultaneously add User D to the
group; all four Users A, B, C, and D could then continue and add users E, F, G,
and H to the group, respectively; and so the group membership would continue
to spread from one device to another.

Factors Related to Devices
Regarding the devices and the entire multi-device system, the following experiential factors should receive particular attention in the design of the user interface:
number of devices, device characteristics and capabilities, perceived device affordances, and system robustness.
Number of devices. By definition, multi-device interaction involves at least two
devices but the number of devices may also be higher (up to dozens of devices
or even more). However, the situation of two devices is very common in many
applications and it can often be resolved in a simpler way than situations with
more devices. In such cases, a multi-device application should identify if there
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are only two devices involved, and if that is the case, offer interactions optimized
for two devices (P4). For example, in cross-display object movement between two
devices, it may be possible to implicitly determine the target device, so that the
user does not have to explicitly indicate it.
If the number of devices is large, the task may easily become time-consuming
and physically exhausting if the user has to repeat the same interactions for each
device or device pair. For example, if a group binding method allows adding only
a single device to the group at a time, the user has to repeat the interaction
four times to create a group of five devices. In such situations, it should be
considered if the interaction method could enable interactions between multiple
devices simultaneously (P3; P5; Chong, Mayrhofer, and Gellersen 2014). For
example, a group binding method could allow the users to collect all of their
devices together and bind them to a group with a single interaction.
Device characteristics and capabilities. Different devices have different physical characteristics and technical capabilities that influence the suitability of different interaction methods (P1; P4). For example, devices with large displays are
better suited for methods based on detailed visualizations and touch interactions
than devices with small displays, and small and lightweight devices are better
suited for methods based on physical device movement and manipulation than
large and heavy devices. Important device characteristics to consider include user
interface capabilities (such as display size, accuracy of the pointing device, and
level of multi-tasking support), technical capabilities (such as processing power,
storage capacity, network connection, and camera quality), and physical characteristics (such as the size, weight, and shape of the device). For tasks that require
entry of text content, the text input capability, especially the availability of a
large physical QWERTY keyboard, is an important consideration.
If the devices constituting a multi-device system have very different characteristics, different methods may be needed for interactions on different devices (P4;
P5). For example, in a cross-display object movement method based on device
touch interactions, the user could move a photo object from a smartphone to a
tablet by taking the smartphone (source device) in their hand and touching the
tablet to put the object there. To move a photo object from the tablet to the
smartphone, the user could similarly take the tablet in their hand and touch the
smartphone but that might be inconvenient as the tablet is a larger and heavier
device. Instead, the user could take the smartphone (which is now the target
device) in their hand and touch the tablet to pick the object from there. However, such an asymmetric behavior requires additional user effort and may easily
confuse the user as the user actually needs to learn two different methods and
needs to select the right method for each interaction.
Perceived device affordances. In addition to the actual device characteristics
and capabilities, the perceived device affordances also play an important part in
the design of multi-device interaction methods (P5). Perceived affordances (Norman 1988, pp. 9–11) refer to actions that the user perceives as possible means to
use the device. Ideally, the methods for multi-device interaction should be natural
and intuitive, building on people’s spontaneous perception of the characteristics
and capabilities of the involved devices. In particular, wearable devices are often
seen as extensions of the user’s body, and the perceived affordances of a wearable
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device are strongly influenced by the characteristics of the body part that the
device is attached to, including the natural physiological capabilities and social
functions of the body part and the technical features that are presumed possible
for a device attached to that body part (for example, what kind of body signals
can be measured from that location) (P5). As a practical example, the users
may anticipate that interaction with smartglasses occurs through gaze pointing
or thought commands, as both the eyes and the brain are located in the user’s
head near the position of the glasses. On the other hand, the users may anticipate that interaction with a smartwatch occurs through actions done with hands,
for example, through hand gestures and touch actions, even though it might be
equally possible to detect such actions with cameras mounted on the smartglasses.
System robustness. When designing interaction methods and user interfaces
for multi-device and multi-user systems, it is important to consider robustness in
real-life conditions (P3). While many methods can work well in theory or with
mock-ups, in reality, multi-user multi-device applications are complex distributed
systems. As multiple devices are involved, there is an increased risk of technical
issues: the devices may fail to detect each other, the network connections between
devices may be lost, and the software may crash on any device. On the other
hand, the user groups may not always act in coordinated or systematic ways:
some users may not be aware of the procedure they should follow, while others
may be unable to do so, for example, because they are momentarily occupied
with other tasks such as phone calls. The composition of the user group may also
change during the interaction as some users may have to leave and new users may
join. Therefore, the interaction methods should not expect an exact procedure
to be followed. The methods should be flexible and robust, allowing people to
adapt them to the changing needs of the situation and to recover from technical
failures.

Factors Related to Task
Regarding the task that is performed with the multi-device system, the following
experiential factors should receive particular attention in the design of the user
interface: task size and content sensitivity.
Task size. The task performed with the multi-device system may be simple and
consist of a single quick action, for example, moving a photo from one device to
another. The task may also be very complicated and consist of a long sequence
of actions, for example, organizing a large collection of photos between multiple
devices. In such a complex task, the same basic actions, for example, moving a
photo from one device to another, may be repeated numerous times.
Simple tasks, such as moving a single photo from one device to another, are often
a common special case and the multi-device interaction methods should offer
efficient and optimized performance in such cases (P4). The user should be able to
carry out simple tasks in a straightforward manner without complex initialization
procedures such as activating certain technical functions or modes. Changing to
another device usually also requires the user to do significant additional effort and
therefore it should preferably be possible to perform simple tasks with the device
that the user is currently actively using (P1). For example, if the user receives a
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message in their smartphone, they should be able to compose a simple reply with
the same device.
However, interaction methods optimized for simple tasks may not be efficient for
complex tasks. If the task is long and complicated, even very laborious initialization operations can be justified if they improve the performance of a long sequence
of subsequent actions needed to solve the actual task as the initialization cost can
be allocated over a large number of actions (P4). For example, if the user needs
to move a large number of photos between two devices, they might prefer to set
up a special photo transfer mode between the two devices even if that requires
additional effort, provided that activating the transfer mode then makes it more
efficient to move individual photos between the devices, for example, because the
user does not have to identify the target device for each photo separately. In
a long task, it is also possible to outdo the device change effort if changing the
device gives improved performance for the task, thus making the device change a
more attractive option to the user (P1). For example, if the user receives a message in their smartphone and needs to compose a long reply, they might prefer to
change the device and compose the reply with a laptop.
Content sensitivity. Some tasks may involve very sensitive content, such as
personal photographs or work-related documents, and have therefore high requirements for privacy and security, while in other tasks, such as in a casual game,
such requirements can be minimal (P1). The required level of security should be
carefully considered early in the design of multi-device interaction methods as the
security requirements may set constraints on the interaction design. The interaction methods should provide an adequate level of security but the user should
not to be burdened with unnecessary security procedures (P2). From the security
perspective, the step of device binding is very important as that is when the connections between the devices are established. If needed, the interaction methods
have to enable proper device authentication, for example, to provide a way to
exchange authentication strings over a secure auxiliary communication channel
(P2). Some methods, such as viral methods, may make it challenging to implement strict control over access to the content (P3), while other methods, such
as leader-driven methods where the interaction is driven by a single user, make
it possible for that user to have strong control over the content (P2). Another
security-related aspect to consider is the cost of user errors. For example, moving
content objects between devices by throwing them with touch screen gestures may
be inaccurate and easily result in content objects being sent to incorrect devices,
which makes the throw interactions problematic in applications where the security
requirements are high (P5).

Factors Related to Physical Environment
Regarding the physical environment where the multi-device system is used, the
users’ ability to access the devices that the system consists of is a factor that
should be carefully considered in the user interface design.
Physical access to devices. The user may have only restricted access to the
devices that constitute the multi-device system. The user’s access to the devices
may be spatially restricted: for example, if the users are sitting around a table,
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some devices may be on the other side of the table beyond the user’s reach, or there
may be some dinnerware on the table blocking the access (P2). The user’s access
to the devices may also be temporally restricted: for example, the user may start
reading a web page with a computer at the workplace, then leave the computer
at work, and continue reading the page with a family tablet at home (P4). In
such situations, interaction methods that assume physical access to the devices,
for example, methods based on device proximity, may make accomplishing the
task difficult or even impossible.

Factors Related to Social Situation
Regarding the social situation where the multi-device system is used, the following
experiential factors should receive particular attention in the design of the user
interface: social access to devices, social acceptability, and user roles. The social
situation is especially important in multi-user applications, but it should also be
considered in single-user applications which may be used in situations where there
are other people present.
Social access to devices. In addition to spatial and temporal constraints, also
social constraints may prevent a user from accessing some of the devices. In
particular, there is a social barrier of taking another person’s device, for example,
a personal smartphone, into one’s hands and using it, as that can be perceived
as an invasion of the device owner’s privacy and as a potential security risk (P1;
P3; Uzun, Saxena, and Kumar 2011; Hang et al. 2012). Similar although milder
concerns apply to interactions that involve using one’s device to touch another
person’s device (for example, NFC interactions), and therefore, such interactions
should only be done with the permission of the device owner (P2; P3).
Social acceptability. Many other social norms influence the appropriateness of
interaction methods, especially in formal situations where people are not familiar with each other (P1). For example, hand gestures, such as pointing another
person with a finger, or eye gestures, such as staring at another person, may be
considered rude in many social situations (P5). Interaction methods based on
physical touching or close proximity may feel socially uncomfortable between unfamiliar persons (P2; P5). In general, people prefer discreet interaction methods
in public places with unknown persons present (P4).
User roles. In many social situations, people have different roles: for example,
in a meeting, there may be a chairperson and a secretary. A group of people may
consist of several subgroups that may have their own internal substructures: for
example, in a game session, there may be two competing teams and each of the
teams may have a captain. In some applications, the order of the devices may
be important, for example, if the the people are sitting around a table playing a
game and taking turns (P2; P3; Jokela, Chong, et al. 2015).
These social roles, group structures, and device orders should be considered and
utilized in the design of multi-device interactions. The multi-device application
should be able to capture and become aware of the user roles, preferably automatically or implicitly by monitoring the actions of the users. For example, it
might be possible to determine the user roles based on the physical locations and
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Figure 5.7: Complete categorization of experiential factors to consider in the
design of multi-device interaction methods

arrangement of the devices, or based on the sequence of user actions in the device
binding phase. Information about the roles could then be used to provide better experiences to the users, for example, to customize the user interface and to
suggest relevant actions for each role. The user interface should be flexible and
allow the users to change roles (P3): for example, if the chairperson or the team
captain has to leave, another person should be able to take their role.

5.2.3

Summary

Compared to traditional single-device user interfaces, multi-device user interfaces
present a challenging design problem as there are multiple devices involved and the
interaction is distributed across them. A wide range of experiential factors should
be considered in the design of multi-device interaction methods. In addition
to generic factors, we can identify several factors that are either unique to multidevice interfaces or that should receive particular attention in the design of multidevice interfaces. These factors can be divided into a few broader categories:
factors related to the user(s), factors related to the devices, factors related to the
task, factors related to the physical environment, and factors related to the social
situation. Figure 5.7 summarizes these categories and experiential factors.
Important factors to consider in the design of multi-device interfaces include the
number of users and the number of devices involved. If the application has multiple users, special attention to support group work and collaboration between
users is needed but many new design opportunities may also become possible.
Regarding the number of devices, multi-device applications should offer optimized
performance for the typically common special case of two devices, but they should
also scale efficiently if the number of devices is large. Other device-related considerations include the device characteristics and capabilities, which affect the
suitability of different interaction methods, and the perceived device affordances,
which influence what kind of interactions the users anticipate and perceive as
natural and intuitive. Multi-device interfaces should also be robust and flexible,
allowing the users to adapt them to the changing needs of the situation and to recover from errors and technical failures. Regarding the task, the interface should
enable the user to perform basic tasks in a simple and straightforward way but
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also to carry out large and complicated tasks in an effective manner. The required level of security should be carefully considered early in the design process
as the security requirements may set constraints on the user interface, and the
level of security should match the actual need. The physical environment and
social situation may restrict individual user’s access to the devices that constitute
the multi-device system and should be considered when selecting the interaction
methods. Many other social norms also influence the acceptability and appropriateness of different interaction methods, such as gestures or touching. Finally,
the roles and group structures of people in different social situations should be
considered and utilized in the design of multi-device interfaces to provide better
experiences to the users.

5.3

Natural Multi-Device Interaction Methods
for Wearable Devices

In Section 1.4, the third research question was defined as:
RQ3 How would a group of co-located persons naturally initiate multidevice interactions between their wearable devices?
This research question was addressed in study S5. In this section, we summarize
the main results of the study S5 based on publication P5. We first discuss multidevice interaction methods on wearable devices in general. We then present a
categorization of methods that groups of persons spontaneously suggested for
initiating multi-device interactions between their wearable devices. The methods
were collected using the elicitation study methodology.

5.3.1

Introduction

As wearable devices become more popular, they could enable collaborative tasks
and shared experiences between co-located persons through multi-user applications. To make such applications possible on wearable devices, the devices need
to provide support for multi-device interactions. While there exists a wide variety of multi-device interaction methods that have been designed for conventional
devices, these methods may not be optimal for wearable devices which differ from
conventional devices in many ways.
If we consider two common tasks in multi-user multi-device interaction, namely
group binding and cross-display object movement, we can see that they share a
similar structure (see Figure 5.8). Each task begins with a preparation phase
which consists of various activities that are needed to initiate the task, including
both technical actions, such as activating certain device functions or selecting
certain data objects, and social actions, such as agreeing on a common target and
a strategy to achieve it with the other persons. In the target identification
phase, links between the devices are established, that is, it is indicated which
of the devices are intended to participate in the new group or to receive the
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Figure 5.8: Phases of device binding and cross-display object movement interaction tasks.
object to be shared. In the confirmation phase, all parties of the interaction
make sure that the intended action was successfully completed. Of these phases,
the target identification phase constitutes the most characteristic phase of the
interaction where the actual connections between the persons and the devices are
formed. It is also the phase where the unique features of wearable devices could
offer the most new design opportunities. Beyond group binding and cross-display
object movement, target identification is also needed in many other multi-device
interaction tasks.
As discussed in Section 5.2, the multi-device interaction methods for wearable
devices should ideally be natural and intuitive, and they should build on people’s
spontaneous perception of the characteristics and affordances of the wearable
devices. In the following subsection, we report a categorization of methods that
groups of persons spontaneously suggested for target identification on wearable
devices. The methods were collected using the elicitation study methodology.

5.3.2

Categorization of Methods

Figure 5.9 presents a categorization of methods that groups of persons suggested
for target identification between their wearable devices in group binding and crossdisplay object movement tasks. The groups provided suggestions for the two most
common wearable device categories today: smartwatches and smartglasses. Both
the methods suggested for smartwatches and the methods suggested for smartglasses have been included in the same categorization. While the categorization is
based on studies with smartwatches and smartglasses, we believe that it reflects
the more general characteristics and perceived affordances of wearable devices,
and that most of the suggested methods can also be used with other wearable
device types, such as smart clothes, smart footwear, or smart jewelry.
The methods have been categorized primarily based on the metaphor of interaction. Secondarily, the methods have been categorized based on the interaction
modality. We will next describe the categories in detail, and also report on the
strengths and weaknesses of the methods in each category as evaluated by the
groups that suggested them.

Spatial
The methods in the spatial category are based on the relative or absolute positions
of the persons or the devices. The methods in this category can be further divided
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Figure 5.9: Categorization of user-suggested interaction methods for target identification in multi-device applications on wearable devices.
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into three subcategories: pointing-based methods, proximity-based methods, and
area-based methods.
Pointing. The target person or device is selected by pointing, for example, with
gaze, with hand, with finger, or with a device. Pointing is a very easy and natural
action, but it may be slow if the number of persons or devices is large and it may
be considered rude in some social situations.
Proximity. The devices are capable of determining the closest persons or devices.
The users can make selections by moving themselves or their devices closer to or
further away from each other. Proximity-based methods are simple to understand,
but they may be error prone if there are many people or devices present and
moving very close to unfamiliar persons may feel socially inconvenient.
Define area. The user defines an area to select all persons or devices within
that area. The area can be defined, for example, by setting the radius for a circle
around the user, or by drawing the area boundaries on a map or in the real world.
The area method makes it efficient to select a large number of persons or devices,
but it may be imprecise in crowded locations.

Touching
In touching-based methods, connections between persons or devices are created
by bringing them into physical contact or very close proximity of each other for a
brief period of time. Touch interactions are simple and accurate, but they require
that the persons or the devices are within touching distance of each other and
may be slow if the number of persons or devices is large. Touch interactions may
feel socially uncomfortable between unfamiliar persons but they may also help
to create a feeling of togetherness within the user group. The methods in this
category can be divided into three subcategories: device-device touch, personperson touch, and person-device touch.
Device-device. Touching one device with another device. Device touch interactions (for example, NFC interactions) are familiar to many users, but some users
may be concerned that touching may physically damage their devices.
Person-person. Two persons touching each other, typically shaking hands.
Shaking hands is a familiar and natural gesture but it may feel too formal in
casual situations. In a situation which involves a series of multiple interactions,
shaking hands several times may feel strange.
Person-device. Person touching another person’s device, for example, pressing
the device touch screen with their finger.

Command
The methods in the command category are based on giving direct commands to
the system. The target persons or devices are referred to by using predefined
identifiers such as names or contact cards. This allows users to prepare commands in advance and to refer to persons or devices that are not present, but
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is limited to persons or devices that the user knows beforehand. The methods
in this category can be divided into three subcategories: GUI-based commands,
voice-based commands, and thought commands.
GUI command. Giving commands using a conventional Graphical User Interface (GUI). The GUI can be presented, for example, on a physical touch screen or
on a virtual screen shown on an augmented reality display. GUI-based commands
can offer a familiar, reliable, and discreet solution.
Voice command. Giving commands by voice. Voice commands are natural
and well-known by many people, but can be annoying in some social situations,
sensitive to background noise, and slow, and require the user to remember the
names of the other people and devices.
Thought command. Giving commands by thought through a Brain-Computer
Interface (BCI). Thought commands are novel and exciting and are perceived as
effortless and discreet, but they may make it difficult to follow the task progress
in multi-user applications as they provide no perceivable indications to others.

Scan & Select
Scan & Select (see Section 2.4) is currently the most widely used device binding
method in commercially available devices. It is a familiar, practical, and anticipated solution for many users, but it may also be perceived as mundane and
unexciting. In a crowded location, scanning may take a long time and result
in a large number of discovered devices which may be difficult to manage. The
methods in this category can be divided into two subcategories: methods using a
list representation and methods using a spatial representation for the discovered
devices.
List. Discovered devices are presented as a list of textual names. It may be
difficult to map the names to real-world persons and devices.
Spatial. Discovered devices are presented on a graphical map. The spatial
representation may make it easier to map between targets on the screen and in
the real world.

Shared Action
The methods in the shared action category are based on a common action that
all the target persons do, or that the user does on all the target devices. The
actions are typically time constrained, that is, they have to be done simultaneously
or nearly simultaneously. The actions can be exactly the same for each person
or device, or they can form symmetric pairs, for example, if the first person
pushes their hand forward, the second person may respond by pulling their hand
backward. The shared action methods are simple and practical, are efficient in
large groups, and make it easy to follow the task progress. As people often enjoy
making physical actions together, shared action methods may help to strengthen
the group cohesion. On the other hand, shared actions may appear as ridiculous
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in some social situations and they can be insecure as external persons may easily
observe and copy the actions. The methods in this category can be divided into
five subcategories based on the type of the action.
Hand gesture. The shared action is a hand gesture, for example, waving the
hand.
Touch gesture. The shared action is a touch screen gesture, for example, drawing a picture on the device screen.
Eye gesture. The shared action is an eye gesture, for example, performing a
certain movement pattern with the eyes.
Button press. The shared action is a button press that is done simultaneously.
Passkey. The shared action is entering a passkey, for example, a textual password. Users may consider passwords as old-fashioned and it may be difficult to
enter text on wearable devices.

Virtual Object
In the methods of the virtual object category, the logical concepts of the user
interface, such as a group membership or a file, are represented as virtual objects
that can be manipulated like real objects. The virtual objects can be purely imaginary invisible objects, or they can be visualized, for example, as graphical objects
on a conventional touch screen or as augmented reality objects on an augmented
reality display. As interactions with the virtual objects resemble interactions with
real world objects, the methods in the virtual object category are natural and intuitive. They may also feel entertaining and even magical. The methods in this
category can be divided into two subcategories based on the action that is used
to share the virtual objects: throwing-based methods and giving-based methods.
Throwing. User grabs the virtual object and throws it towards the target person or device. While practical, throwing may be inaccurate and therefore also
insecure. It may also be inefficient if there is a large number of target persons or
devices.
Giving. User takes the virtual object in their hand and makes it available to
others, for example, by offering it on their palm. Other persons can then grab
the virtual object if they want. Compared to throwing, the giving-based methods
can be more accurate, secure, and efficient.

Real Object
The methods in the real object category are similar to the methods in the virtual
object category, but instead of virtual objects the logical user interface concepts
are mapped to real physical objects. For example, the group membership may
be represented by a t-shirt and the user may join in the group by dressing up
the t-shirt. Like virtual object methods, real object methods are natural and
intuitive. However, they require that suitable physical objects are available for
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all the relevant user interface concepts.

Natural Behavior
While the methods in the other categories are based on explicit user actions, in
the methods of the natural behavior category the devices monitor the natural
behavior of people and pro-actively execute commands on their behalf. Such
methods may be very easy to use and intuitive, but they may also result in
unintended actions and raise privacy issues related to continuous monitoring of
people. The methods in this category can be divided into two subcategories:
methods based on monitoring natural discussion and methods based on detecting
similar behavior.
Natural discussion. Devices monitor people’s natural discussion, identify persons based on their voices, and automatically execute commands based on the
discussion.
Similar behavior. Devices monitor people’s behavior in general and cluster
into the same group everybody who behaves in a similar way, for example, moves
together or does similar actions at the same time.

5.3.3

Summary

Wearable devices offer new opportunities to support collaborative tasks and
shared experiences between groups of co-located persons through multi-user applications. To enable such applications, the wearable devices need to support
multi-device interactions. While there exists a wide variety of multi-device interaction methods for conventional devices, these methods may not be optimal
for wearable devices which differ from conventional devices in many ways. This
creates a need for novel multi-device interaction methods for wearable devices.
Ideally, these methods should be natural and intuitive, building on people’s spontaneous perception of the characteristics and affordances of wearable devices.
Target identification is a key action that is needed in many multi-device interaction tasks. Elicitation studies allow gathering suggestions for target identification
methods on wearable devices directly from end users. While some of the methods
suggested by the users may appear futuristic, they may still be valuable as design
inspiration. Analysis of the user-suggested methods for target identification on
wearable devices shows that there is a large space of potential design approaches.
The main approaches, categorized based on the metaphor of interaction, are spatial methods, touch-based methods, command methods, different variants of the
Scan & Select method, shared action based methods, virtual object methods, real
object methods, and methods based on natural behavior. Each of the approaches
has different strengths and weaknesses. As discussed in Section 5.2, many factors related to users, devices, tasks, physical environment, and social situation
should be considered when designing target identification methods for specific
applications.

Chapter 6

Discussion
This chapter discusses the contributions and limitations of the research presented
in this thesis as well as potential directions for future research. Section 6.1 first
summarizes the key contributions, contrasts them to prior research, and discusses
their practical utility. Section 6.2 then considers the reliability, validity, generalizability, and limitations of the research presented in this thesis. Finally, Section 6.3
presents future directions to continue and expand the research presented in this
thesis.

6.1

Contributions

As articulated in Chapter 1, the research presented in this thesis aims to create
new scientific knowledge to inform the design of future multi-device user interfaces, technologies, and applications. This thesis produces many contributions
supporting that goal. In this section, we summarize the contributions of this
thesis, addressing each of the research questions one at a time. We reflect the
contributions of this thesis on the general discussion of the contributions of behavioral and design science research presented in Section 3.1. We also contrast the
contributions of this thesis on the related earlier research described in Section 2
and discuss their practical utility.
The first research question RQ1 focuses on understanding and explaining how
people combine and use multiple information devices together in their everyday
lives. This research question belongs to behavioral science research and it aims to
produce descriptive knowledge about human phenomena related to multi-device
use. As discussed in Section 3.1, behavioral science research can produce two
kinds of contributions: knowledge that describes human phenomena and knowledge that makes sense of the phenomena. Considering the knowledge of the first
kind, this thesis contributes detailed descriptions of the current and emerging
practices and challenges in multi-device use. It provides a rich picture of people’s personal device ecologies and describes the most common device types and
their characteristic conventions of use. It also presents a novel three-level catego71
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rization of the patterns of combining multiple information devices together. The
descriptive knowledge contributed in this thesis provides a solid foundation for
further research on more specific topics related to multi-device use as well as for
design and development of practical interfaces and applications that support using multiple devices together. While some earlier studies, such as the well-known
studies by Dearman and Pierce (2008) and Oulasvirta and Sumari (2007), have
also provided descriptions of the practices of multi-device use, most of the earlier
studies are several years old and many significant changes have occurred since
they were published: for example, new device categories such as smartphones and
tablets have become popular, a wide variety of cloud-based services supporting
multi-device use has been introduced, and the overall number of devices and the
level of multi-device use have increased. Therefore, it is valuable to provide an updated view on the current practices of multi-device use. The more recent study of
Santosa and Wigdor (2013) was done in parallel with this thesis: it provides many
similar findings and the the two studies support and justify each other. While the
study of Santosa and Wigdor focuses on information work, the research presented
in this thesis explores also beyond work-related use.
In addition to descriptions and classifications of the current human practices of
multi-device use, this thesis also provides theoretical contributions that aim to
make sense and explain some of the observed practices. This thesis contributes
a novel model of the user’s decision to change the device, a key decision point in
multi-device use. It also presents a three-level model of how users decide which
devices to use in a specific situation. Earlier the problem of device selection has
been studied in the mobile context by Oulasvirta and Sumari (2007). The work
presented in this thesis validates and justifies the earlier work of Oulasvirta and
Sumari, and extends it by addressing also device selection in non-mobile contexts and considering the acquisition of new devices. Overall, these theoretical
contributions increase the understanding of some of the fundamental aspects of
multi-device use and consequently also support the development of practical applications.
The second research question RQ2 examines experiential factors that should be
considered in the design of multi-device interaction methods. This research question belongs to design science research and it aims to produce prescriptive knowledge that improves the user experience of multi-device use. Towards that goal,
this thesis contributes a set of design principles in the form of experiential factors
that should receive special consideration when designing methods for multi-device
interaction. These design principles summarize the learnings from a series of studies on multi-device interaction methods. They provide practical guidance to designers and developers working with interfaces and applications that involve the
use of multiple devices. In earlier related research, Chong and Gellersen (2012)
present a categorization of factors that influence the usability of device binding
methods. They identify many of the same factors that have been identified in this
thesis, and in this way, the two studies support each other. However, there are
also important differences between the studies: while Chong and Gellersen focus
on device binding, the research presented in this thesis covers multi-device interaction in general, including also other tasks than device binding; and while Chong
and Gellersen provide a detailed technical analysis of the factors influencing usability, the research presented in this thesis addresses broader user experience,
including also other aspects than usability.
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In addition to the design principles, the studies addressing the second research
question also provide several secondary contributions. First, they contribute
novel methods for multi-device interaction, such as the FlexiGroups group binding method. Second, they contribute novel instantiations of known multi-device
interaction methods, such as the implementation of the DeviceTouch cross-display
object movement method with capacitive sensing technology. Third, they contribute comparative evaluations of several group binding and cross-display object
movement methods, assessing the strengths and weaknesses of the different methods against each other and providing recommendations on their use. Few such
comparative evaluations have been published in the earlier research and the methods included in the studies presented in this thesis have not been evaluated against
each other before. These secondary results can be directly utilized in practical
applications.
The third research question RQ3 explores natural methods for initiating multidevice interactions on wearable devices. This research question belongs to design
science research and it aims to produce prescriptive knowledge that improves the
user experience of multi-device interactions on wearable devices. Regarding this
goal, this thesis contributes a categorization of user-generated methods for initiating multi-device interactions between wearable devices. It also provides initial
evaluations of the strengths and weaknesses of the different methods. The categorization gives a comprehensive overview of the design opportunities for solving the
target identification problem on wearable devices, and it provides a strong basis
for further research, design, and development of multi-device interaction methods for such devices. Beyond wearable devices, most of the methods included in
the categorization can also be applied to other more conventional device types,
such as smartphones, tablets, or computers, and the categorization may be useful
in the research and development of multi-device interaction methods for these
other device types as well. Considering the earlier related research, Chong and
Gellersen (2011; 2013) present similar categorizations of user-generated device
binding methods for various device configurations. This thesis extends the work
of Chong and Gellersen by examining new device configurations of multiple smartwatches and smartglasses and by exploring the new use case of cross-display object
movement.

6.2

Reliability and Validity

In this section, we consider the reliability, validity, and generalizability of the
research presented in this thesis, and describe measures that were taken to improve
them. We also discuss the limitations of the presented research.
Reliability refers to the consistency of the research (J. W. Creswell and J. D.
Creswell 2018, p. 199). Reliable research can be replicated and it produces
consistent and stable results. A prerequisite for reliable research is that the used
research procedures are well documented (Yin 2003, p. 38). In the research
presented in this thesis, we prepared detailed research plans that described the
envisaged research process before each study. During data collection and analysis,
notes about the deviations from the research plans were taken and the plans were
updated to reflect the actual research procedures. The published papers carefully
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report the used research processes and methods so that it is possible for other
researchers to replicate the studies.
This thesis uses primarily qualitative research methods. Analysis of qualitative
data presents particular reliability challenges because of the ambiguous nature
of the data: different researchers may interpret words, expressions, gestures, and
body language in different ways, and the overall analysis process may be vulnerable to biases and inconsistencies (Lazar, Feng, and Hochheiser 2010, p. 296).
Several measures were taken to improve the reliability of qualitative research in
this thesis. In all studies of this thesis, qualitative data was analyzed by two or
three researchers, applying the technique of investigator triangulation to reduce
personal bias. However, involving multiple researchers may introduce inconsistencies in the analysis as different researchers interpret and code the data differently.
Therefore, in studies S1, S4, and S5 where content analysis was used to analyze
qualitative data, detailed coding instructions were defined in the beginning of the
coding process. Researchers then independently test coded a subset of the data,
the coded data was compared, any inconsistencies between the researchers were
resolved, and the coding instructions were improved (Lazar, Feng, and Hochheiser
2010, p. 297). Only when agreement on the coding principles was reached between the researchers, the coding of the actual data was started. No statistical
reliability measures were used to estimate agreement between researchers, though.
In studies where particular accuracy and consistency was desired, such as in the
categorization of multi-device use cases in study S1 and in the categorization
of user-suggested interaction methods in study S5, the full data set was independently coded by three researchers and all cases where any of the researchers
disagreed were commonly discussed and resolved. In studies S1, S2, and S3 where
affinity diagramming was used to analyze qualitative data, the entire analysis
process was done collaboratively and any inconsistencies and disagreements were
immediately resolved during the analysis sessions.
Validity refers to the accuracy of the research (J. W. Creswell and J. D. Creswell
2018, p. 199). Research results have high validity if they are well-founded, precisely reflect the real world, and are relevant to the problem being studied. The
use of high-quality data collection and analysis methods and procedures is essential for establishing validity (Lazar, Feng, and Hochheiser 2010, p. 295). As
described in Section 3.2, the research presented in this thesis rigorously uses wellestablished research methods. All collected data was systematically organized in
a research database. All individual data points, such as interview notes, observations, and use cases, were assigned unique identifiers, so that the analytic results
can be traced back to the raw data to establish a chain of evidence (Yin 2003, p.
105).
Different triangulation techniques were used to improve the quality of the data collection and analysis and to counterbalance the deficiencies of any single approach.
Data sources triangulation involved collecting data from a total of 110 participants over a series of five different studies. Methodological triangulation involved
combining qualitative and quantitative research approaches as well as combining
different research methods within the same approach: for example, qualitative
data was collected using diaries, interviews, and observation, and quantitative
data was collected using several different questionnaires. In addition to increasing reliability, investigator triangulation also improved validity of the research
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as different researchers could provide alternative interpretations of the data and
complement each other’s skills.
Generalizability (also known as external validity) refers to the extent the research results can be applied beyond the immediate research setting. The research
presented in this thesis primarily uses qualitative research approach, emphasizing detailed analysis of a limited number of cases and subjects. As a relatively
small number of subjects is studied, the issue of generalizability is particularly
relevant, which is often the case in qualitative research (Yin 2003, p. 37). An
essential question regarding the generalizability of the results is how well the
studied participants and cases represent the broader population. As described in
Subsection 3.2.2, a significant effort was made to recruit a diverse and balanced
group of participants for each study. Still, all the studies were made in Finland
and the participants were relatively advanced users of technology with a high level
of education. While it is likely that the study participants represent well typical
user populations also in other western countries, we cannot know it for certain.
Further, it is possible that different user groups in other parts of the world might
display significantly different behavior. Therefore, additional studies addressing
different and larger user groups would be useful to further justify the results in
the broader population.
Regarding the second research question RQ2, the presented set of experiential
factors to consider in the design of multi-device interaction methods is based on
studies of interaction methods for two specific tasks: device binding and crossdisplay object movement. It can be argued how well the factors derived from
studies of these two tasks generalize to other tasks in multi-device interaction. The
tasks of device binding and cross-display object movement were selected because
they are common and important tasks in multi-device use, and they appear in
numerous variations in different applications and domains. They represent core
problems in multi-device interaction, and by studying these two tasks, it is possible
to reveal fundamental issues about multi-device use. Therefore, we believe that
the experiential factors derived from studies of device binding and cross-display
object movement apply to many other multi-device interaction tasks as well.

6.3

Future Work

While this thesis has presented multiple important new research contributions
related to multi-device use, multi-device use is a complex phenomenon and it has
been possible to study only a few aspects of it in this thesis. We can identify
many possible directions for future research to continue and extend the research
presented in this thesis.
As already discussed in the previous section, the results presented in this thesis
are primarily based on qualitative research of a limited number of subjects and
cases. While this approach has provided us with rich and detailed results, it is
difficult to estimate how well the results generalize to the broader population.
Therefore, it would be useful to have studies with larger numbers of participants
to further validate the results. These studies could be, for example, questionnaire
surveys or logging studies.
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While we aimed to recruit diverse and balanced groups of participants in the studies presented in this thesis, the participants were still relatively advanced users of
technology in a western country. Studies addressing different user groups in other
parts of the world might find different behavior. Another possible future direction could be more focused studies targeting specific user groups, applications, or
contexts of use, for example, in a professional setting.
The phenomenon of multi-device use is constantly evolving and changing. New
information technologies and device types, such as wearable devices, smart cars,
and the Internet of Things, are introduced to the market at a rapid pace, further
increasing the number and diversity of devices that people have in their personal
device ecologies. Over time, people may develop new practices and behaviors of
using their extended ecologies of devices, and this may also lead to emergence
of new challenges and needs. Identifying and understanding these new practices,
challenges, and needs in multi-device use provides an interesting direction for
future research.
Wearable devices represent a promising new category of devices for multi-device
interaction in the future. The categorization of user-suggested target identification methods that was contributed in this thesis provides a strong basis for further
research on natural and intuitive multi-device interaction methods on wearable
devices. This new research could aim to build concrete novel multi-device interaction methods for wearable devices and then systematically evaluate them with
functional prototypes, addressing also technical aspects that were not included
in the elicitation study presented in this thesis. The work on the technical aspects could also address the underlying software platforms and tools to make the
design and development of such interaction methods easier and more efficient.
Further, the future studies could explore other wearable device configurations beyond smartwatches and smartglasses that were considered in this thesis. These
new configurations could include configurations where different users have different wearable devices, configurations where individual users are wearing multiple
devices, and configurations which include other wearable device types, such as
smart clothes, smart footwear, or smart jewelry.
Considering the user experience evaluation of multi-device interaction methods,
the evaluations presented in this thesis, like the vast majority of the other evaluations of multi-device interaction methods that we are aware of, were done in a
controlled environment under ideal conditions. The evaluation tasks were defined
by the researchers and given to the participants. While a lot has been learned from
these evaluations, in real life many situational factors influence the user experience of multi-device interaction and the tasks are much more diverse. Therefore,
to gain a deeper understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of multi-device
interaction methods in different situations and tasks, it would be important to
study them also in more realistic settings and over extended periods of time, for
example, with longitudinal field trials.

Chapter 7

Conclusion
Instead of a single information device, people today have personal device ecologies that consist of multiple devices. As people have many information devices,
situations and workflows where several devices are combined and used together
to accomplish a task have become common. Groups of co-located persons may
also join their information devices together for collaborative activities and experiences. While these developments towards computing with multiple devices offer
many opportunities, they also create a need for interfaces and applications that
support using multiple devices together. Compared to traditional single-device
interfaces, multi-device interfaces present a challenging design problem as there
are multiple devices involved and the interaction is distributed across them.
This thesis has provided contributions in three areas related to multi-device use.
First, this thesis has investigated how and why people actually combine and use
multiple information devices together in their everyday lives. It has contributed
detailed descriptions of people’s personal device ecologies, including the most
common device types and their characteristic practices of use. It has presented
a three-level categorization of patterns of combining multiple information devices
together. It has also provided theoretical contributions that explain some of the
observed practices, including how users decide which devices to use in a specific
situation and how users decide to change the device that they are currently using.
The descriptive knowledge presented in this thesis gives a detailed picture of the
current and emerging practices and challenges in multi-device use and increases
the understanding of some of the key aspects of multi-device use. It provides a
solid foundation for further research on more specific topics of multi-device use
and also supports the design and development of practical multi-device interfaces
and applications.
Second, this thesis has examined the factors that influence the user experience of
multi-device use. It has contributed a set of experiential factors related to users,
devices, tasks, physical environments, and social situations that have significant
effect on the user experience of multi-device interaction and that should therefore
be carefully considered when designing multi-device interaction methods. This
set of experiential factors provides practical guidance to designers and developers
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working with multi-device interfaces and applications. The factors are based
on a series of studies evaluating interaction methods for two common tasks in
multi-device interaction: device binding and cross-display object movement. This
series of studies has also provided a number of secondary contributions, including
novel methods for multi-device interaction and comparisons of different interaction
methods against each other.
Third, this thesis has explored multi-device interaction methods for wearable devices, focusing on the two most popular categories of wearable devices today:
smartwatches and smartglasses. Wearable devices offer new opportunities to support collaborative tasks and shared experiences between groups of co-located persons through multi-user multi-device applications. While there exists a wide variety of multi-device interaction methods for conventional devices, these methods
may not be optimal for wearable devices which differ from conventional devices
in many ways. This creates a need for novel multi-device interaction methods for
wearable devices. This thesis has contributed a categorization of user-generated
methods for initiating multi-device interactions between wearable devices based
on elicitation studies with groups of participants. It has also provided initial
evaluations of the strengths and weaknesses of the different methods. The categorization gives a comprehensive overview of the broad space of potential design
opportunities for solving the target identification problem on wearable devices. It
provides a strong basis for further research on natural and intuitive multi-device
interaction methods for wearable devices as well as for design and development
of practical interaction solutions.
Overall, this thesis has contributed new research-based descriptive knowledge
about the human phenomena of multi-device use and new research-based prescriptive knowledge about improving the user experience of multi-device use. Altogether, this knowledge advances the scientific understanding of multi-device use
in the domain of human-computer interaction research and informs the design and
development of future interfaces, applications, and technologies that better support multi-device use.
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ABSTRACT

As people possess increasing numbers of information
devices, situations where several devices are combined and
used together have become more common. We present a
user study on people’s current practices in combining
multiple information devices in their everyday lives,
ranging from pragmatic tasks to leisure activities. Based on
diaries and interviews of 14 participants, we characterize
the usage practices of the most common devices, including
smartphones, computers, tablets, and home media centers.
We analyze 123 real-life multi-device use cases and
identify the main usage patterns, including Sequential Use,
Resource Lending, Related Parallel Use, and Unrelated
Parallel Use. We discuss the practical challenges of using
several information devices together. Finally, we identify
three levels of decisions that determine which devices are
used in a particular situation, including acquiring, making
available, and selecting the devices for use.
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Information devices; smartphones; tablets; multi-device;
device ecologies; mobile use; user study.
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INTRODUCTION

Visions of ubiquitous computing have long predicted an
evolution from single-device computing towards computing
with multiple devices. Weiser [19] envisioned a future of
multiple computers of different scales per user, all
interconnected by a ubiquitous network. Norman [14]
proposed families of information appliances, specialized to
perform specific activities and capable of sharing
information among themselves, as a solution to the
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complexity of personal computers. In line with these
predictions, people today own and use increasing numbers
of interconnected devices with diverse form factors. First
smartphones and then tablets have established themselves
as new device categories alongside personal computers.
Some conventional devices such as televisions and cameras
have become connected to the Internet and gained
capabilities to provide access to many of the same
applications and services as computers. Emerging industry
trends, including wearable devices, connected cars, and the
Internet of Things, suggest continuing increase in the
number and diversity of devices in the future.
While this development towards computing with multiple
devices offers many new opportunities, it has also created a
need for interfaces, applications, and services that better
support multi-device use. Today, many popular applications
and services can be accessed with a range of devices with
different screen sizes and form factors. A session of use can
be saved and closed on one device and re-opened and
continued on another device. Cloud services support
centralized management of device families, including
device settings and installed applications, and file hosting
services allow accessing and synchronizing content
between devices. Recent web browsers provide a common
usage history across all devices and allow moving browser
tabs between devices. A multiplicity of technologies has
been developed for presenting visual or audio information
through other devices, for example, using one device to
show pictures on the screen or to play music through the
speakers of another device. Attempts to harmonize software
and hardware platforms and tools across device categories
aim to make it easier to develop applications that support
multiple devices.
While a wide variety of different technologies have been
proposed to support multi-device use, only a few studies
have addressed how people actually use multiple
information devices together in their everyday lives. Of
these studies, many are relatively old, pre-dating the
emergence of modern smartphones, tablets, and cloud
services. In this paper, we present a recent diary study on
how people today combine multiple information devices in
everyday activities and tasks. Based on diaries and
interviews of 14 participants, we characterize the evolving
usage practices of the most common devices, including
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smartphones, computers, tablets, and home media centers.
We analyze 123 user-reported cases of multi-device use and
identify the main usage patterns, including Sequential Use,
Resource Lending, Related Parallel Use, and Unrelated
Parallel Use. We discuss the practical challenges of owning
and operating several information devices together. While
most of the earlier studies have been based solely on user
interviews, our study is additionally grounded on user
diaries reporting real-life use cases recorded in real contexts
of use over a time period of one week. Also, while most of
the earlier studies have focused on information work related
use, our study explores a range of different use cases from
pragmatic tasks to leisure activities in various mundane
contexts of use. The objective of our study is to provide
qualitative insights into real-life practices of multi-device
use. The results inform the design of future interfaces,
technologies, and applications that better support multidevice use.
RELATED WORK

A wide variety of systems, user interfaces, and interaction
methods have been proposed to support computing with
multiple devices. These include device binding methods
that allow connecting several devices to operate together,
ranging from virtual methods (such as scanning for
available devices in the proximity) to physical methods
(such as synchronous user actions, spatial alignment, and
use of auxiliary devices) [18]. Similar techniques have also
been developed to support transferring content objects or
application windows between screens, including transfers
between devices within hand’s reach and between devices
at longer distances from each other [13]. Migratory
interfaces [1] provide techniques for moving application
windows between devices. Solutions have also been
developed for managing and switching tasks in multidevice computing environments [2]. Beyond single-user
systems, a broad range of multi-user systems that support
collaboration with multiple devices have been developed,
addressing different physical scales and types of social
interaction [17].
In addition to the development of methods and solutions to
support multi-device use, a number of studies have
addressed how people actually use multiple devices in real
life. Several reasons and motivations for using multiple
devices have been identified [15, 3]. Different devices suit
different tasks, social situations, and physical environments.
Estimated effort to set up the device is an important
consideration in selecting which device to use, especially
for short tasks. No single device may have all the functions
or data needed, forcing the use of multiple devices.
Additional devices can also be used as data or battery
backups. Sometimes personal preferences and habits may
influence the decision to use different devices for different
tasks.
Practices and workflows in using multiple devices have
been found to vary between different individuals and

professional groups [3, 9, 16]. People tend to divide tasks
between devices, assigning each device a specific role
within the workflow [5, 3, 16]. In addition to serial patterns
of multi-device use [9], also parallel patterns have recently
become more common [16, 4, 12].
Accessing and managing content across devices has been
observed to be one of the key concerns in multi-device
environments [15, 3, 16, 12]. People have been found to
assemble their own personal patchworks of solutions by
combining multiple different tools and approaches, often in
creative ways. Conventional solutions include manual
synchronization and mirroring between devices, dedicating
a certain device for certain kind of information, portable
storage devices such as USB memory sticks, e-mailing
content items to oneself, and network drives. More recently,
various cloud-based storage and synchronization solutions
have increased their popularity. In addition to content, other
kinds of data such as interaction histories should also be
synchronized between devices [15, 3, 8].
In mobile use, managing different device configurations
may require significant physical effort and planning [15].
People have been observed to address this problem by
adopting different strategies, including development of
stable habits, making just-in-case preparations for potential
situations, and doing careful advance planning. A Mobile
Kit refers to a stable set of multiple personal devices kept
together and carried while traveling [11]. Jung, et al. [7]
suggest examining the set of digital devices that a person
uses as an ecology of interactive artifacts, in order to
understand how people experience and strategize the use of
interactive artifacts and the development of their ecologies
over time.
While a number of studies have addressed how people use
multiple devices in real life, they are still relatively few
given the broadness of the topic. Further, several of the
earlier studies have been made before the availability and
widespread adoption of modern smartphones, tablets, and
cloud services. Therefore, there is room for an updated
view into how the new extended ecologies of devices and
services are managed by users. Most of the earlier studies
have also focused on technologically advanced users and
use cases related to information work. We believe our study
addressing diverse groups of users and exploring beyond
work-related use is useful in broadening the understanding
of the evolving practices and needs in multi-device use.
OUR STUDY
Objectives

In this study, we were interested in how people today
combine multiple information devices in their everyday
activities and tasks. For the purposes of this study, we
defined an information device as any device that can be
used to create or consume digital information, including
personal computers, smartphones, tablets, televisions, game
devices, cameras, music players, navigation devices, and
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wristwatch computers. In particular, we were interested in
the following three research questions related to multidevice use: (1) What devices do the participants have and
what are the roles of the different devices in their personal
device ecologies? (2) In which situations do they combine
multiple information devices and what kinds of practices do
they have for multi-device use? (3) What kind of challenges
and problems they face in multi-device use? Overall, based
on a qualitative analysis, we aimed at creating a rich picture
of the current and emerging practices and challenges in
using multiple information devices together, in order to
support the development of future multi-device interfaces,
technologies, and applications.
Participants

We recruited a total of 14 people living in Southern Finland
to participate in the study by posting an advertisement on
local mailing lists and social media groups. We selected a
diverse group of people who owned multiple devices and
actively used them for a wide range of different
applications and services. Six of the participants were
female and eight male. Seven of the participants were
students (age M=24.4, SD=2.8 years), while the other seven
were professionals working in different fields (age M=35.6,
SD=6.7 years). Regarding education and professional
background, four participants had their primary background
in information technology. The remaining ten participants
represented a wide variety of other professions, including
graphic and industrial designers, a medical doctor, a
goldsmith, a teacher, and a management assistant. Despite
not being pure technologists, the participants were fairly
advanced users of information technology: on a scale
between 1 and 7 (1=novice, 7=expert), the participants rated
their familiarity with information technology above average
(M=5.6, SD=0.8). The participants received small rewards
for their participation.
Method

The study consisted of three phases: an initial briefing
session, a one-week self-reporting period, and a final
interview. All the briefing sessions and interviews were
individual with the participant and one or two researchers
present. Five briefing sessions were held over the phone –
other briefing sessions and all interviews were made faceto-face, either in a meeting room in our laboratory or in the
participant’s place of study or work. The purpose of the
briefing session was to provide the participant with
necessary information and materials for the self-reporting
period. After introducing the participant to the scope and
the objectives of the study, the researcher gave the
participant a workbook for the self-reporting period and
explained the contents of the book.
The main part of the workbook was a diary where the
participant was asked to report all situations and tasks
where they used multiple information devices together. We
asked the participant to keep a complete diary for at least

three days (two working days and one non-working day)
during the study period, but we also encouraged them to
report any interesting situations that occurred on the other
days. For each situation, the participant was asked to report
the context of use, overall course of events, devices that
were used, practices for and motivations of using multiple
devices, frequency and importance of the situation, as well
as satisfaction with the course of events and possible
problems. The researcher emphasized the importance of
filling in the book as soon as possible after the event
occurred. In addition to the diary, the workbook included
other tasks, where the participant was asked to provide
information about their devices, the tasks they were used
for, and the contexts they were used in. The participant was
also asked to describe the typical set of devices that they
carried with them in mobile situations, as well as their ideal
multi-device setup. The purpose of these tasks was to help
the participant to prepare for the interview by collecting
information about their device ecology and practices, and
reflecting them in real contexts of use (for example, at
home or at the workplace).
The participant then started the one-week self-reporting
period during which they filled in the workbook. At the end
of the period, the researchers tentatively analyzed the
workbooks to prepare for the semi-structured interviews.
We asked the participant to bring with them the devices
they carried on a typical work day. The interview started by
asking about the participant’s devices and their use,
followed by a detailed discussion of two or three different
situations that the participant had reported. Specific
questions were asked about various topics, including
sharing of content between devices, maintaining multiple
devices, and obtaining new devices. At the end of the
approximately one-hour interview, the participant was
asked to summarize the main benefits and drawbacks of
using multiple devices. The interviews were audio recorded
and photographs of the participant’s devices and their use
were taken when considered relevant.
For each interview, the researcher who made the interview
wrote notes about it based on the audio recordings. Three
researchers then analyzed the data and built an Affinity
Diagram [6] in a series of interpretation sessions. Based on
interpretative content analysis, the notes were grouped
based on similarity. The groups were then further clustered
to broader categories that were identified from the data and
jointly revisited, discussed, and refined. The diary data was
separately analyzed and the reported use cases were
categorized into different patterns of multi-device use based
on a bottom-up data-driven categorization. This was done
to develop an understanding of different patterns of multidevice use based on the collected data rather than to prove
any a priori hypothesis. The categorization scheme was
primarily based on the roles and the configuration of the
devices as well as the user’s motivations for multi-device
use. Finally, based on the data from the other tasks in the
participants’ workbooks, we constructed matrices
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describing relationships between devices, tasks, and
contexts of use.

Health Monitoring
Device

Camera

Home Media Center

RESULTS

We begin by giving an overview of the participants’ device
ecologies, describing the most common devices and their
practices of use. We then present an analysis of the
collected multi-device use cases and identify the main
usage patterns, including Sequential Use, Resource
Lending, Related Parallel Use, and Unrelated Parallel Use.
Finally, we highlight various practical challenges related to
owning and using several devices together and discuss the
problem of selecting which devices to use.
Device Ecologies

On the average, each participant was actively using 7.9
information devices in their everyday life. Four participants
had mainly Apple devices, while the remaining 10 had a
more balanced mixture of devices from different
manufacturers. In addition to their personal devices, seven
participants also had devices provided by their employers.
Not surprisingly, the most commonly used devices by the
participants were smartphones, computers, tablets, and
home media centers (Fig. 1).
All participants (14/14) had a smartphone; two participants
had two smartphones, a work phone and a personal phone.
The smartphone was the only device that every participant
said they used every day. Several participants commented
that smartphone was their most important device and their
everyday life depended on it. “[P7] I am hooked on my
[smartphone]. There is no life without it. I use it for
everything. … It is my most important device that I use the
most.“ As the participants carried their smartphones almost
always with them, the phones allowed them to be reached
and kept them up to date anywhere they went. The
smartphones were used for a wide variety of different tasks,
including calendar, e-mail, messaging, phone calls, web
browsing, social media, music, and calculator. Smartphones
were also commonly used for taking pictures and for
several participants, the phone was their primary camera.
However, the use of smartphones was focused on retrieving
and entering small amounts of information and the
smartphones were not considered capable of handling large
amounts of information or complex tasks. While many
applications and services had smartphone versions, they
often lacked features or did not work properly.
All participants (14/14) also had laptop computers and more
than half of them (8/14) had several laptops in their use.
Nearly half of the participants (6/14) also had a desktop
computer. As computers were replaced by other devices in
consumption and entertainment oriented tasks, their use was
increasingly characterized by more complex tasks, which
included entry of long texts, creation of complicated
content, detailed work, and handling large amounts of
content. These tasks were often related to work or studies,
and they were described as important but serious and

Music
Player

Smartphone
Computer

Handheld
Game Console

Tablet

Home
Automation
System

Navigation
Device

Figure 1. Most commonly used devices.

somewhat boring. “[P13] My laptop is my trusted
companion, which I use for all important things: school and
work.” The participants considered their computers as their
most powerful devices that provided options beyond what
their other devices could offer. Computers were also
regarded as fallback devices that the participants turned to
when their other devices failed. Sometimes computers
formed a link between devices that could not otherwise
communicate with each other. Among modern smartphones
and tablets, the participants felt that their computers were
like legacy devices from the old world but they simply
could not manage without them. “[P6] After I got the
tablet, my laptop feels really ancient, somehow it is awfully
old-fashioned. But certain things you just cannot do without
it.”
Almost all participants (12/14) actively used tablets [12]
and two participants had several tablets. The two
participants who did not use tablets had tested them but
considered that they did not have use for a tablet as other
devices (especially smartphones) served the same purposes.
The tablets were primarily used for searching for and
consuming content and for entertainment, such as reading,
playing games, and watching videos. Some participants
considered tablets as smartphones with larger screens.
Compared to laptops, the tablets were considered to be
more lightweight and instantly available for use. Two
common patterns of use were observed: 1) a shared family
tablet at home for multiple purposes; 2) a personal tablet
that was partly replacing a laptop in mobile use. However,
tablets were not considered suitable for entering long texts
or doing complex or detailed work. One participant
described this limitation also as an advantage since it forced
him to focus on the essential. In general, tablets were still
looking for their role and their use involved more
experimentation than the use of the other devices.
For the purposes of this study, we defined Home Media
Center to consist of a TV or other large screen together with
game consoles, Home Theater PCs (HTPCs), and other
media appliances connected to it. All participants had some
kind of a Home Media Center system. The Home Media
Center was the heart of social entertainment at home. It
provided the largest screen in the household supporting
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collective viewing of and sharing of TV programs, movies,
games, music, and personal photos and videos. Video
consumption was dominated by on-demand Internet
services and local content providers. Lack of ready-made
solutions supporting all content sources led the participants
to build custom solutions, which were often PC based.
In addition to these four most commonly used devices, the
participants reported using a variety of other devices. Of the
other devices, the most common were digital cameras,
which were used in pre-planned situations where high
quality photographs and videos were desired. Other devices
included music players, handheld game consoles,
navigation devices, health monitoring devices, and home
automation systems.
The smartphones were considered the most personal
devices and were rarely shared, with only a few exceptions
such as a child playing games on a parent’s phone or a wife
taking a photo with her husband’s phone. Sharing tablets
and computers was more common, and within families, all
devices were in principle shared. Still, most devices had a
clear primary user and others used the device only
randomly. The primary user had their services and
applications configured and often always running on the
device. “[P5] All of our devices are shared. But I use
primarily some devices and my husband uses other devices,
because on those you always have the web pages, files, and
apps you need already opened.” Some participants also
expressed a desire to keep some of their devices private.
“[P6] I have tried to keep the tablet to myself, but of course
[my daughter] can use it as well if she wants. But some
devices you just want to keep to yourself.”
Patterns of Multi-Device Use

The participants reported a total of 111 situations and tasks
in which they had used multiple information devices
together during the one-week diary period. Initial analysis
of the data indicated that 23 of the situations involved
several separate instances of multi-device use and therefore
these situations were split into multiple cases. On the other
hand, 12 situations were rejected, either because the
description of the situation was too unclear or because the
situation did not involve use of multiple information
devices (for example, there was only one information
device used). Eventually, the preliminary analysis resulted
in a total of 123 cases of multi-device use.
Fig. 2 illustrates the categorization of these multi-device
use cases into the main patterns of use. On the highest level,
multi-device use can be divided into Sequential Use and
Parallel Use. In Sequential Use, the participant changed the
device during the task. In Parallel Use, the participant used
several devices simultaneously. Of the multi-device use
cases analyzed in the study, 37% were Sequential Use while
the remaining 63% were Parallel Use.
The cases of Parallel Use can be further divided into three
subtypes: Resource Lending, Related Parallel Use, and

Multi-Device Use

Sequential Use

Resource
Lending

Parallel Use

Related
Parallel Use

Unrelated
Parallel Use

Figure 2. Patterns of multi-device use.

Unrelated Parallel Use. In Resource Lending, the
participant’s task focused on a single device, but the device
borrowed some resources from other devices. In Related
and Unrelated Parallel Use, the participant used several
devices simultaneously. The difference is that in Related
Parallel Use, the participant was working on a single task
and all devices were involved in this task, while in
Unrelated Parallel Use, the participant was working on
multiple tasks simultaneously and different devices were
involved in different tasks. Of the cases of Parallel Use
analyzed in the study, 43% were classified as Resource
Lending, 44% as Related Parallel Use, and 13% as
Unrelated Parallel Use.
In general, the participants’ motivations for using multiple
devices could be divided in two broad categories. First, in
83% of the cases, the participant voluntarily decided to use
multiple devices, for example, in the hope of improved
performance, efficiency, or convenience of use. Second, in
the remaining 17% of the cases, the participant was forced
to use several devices, for example, because of technical
limitations or errors, or because the original device used to
start the task had become unavailable.
In the following subsections, we discuss each pattern of
multi-device use as well as related motivations and
behaviors in more detail.
Sequential Use

In Sequential Use (Fig. 3.a), the participant changed the
device during the task. The participant could change the
device once or several times in a sequence.
In 68% of the Sequential Use cases analyzed in the study,
the user voluntarily changed the device. We observed
several reasons that triggered the participant to switch
devices. A common reason was a transformation in the
character of the task, which made the participant to consider
another device better suited for the task and to change the
device. “[P7] I googled the phone number of my
physiotherapist with the tablet and called with my phone.”
Another common reason was a change in the physical
environment or the social context, which resulted in another
device deemed more appropriate for the task. “[P1] In the
bus, I was browsing with my phone and found an
interesting page about teacher’s copyrights. At work, I
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Figure 3. Different patterns of multi-device use.

continued reading the page with my laptop.” Often, both
the task and the context changed at the same time. In these
cases, there was typically a workflow consisting of a
sequence of clearly separate steps, each done at a different
location. “[P13] I searched for a recipe with my laptop.
Then I moved to the kitchen, opened the recipe with the
tablet, and started cooking.” There were also a few cases in
which the task and the physical and social context remained
unchanged, but the participant still decided to change the
device. In these cases, the participant’s initial evaluation of
the task proved incorrect as more information was learned
about the task, ultimately resulting in a device change.
“[P13] When meeting the other members of the project
group, I tried to browse the course materials with my
phone, but finally switched to my laptop because the phone
was too slow and the display too small.”
The dilemma of whether to change the device or not can be
illustrated with Fig. 4.a. The horizontal axis represents the
progression of a task, while the vertical axis represents the
user effort. Each device requires an initial setup effort,
represented by the y-intercept of the line, before it can used
to work on the task. Each device also has certain efficiency,
represented by the slope of the line. As illustrated in Fig
4.b, the efficiency of the device may change as the
characteristics of the task change. In order to switch the
device (Fig. 4.c), the user has to do additional effort. While
the person may gain improved performance after the
switch, it may take a long time to outdo the switching
effort. The problem may be further complicated by the
difficulty of predicting the future evolution of the task.
In 32% of the Sequential Use cases, the user was forced to
change the device. The most common reason was technical
problems that prevented continuing with the original device
[9]. “[P6] I opened the electronic messaging system of my
daughter’s school with my tablet and tried to reply to a
message, but a scrolling text field did not work with the
tablet. I mailed the text I had entered to myself and
continued with my laptop.” Overall, technical problems
were the reason for using multiple devices in 25% of the
Sequential Use cases. Other reasons that forced the user to
change the device included the original device running out
of battery or the need to access content that was stored on
another device.

We observed a variety of different methods of moving a
task from one device to another. It was common that the
devices and applications did not support any way of moving
the task from one device to another, or the user was
unaware of or unwilling to use them. In these cases, the
user just started the task from the beginning with the new
device and manually copied information from the old
device to the new one as necessary. However, in many
cases it was possible to save the task on a network resource,
for example, on a cloud service or a network disk, and to
reopen it with another device. Other less common
approaches were to send a message, typically an e-mail, to
oneself, or to use a physical medium such as a USB stick or
memory card to transfer the task.
Parallel Use

In Parallel Use, the participant used two or more devices
simultaneously. The cases of Parallel Use can be further
divided into three subtypes: Resource Lending, Related
Parallel Use, and Unrelated Parallel Use.
Resource Lending

In Resource Lending (Fig. 3.b) use cases, the participant’s
activity primarily focused on a single device, but this device
borrowed some resources from other devices.
Common examples of Resource Lending included
borrowing the input and output capabilities of another
device. For example, the screen of another device could be
used to display visual information or speakers to play audio.
“[P6] I connected my laptop to my TV to watch an episode
of a TV series.” Alternatively, the input devices of one
device could be borrowed to provide input for another
device. “[P8] I controlled my home theatre system with an
app installed on my phone.” In some cases, both input and
output capabilities of another device were borrowed and all
interaction took place through another device. “[P2] I used
my laptop to organize messages and music on my phone.”
In addition to input and output capabilities, another
common resource shared between devices was the network
connection. “[P2] In the bus, I used the hotspot feature on
my phone to connect my laptop to the Internet.” Resource
Lending was almost exclusively done using direct wireless
connections between devices. Other approaches included
traditional cables and docking stations as well as lending
resources through a cloud service.
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Figure 4. a) Different devices have different setup efforts and task efficiencies. b) Changing task characteristics may influence
device efficiency. c) Switching devices requires additional effort that may exceed the benefits.

Related Parallel Use

In Related Parallel Use (Fig. 3.c), the participant was
working on a single task using two or more devices. All
devices were involved in the same task.
In most cases, the motivation for using multiple devices in
parallel was to have multiple views to the task, dedicating
different devices to different content or applications. A
common situation was that a participant was using another
device to view additional information when watching video
content with a home media center. “[P5] While watching a
movie on TV, I opened the IMDB page with my phone.” In
other cases, a participant was viewing instructions on one
device while working on a task on another device. “[P1] I
installed software on my phone and looked at instructions
on my computer.” The participant could also work on a new
document on one device, while having the source
documents open on the other devices. ”[P10] While making
a project presentation with my laptop, I had my notes open
on my tablet.” Sometimes, there simply were several
documents that needed to be viewed in parallel. “[P10] I
displayed CAD drawings on my laptop and images on my
tablet.” A second device could also be used for simple
auxiliary tasks, for example, to access the dictionary. “[P8]
While watching TV, I checked the translation of a word
with my phone.”
Another common category of cases of Related Parallel Use
was situations where the participant was collaborating with
remote persons over a real-time communication link. One
device, typically a phone, was then assigned for handling
the communication, while other devices were used for
accessing related content and applications. “[P8] My friend
called me and asked me to the movies. I checked my
calendar and information about the movie with my laptop
while talking on the phone.” Other less common
motivations for Related Parallel Use included speeding up a
computationally complex task like 3D graphics rendering
by using multiple devices as well as various technical
reasons which forced the use of several devices.
In most cases, the participants used two devices together.
However, in a few cases the participants had built more
sophisticated device configurations which involved Parallel
Use of three or more devices. “[P4] While watching sports
on TV, I have live statistics open on a laptop. At the same

time, I can do real-time betting on my tablet or phone.” In
practically all cases, the devices provided no technical
support of any kind for Related Parallel Use. The
participants had to manually connect and transfer
information between the devices.
Unrelated Parallel Use

In Unrelated Parallel Use (Fig. 3.d), the participant was
working on several tasks simultaneously using several
devices. Different devices were involved in different tasks.
In cases of Unrelated Parallel Use, there was typically a
primary foreground task and a secondary background task.
Typical examples of background tasks included watching
videos or listening to music. “[P10] I listen to music with
my phone while doing homework with my laptop or tablet.”
In a few cases, the participant was working on two equal
tasks in parallel, for example, when the participant received
two simultaneous phone calls. “[P1] I was talking with my
mother on my personal phone, when my girlfriend called to
my work phone.” There were also a few cases where
technical restrictions required the participant to use
different devices for different tasks. While different devices
were involved in different tasks, in some situations
coordination between the devices would have been
beneficial. ”[P6] I was listening to a net radio with my
laptop, when I received a phone call. I would have wanted
to turn down the laptop volume when the phone rang.”
The participants reported relatively few cases of Unrelated
Parallel Use. It is possible that the participants did not
recognize many common situations as Parallel Use of
multiple devices, as the unrelated parallel tasks may not
always be conscious. For example, carrying a phone in
order to be reachable by voice calls or messages when
working on other tasks with other devices (undoubtedly a
very common case) could be classified as Unrelated Parallel
Use.
Deciding Which Devices to Use

Owning multiple devices creates the problem of choosing
which devices to use in a specific situation. In our analysis
of multi-device use cases, we identified three levels of
decisions which determined which devices to use: 1)
deciding which devices to acquire, 2) deciding which of
your devices to make available in a specific context, and 3)
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deciding which of the available devices to actually use.
Each level of decisions narrowed the available options until
finally the devices to use were left. The participants’ device
selections determined the pattern of multi-device use: the
decision to change device resulted in a Sequential Use
pattern, while the decision to use two or more devices
simultaneously resulted in a Parallel Use pattern.

use, including both social aspects (such as acceptability of
using a certain device in a certain social situation) as well
as physical aspects (such as the available space). “[P13] As
I met new persons, I did not want to hide behind the
[laptop] screen, as we were supposed to work together and
be social.”

Regarding acquisition of new devices, most participants
said that interoperability with their current devices was a
major factor when considering which new devices to
obtain. On the other hand, other factors such as price or
curiosity to try and opportunity to learn new devices and
systems often overrode it. The level of influence the
participants had over the acquisition decisions varied: the
participants had more control over devices they purchased
for their personal use than over devices that were provided
to them by their employers. Overall, the participants could
not fully control their device environments as they were
constrained by the choices of other people and
organizations, such as their employers, educational
institutions, clients, and friends.

Being able to access any content on any device was the
most commonly requested feature to support multi-device
use by the participants. For transferring individual content
items between devices, sending e-mail to oneself was still
common, but also direct network transfers between devices
over WiFi or Bluetooth were used. Traditional physical
methods of memory sticks, cables, and DVDs had largely
been replaced by wireless or cloud-based solutions, but
were still used as fallbacks when more advanced solutions
failed to work, especially between systems of different
owners.

For fixed devices, the decisions on which devices to make
available in specific contexts primarily related to the
physical locations of the devices, for example, in which
room to place the device at home. For mobile devices, the
decisions related to which devices to take with you in
mobile situations. Regarding the mobile devices, we
observed similar practices as Oulasvirta, et al. [15]. Most
participants had a fixed Mobile Kit [11] of devices they
took with them every day. Heavier devices such as laptops
and special devices such as USB drives were taken based
on expected need. In addition to computing devices, the
participants carried with them a wide variety of auxiliary
devices such as chargers, headsets, cables, and memory
sticks.
Decisions on which of the available devices to use in
specific situations were based on several criteria. The
device characteristics that were considered included both
user interface capabilities (such as display size, pointing
device, and the level of multi-tasking support), technical
capabilities (such as processing power, storage capacity,
network connection, and camera quality), and physical
characteristics (such as the size and weight of the device).
For tasks requiring entry of long texts, the text entry
capability, especially availability of a physical QWERTY
keyboard, strongly influenced the device selection. “[P4] I
won’t write any long texts with a virtual keyboard. I want
the good old physical QWERTY.” As already discussed in
section Sequential Use, another major factor influencing the
decision on which device to use was the easiness of starting
to use the device. If the required content was available only
on certain devices, the participant was forced to use those
devices. People had also developed different habits of using
certain devices for certain tasks or in certain contexts of
use. Finally, the participants also considered the context of

Accessing Content Between Devices

The participants utilized cloud storage services (for
example, Dropbox, Google Drive, and iCloud) for a wide
variety of purposes, including storing and accessing
personal content from any device, and synchronizing and
making backups between devices. Cloud storage services
were also used for other purposes, such as sharing and
collaborating between people and for temporary storage.
Using several services in parallel was common as this
allowed the participants to grab free storage space from
every service and reduced the risk of being tied to a single
service provider. It was also common to dedicate different
services to different purposes or content types, for example,
using one service for personal content, another for work,
and a third for collaboration with others.
While the participants utilized cloud storage services in
many ways, they also raised many concerns about cloud
storage and did not trust the cloud as the only storage
solution [16], especially for important content. Accessing
content in the cloud was considered slow and sometimes
unreliable, particularly over wireless networks. “[P5]
Accessing [cellular] networks sometimes causes problems
in certain areas. It is really infuriating.” To address this
problem, one participant used different wireless network
operators on different devices to be able to always select the
best working network. A few participants were concerned
about privacy and security risks, for example, of storing
personal photographs or work-related content in the cloud.
Another source of concern was the persistence and possible
discontinuation of cloud services. Finally, many current
cloud services were considered complicated and poorly
integrated with native applications.
Device Maintenance and Energy Management

Participants with large collections of information devices
had to do significant amounts of maintenance work to keep
their devices up to date and running. However, half of the
participants (7/14) said that this was not a major problem as
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the software updates were so easy to do. “[P8] All
[devices] have automatic updates and I just have to accept
them.” Other participants (6/14) considered the need to
maintain a large amount of devices as troublesome and
would have preferred more automated solutions.
Maintenance responsibility was often concentrated on a
particular person in a social network, for example, the
husband in a family. These people typically enjoyed the
maintenance task and considered it as a positive challenge.
“[P4] Device maintenance in our family is my
responsibility. … I like to do it. I take it as a challenge.
Updating the devices of my parents and my mother-in-law
are my responsibility, too.”
Another challenge related to the use of multiple devices
was managing the energy and charging the batteries of
portable devices. The battery concerns were mainly related
to smartphones and most participants (9/14) said they were
frustrated with the battery lives of the current smartphones.
Other devices were considered to have reasonably good
battery lives – tablets, in particular, were praised for their
long battery lives.
DISCUSSION

In general, the participants wanted all their devices to
seamlessly work with each other. However, in practice,
they continuously encountered problems in multi-device
use, especially between devices from different ecosystems.
Common problems included connecting and transferring
information between devices, incompatible content formats,
web pages that did not work on all devices, and applications
and services that were not available for all devices. The
participants often had to resort to common core functions,
such as e-mail, to work around interoperability problems.
Plenty of work still remains to be done to realize the visions
of smooth and effortless multi-device computing.
Today, most of the commercial support for multi-device use
is aimed towards supporting patterns of Sequential Use, for
example, moving sessions between devices. Also,
traditional forms of Resource Lending, such as displaying
pictures on the screen of another device, are well supported.
However, the results of our study indicate that also patterns
of Related Parallel Use were common among the
participants. This finding is supported by other recent
studies [16, 4, 12]. Still, the devices and systems used by
the participants provided practically no support for Related
Parallel Use.
Being able to access any content with any device was the
most commonly requested feature to support multi-device
use by the study participants. While the participants utilized
cloud storage services in many ways, it was obvious that
the current services were not adequate as the only storage
solutions. A wide range of user concerns should be
addressed in future storage solutions, including capacity,
cost, privacy, security, performance, reliability, persistence,
and complexity. As suggested by one of our participants,

one potential direction to explore might be more direct
sharing of content between devices, in order to provide
improved reliability and performance and lower cost:
“[P10] Information between devices currently flows
through the cloud, but when the devices are close to each
other, why it couldn’t pass directly between the devices?”
The participants described that in the modern world of
smartphones and tablets, the PC felt like a legacy device
from the old world. Some participants had tried to
completely replace their computers with smartphones and
tablets. However, it was clear that while smartphones and
tablets had taken over many simple tasks traditionally done
with computers, in their current form they could not fully
replace computers in more demanding tasks. The main
problems were related to limited text-entry capability,
inaccurate pointing devices, and restricted multi-tasking
capability. This calls for “reinventing the PC” in the age of
multi-device computing, that is, developing multi-device
solutions that are capable of handling the large, complex,
and detailed tasks that currently require the use of a
personal computer. Interestingly, the limited multi-tasking
capabilities of current tablets and smartphones already seem
to encourage the use of multiple devices to overcome them.
As the participants purchased new devices, they sometimes
recycled their old devices for others to use. However, often
the old devices were gradually left unused, partly because
the limitations of current systems to support multi-device
use promote the use of a single device. Over time, this
resulted in large collections of unused devices. Multi-device
ecologies might provide opportunities to extend the life of
old devices. The old devices could adopt more specialized
or supporting roles in the device ecology, for example, an
old tablet could be permanently attached to the kitchen wall
to support cooking activities, or an old computer could be
used as a home server.
Generalizability of Results and Future Work

As we wanted to gain insights into the current practices and
behaviors in combining multiple information devices, we
decided to approach the topic though a detailed analysis of
a limited number of subjects and cases, emphasizing
qualitative research methods. While this approach provided
us with a rich picture of the current practices and the
underlying motivations and needs, it is not possible to
statistically estimate the frequency of the observed
behaviors in the overall population. In order to validate the
results, a quantitative study, such as a survey or a logging
study, with a larger sample would be useful.
It should also be noted that the study results reflect current
practices – future devices and technologies may enable new
practices, as can also be seen when comparing these results
with the earlier similar studies. Also, while the participants
represented a rather diverse sample in terms of occupations,
they were still relatively advanced users of technology with
generally high level of education living in a western
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country. Different user groups in different parts of the
world might display different behavior. Another possible
future direction could be more focused studies addressing
specific user groups, applications, or contexts of use.
CONCLUSION

We have presented a user study on people’s practices in
combining multiple information devices in their everyday
lives, ranging from pragmatic tasks to leisure and
entertainment activities. Based on diaries and interviews of
14 participants, we have characterized the usage practices
of the most common devices, including smartphones,
computers, tablets, and home media centers. We have
analyzed 123 real-life cases of multi-device use and
identified the main usage patterns, including Sequential
Use, Resource Lending, Related Parallel Use, and
Unrelated Parallel Use. Additionally, we have observed
three levels of decisions that determine which devices are
used in a particular situation, including acquiring, making
available, and selecting the devices for use. We have also
discussed the practical challenges related to owning and
operating several information devices together, including
content access, maintenance, and energy management.
While the participants wanted all their devices to
seamlessly work with each other, in practice they
continuously encountered problems in multi-device use. Of
the multi-device use patterns, Sequential Use and Resource
Lending were relative well supported by current devices
and systems, but there was little technical support for
Related Parallel Use even though it was found to be
common among the study participants. Current cloud-based
storage solutions were found to have several weaknesses in
supporting multi-device use. Finally, improved support for
multi-device use might also provide opportunities to extend
the life of old devices by allowing the old devices to take
more specialized or supporting roles in the device ecology.
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ABSTRACT

We present a comparative evaluation of two touch-based
group-binding methods, a leader-driven method and a peerbased method, against a more conventional group-binding
method based on scanning and passwords. The results
indicate that the participants strongly preferred the touchbased methods in both pragmatic and hedonic qualities as
well as in the overall attractiveness. While the leader-driven
method allowed better control over the group and required
only one participant to be able to form a group, the peerbased method helped to create a greater sense of
community and scaled better for larger group sizes and
distances. As the optimal group-binding method depends on
the social situation and physical environment, the binding
methods should be flexible, allowing the users to adapt
them to different contexts of use. For determining the order
of the devices, manual arrangement was preferred over
defining the order by touching.
Author Keywords

Collocated interaction; mobile phones; user interfaces;
device ecosystem binding; group association; pairing.
ACM Classification Keywords

H.5.m. Information interfaces and presentation (e.g., HCI):
Miscellaneous.
INTRODUCTION

Mobile devices were originally conceived as, and have
traditionally been, very personal devices targeted at
individual use. Recent advances in sensor and short-range
communication technologies offer new opportunities for
collaborative use of mobile devices. Groups of collocated
users can couple their devices together and create
ecosystems of interaction [21]. This allows the users to
engage in collaborative activities and experiences with their
mobile devices, thus shifting from personal-individual
towards shared-multi-user interactions. Examples of
applications that would benefit from such collaborative use
of mobile devices include sharing of digital content,
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise,
or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior
specific permission and/or a fee.
CHI 2013, April 27–May 2, 2013, Paris, France.
Copyright © 2013 ACM 978-1-4503-1899-0/13/04...$15.00.

collaborative creation and editing of content, and different
kinds of games. In many of these applications, it would be
natural to utilize spatial interactions in the shared space, for
example, throwing virtual objects such as files between
devices. However, finding the positions of the devices has
presented a challenging problem, requiring the use of
special tracking equipment or dedicated infrastructure.
Before a group of users can engage in collaborative
interactions with their mobile devices, the multi-device
ecosystem must first be set up. This involves initiating the
necessary system and application software in all devices.
The devices must become aware of the other devices
existing in the proximity, and the devices intended to
participate in the ecosystem must be identified. A
communication channel then needs to be established
between the devices participating in the ecosystem, in order
to allow exchange of data and coordination of the
interactions.
Wireless
short-range
communication
technologies such as WLAN or Bluetooth are typically used
to exchange data between devices. The process of setting up
the ecosystem is generally known as device binding or
ecosystem binding [21] (also known as device association,
pairing, or coupling [3]). As the intention is to enable
spontaneous interactions, it should be possible to bind
devices having no prior knowledge of each other in a fast
and easy way. If the process of binding devices is too
complicated or tedious, the users might lose interest in
using multi-device interactions in the first place. As the
wireless connections provide no physical indications (for
example, cables) of which devices are actually connected,
the binding process should provide sufficient security and
cues so that the users can ensure that the right devices are
connected.
In this paper, we are concerned with device-binding
methods for establishing an ecosystem of mobile devices to
support collaborative interactions within small-to-mediumsized groups of collocated users. While the problem of a
single user pairing two devices has been extensively studied
in prior research, researchers have started to address more
complex scenarios involving multiple users and devices
only recently. In particular, we focus on methods based on
device proximity and touch interactions, which have been
found to be intuitive and easy to explain, but which have
been little explored in the literature [2]. We present a
comparative evaluation of two touch-based group-binding
methods, a leader-driven method called Host and a peer-
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based method called Ring, against a more conventional
method called Seek, which is based on scanning the
available devices in the proximity and passwords for
security. While most earlier studies on device binding have
focused on pragmatic aspects such as security and usability,
we approach the problem from a broader user experience
perspective, covering also hedonic aspects such as social
and emotional factors, which have been shown to be
important considerations when users select binding methods
in real-life situations [10, 18]. We consider the complete
group creation process in a realistic application context,
including identification of the devices to participate in the
group, initiation of the application software in all devices,
and authentication of the connection. We also explore
options to determine the device order during the group
creation phase, in order to allow spatial interactions without
dedicated tracking equipment. The evaluation results
indicate that the participants strongly preferred touch-based
methods over Seek. Several important differences were
identified between leader-driven and peer-based methods.
The optimal group-binding method was found to depend on
various social and environmental factors, suggesting that
the binding methods should be flexible to allow users to
adopt different group creation strategies in different
contexts of use. For determining the order of the devices,
manual arrangement was preferred over defining the order
by touching.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. First, we
provide a brief overview of the related work. We then give
a detailed description of the three group-binding methods
and the evaluation procedure. Finally, we present the results
of the evaluation, followed by conclusions.
RELATED WORK

The problem of device binding has been extensively studied
in the fields of human-computer interaction and security
research. A wide range of methods for device binding has
been proposed – in security research alone, over 20
different methods have been identified [17]. These methods
vary in terms of device hardware requirements, amount of
user involvement, and level of provided security.
The problem of device binding can be divided into two
subproblems: device identification and authentication.
Device identification involves selecting which of the
devices available in the proximity should be bound with
each other. The need for device authentication originates
from the invisibility of wireless communications. As the
users cannot see the wireless communication channels, they
cannot be sure that they are really connecting to the other
devices intended to, opening the possibility for so-called
Man-in-the-Middle attacks. To counter this threat, a wide
variety of methods have been proposed that authenticate the
wireless connection over auxiliary communication channels
(also known as Out-of-Band Channels), which can be
perceived and managed by human users.

The most common device-binding methods today, such as
those typically used in Bluetooth and WLAN networks, are
based on scanning the environment for available devices
and then presenting a list of the found devices to the user
for selecting the other device to bind with. The
authentication is based on short strings (also known as PIN
codes) that the user is expected to copy or compare between
devices. The authentication strings can be represented as
numbers, words, graphical images, or audio signals in the
user interface.
The proposed alternative methods include a variety of
techniques based on synchronous user actions, for example,
pressing buttons on both devices [19] or touching both
devices [23] simultaneously, shaking the devices together
[8], or bumping the devices together [6]. Bumping is also
used in the popular commercial service Bump1. Further,
device binding can be based on continuous gestures
spanning from one device display to another [7]. Methods
based on spatial alignment of the devices include pointing,
for example, with laser light [15], touching [20], or placing
the devices in close proximity of each other [12]. It is also
possible to bind devices with various auxiliary devices, for
example, tokens [1] or cameras [16]. Some of the proposed
methods cover only device identification or authentication,
while others combine both identification and authentication
into a single user action.
The development of new binding methods has been largely
technology-driven with little user involvement. As an
example of a more user-centered approach, Chong and
Gellersen [2] present a study on users’ spontaneous actions
for device binding. In the study, the users’ were asked to
invent methods for binding together low-fidelity acrylic
prototypes of different devices. Device proximity and touch
based methods were found to be among the most commonly
proposed methods, and the physical contact of devices was
also considered as the easiest method to describe and teach
to another person. Still, there has been little work exploring
such techniques in the literature.
Binding methods are not just means for connecting devices
– they have strong social and emotional aspects. In real-life
situations, the users do not always use the easiest or fastest
method available, nor the one they like best. Many factors
influence their choice of binding method, including the
place, the social setting, the other people present, and the
sensitivity of data [10, 18]. Users are willing to take
security risks to comply with social norms [10].
The vast majority of prior research has focused on scenarios
of a single user binding two devices with each other (for
example, binding a headset with a mobile device). Only
recently have researchers started to consider more complex
scenarios involving multiple users and devices. Such multiuser scenarios differ in many respects from single-user
1
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Figure 1. Three group-binding methods. a) Seek: a leader creates a group and shares a password (1), which is then entered in
parallel by the other participants (2). b) Ring: one person starts the app and touches the next device to their right to add it (1), then
others continue adding the next person to their right (2,3), and the last person completes the group (4). c) Host: a leader starts the
app, adds people by touching all devices in counter-clockwise order (1-3), and puts the device on the table to complete the group (4).

scenarios, making the single-user device-binding methods
not necessarily applicable to multi-user scenarios. In multiuser scenarios, communication between group members
provides an additional source for potential errors. On the
other hand, the users are typically willing to help each other
and make decisions by mutual agreement, which reduces
the amount of errors [11]. Methods that involve physical
exchange of devices have been found to be unacceptable
unless the users know each other very well, as the users are
unwilling to hand in their devices to strangers [22].
Chong and Gellersen [3] present a framework that
summarizes and classifies the different factors that
influence the usability of spontaneous device binding,
identifying technology, user interaction, and application
context as the three most important criteria.
EVALUATION OF GROUP-BINDING METHODS
Objectives

In this study, we were primarily interested in three research
questions. First, we wanted to compare touch and
proximity-based methods for group binding against more
conventional methods based on scanning and passwords.
Second, we wanted to explore different ways to divide the
group-binding task between the participants – in particular,
we were interested in differences between leader-driven and
peer-based methods. Third, we wanted to investigate
possibilities to define the device order as a part of the group
creation process, in order to allow implementation of spatial
interactions without extensive tracking equipment.
Group-Binding Methods

To study these research questions in practice, we designed
three different group-binding methods called Seek, Ring,
and Host. The Seek method represented the conventional
approach used, for example, in network games and was
based on scanning for device identification and passwords
for authentication. Both the Ring and Host methods used
touch for device identification and authentication. The main
difference between Ring and Host was that Ring was peerbased, distributing the group creation task between all
participants, while Host was leader-driven, concentrating

the group creation task on one participant. Additionally,
Host utilized device gestures for some interactions. The
Host method was based on the EasyGroups method [14]
reported earlier. While all the methods were generic, we
decided to study them in the context of a simple photo
sharing application in order to provide a more realistic goal
for the group creation task during the evaluation. The photo
sharing application was a simplified version of Pass-ThemAround [13] and it allowed the users to browse a collection
of photos stored in their own devices and supported spatial
interactions of throwing photos between devices.
Seek

To set up a new group, one person (the leader) should start
the Seek application on their device and create a new group
(Fig. 1a). The application prompts the leader to join a
WLAN network and enter a name for the new group. The
application automatically generates a six-digit password for
the group. The application then moves to the Table
Overview (Fig. 2) showing all devices that are currently
part of the group and their order as well as the group name
and password. As new devices join the group, an animation
shows how the device order changes on the table. To enable
the users to identify the devices, the color of each device is
indicated on the screen. The other persons can then join the
group in parallel by starting the Seek application, joining
the same network as the leader, and selecting the existing
group from the list. The application then prompts the user
to enter the password. If the password is correct, the device
joins the group and moves to the Table Overview. If the
order of the devices presented on the screen is different
from the order of the devices on the table, the leader can
correct it by dragging the devices to the right positions on
the screen. The users can move to the Photo Sharing Mode
by tapping their own piles of photos on the screen.
If a new person wishes to join an existing group, the person
should start the Seek application and join the group in the
same way as during the initial group creation phase. The
leader can check the order of the devices on the screen and
correct it if necessary. To leave the group, the person
should press the “Exit” button on the screen.
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devices on the table is automatically defined based on the
touching order. A similar procedure (and visual feedback)
as the one described for Ring is used to detect, connect,
start the application, and join the group. When all the other
devices have been added to the group, the leader should put
their device back on the table. The device detects the
gesture and exits the Discovery Mode and completes the
group set-up. The persons can then start sharing photos
between devices.

Figure 2. The Table Overview during Seek.
Ring

To begin group formation, one person should start the Ring
application on their device (Fig. 1b). This device
automatically enters Discovery Mode and visual feedback
is shown in portrait view to suggest holding the device
vertically for a more comfortable grip. The person holding
the device is instructed to touch the next device to their
right. When the person moves their device close to the next
device, the device detects the new device and the person
holding the device is asked to hold their device still while
the new device is added to the group. When the new device
has been added to the group, the device exits Discovery
Mode and moves to the Table Overview, which shows all
devices that are currently part of the group and their order.
The new device that was just added to the group now
automatically starts the application and enters the
Discovery Mode. The owner of that device is instructed to
continue in the same way and touch the next device to their
right. By asking the user always to connect to the next
device to their right, we are able to define the order of the
devices on the table based on the touching order. When all
the devices around the table have been added to the group,
the owner of the last device can complete the group by
pressing the “Complete” button on screen. The users can
move to the Photo Sharing Mode and start sharing pictures.

If a new person wishes to join an existing group, the person
on the left side of the new person should pick up their
device to enter Discovery Mode and touch the new person’s
device. The new person is then added next after the person
who just added them. To leave the group, the person should
pick their device up from the table and flip it upside down.
The device detects the gesture and exits.
Prototype Implementation

We built prototypes of the three group-binding methods on
Nokia N92 mobile devices running the MeeGo operating
system. The prototypes were implemented in C++ on top of
the Qt 4.7 software framework. QML and Qt Quick with
OpenGL ES hardware acceleration were used for fluent
animated user interface graphics. The N9’s internal
accelerometer was used for gesture detection in Host.
In all methods, the objective was to establish a WLAN
connection between the devices. In Seek, each device was
manually connected to the WLAN network. The device
then scanned the network for available groups and
presented a list to the user to choose from. In Ring and
Host, touching was detected with Bluetooth-based radio
technology, which was able to detect other devices at
ranges closer than 20 cm in approximately 5 seconds. While
the technology generally worked reliably, there were
occasionally longer delays before the other devices were
detected or detections of devices further away. The
necessary connectivity and initialization information was
then sent to the discovered device over Bluetooth. A
daemon, which listened to a Bluetooth socket, received the

If a new person wishes to join an existing group, the person
on the left side of the new person can press the “Add
Device” button on the screen and touch the incoming
person’s device. The new person is then added to the right
side of the person who just added them. The new group
member can then continue adding new devices, or press the
“Complete” button if there are no more devices to add. To
leave the group, the person should press the “Exit” button.
Host

To set up a new group, one person (the leader) should start
the Host application on their device (Fig. 1c). When the
device is picked up from the table, it detects the pick-up
gesture and enters Discovery Mode, which allows the
leader to add new people to the group. The leader should
then touch the other devices one by one in counterclockwise order around the table (Fig. 3). The order of the

Figure 3. The Host method. The user holding the cyan device
has connected the black (right) and magenta devices (top).

2
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connectivity information on the discovered device and
started the actual application, which connected to the
correct WLAN network and joined the group. The
prototypes were fully functional with real network
communication, except for the security protocols, which
were only simulated in the user interface.
Participants

We recruited a total of 24 participants for the evaluation by
posting an advertisement on a local mailing list. Of the 24
participants, 20 were pairs of users, while the remaining
four were individual participants. We preferred to recruit
pairs of people who knew each other, so that the
participants would feel more comfortable during the
evaluation session. We assigned the participants into six
groups of four users in the order they registered for the
study. Each participant typically knew one other participant
in the group, while the two others were strangers. Eight of
the participants were female and 16 male. The ages of the
participants varied between 23 and 45 years (M=33.6,
SD=6.0). Three of the participants were left-handed and 21
right-handed. The participants represented a variety of
different backgrounds, with eight participants having a
software engineering background, 10 other technical
background (for example, mechanical engineering), and six
non-technical background (for example, administration or
linguistics). The participants were fairly advanced users of
technology: on a scale between 1 and 7 (1=novice,
7=expert), the participants rated their familiarity with
technology above average (M=5.1, SD=1.2). All
participants were active smartphone users and six of the 24
participants had used a Nokia N9 before the study.
Procedure

We organized a series of six evaluation sessions. The
evaluation sessions were arranged in a usability laboratory
of approximately 40 m2 (430 sq ft) in size. Fig. 4 shows the
evaluation setup. In each session, there were four
participants and a moderator present. We used devices of
four different colors (black, white, magenta, and cyan) and
each participant was assigned a device with a different
color. This provided a practical method of identifying the
devices of the different participants during the evaluation
session. The participants were given seats around a
rectangular table of approximately 150x70 cm (60x27
inches) in size, one on each side of the table. The table was
carefully selected so that there would be different distances
between the participants and that the participants sitting on
the short edges would have some difficulty reaching each
other. The total durations of the evaluation sessions varied
between 100 and 120 minutes.
As the participants arrived in the laboratory, the moderator
guided them to their seats around the table and asked them
to fill in a background questionnaire form. When all the
participants had completed the forms, the moderator
introduced the participants to the idea of collaborative use

Figure 4. Evaluation setup with four participants.

of mobile devices and demonstrated it with the photo
sharing application. The participants were then given their
own devices and they were encouraged to try throwing
photos between devices. This small introductory task
provided the users with an opportunity to become familiar
with their devices. The moderator then explained to the
participants that before they could share photos between
devices by throwing, they first had to bind their mobile
devices together into a group and the objective of the
session was to evaluate different methods for that task.
Before the actual evaluation started, the moderator
informed the participants that some of the methods might
require touching other devices and demonstrated how to do
it in practice. The participants were then asked to practice
touching with their own devices. We saw this training step
necessary, because while many of the participants were
aware of touching as an interaction technique, few had tried
it in practice.
To begin the actual evaluation, the moderator showed a
short video clip demonstrating the first group-binding
method. The videos were prepared so that they simulated a
situation of a participant observing another group of users
using the method to create a group. We used video
recordings to minimize the variations between the
instructions that the different groups received. After the
participants had watched the video, the moderator gave
them the following task: “By using the method that was just
demonstrated to you, create a group so that you can throw
photos between your devices.” The moderator then
observed as the participants tried out the method and only
intervened if the participants clearly could not proceed with
the method or there were some technical problems with the
devices. The task was considered complete, when the
participants could successfully throw photos between all
devices. The moderator then asked everybody to leave the
group and create another group with a different participant
initiating the group creation. The moderator also asked at
least one person to leave the group and rejoin it. Overall,
each group tried each method two to four times.
After testing the method, the moderator asked the
participants to fill in two validated questionnaires. The first
questionnaire was NASA-TLX [4], which measures the
subjective workload experience when performing a task. To
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gain a broader view of the methods, we extended the
questionnaire with four additional scales: learnability,
quickness, security, and overall preference. The second
questionnaire was AttrakDiff [5], which measures the
attractiveness of interactive products.

21

16

11

The same procedure was then repeated for the second and
the third methods. We systematically varied the order in
which the six groups were exposed to the three methods to
counter-balance any learning effects.
After the participants had tested all the methods, the
moderator interviewed the participants about their
experiences with the methods. The interview was semistructured and covered a variety of themes including
general feedback about the different methods, perceptions
about their learnability and security, as well as specific
interaction techniques like touching and hand gestures. The
moderator also showed the participants three pictures
representing different scenarios and asked them to consider
what would be the most appropriate method for creating a
group in each scenario. The scenarios were: 1) meeting
other family members in the living room at home, 2)
meeting representatives of another company in a meeting
room at the office, and 3) meeting friends in a busy café.
The objective was to encourage the participants to think
about different situations and environments and their social
and physical characteristics. After the interview was
completed, the moderator thanked the participants and gave
them a movie ticket each to compensate them for their time.
All sessions were video recorded and interaction with the
devices was logged. Two researchers independently
analyzed the video recordings and wrote notes about their
observations. The same two researchers then analyzed the
data and built an Affinity Diagram [9] in a series of
interpretation sessions. Each researcher individually studied
the notes and grouped them into clusters of related items.
The clusters then evolved to broader categories that were
naturally revealed and were jointly revisited, discussed, and
refined. In the end, the categories were processed into more
general findings that form the core of the Results section.
RESULTS

We first give an overview of the quantitative results. We
then present the qualitative results and contrast them with
the quantitative results when relevant.

6

1

Seek

Ring

Host

Figure 5. Extended NASA-TLX results.

Therefore, we used mixed model techniques to analyze the
data with the binding method as a fixed factor and the
groups and the participants nested in the groups as a
random component. The results indicate that the binding
method had a significant effect on mental demand (F(2,
44.54) = 8.39, p = .001), frustration (F(2, 36.92) = 9.54, p <
.001), and overall preference (F(2, 37.18) = 22.16, p <
.001). Pair-wise comparisons with Bonferroni correction
show that the levels of mental demand (p = .001) and
frustration (p < .001) for Seek were significantly higher
compared to Ring, and that the level of overall preference
was significantly higher for both Ring (p < .001) and Host
is (p < .001) compared to Seek. There were no significant
differences between Ring and Host on any of the subscales.
AttrakDiff

Fig. 6 illustrates the results of the AttrakDiff questionnaire
[5] for the three group-binding methods. Pragmatic quality
(PQ) refers to the product’s ability to support the
achievement of behavioral goals (usability). Hedonic
quality refers to the users’ self: stimulation (HQ-S) is the
product’s ability to stimulate and enable personal growth,
while identification (HQ-I) is the product’s ability to
address the need of expressing one’s self through objects
one owns. Perceived attractiveness (ATT) describes a
global value of the product based on the quality perception.
We analyzed the AttrakDiff data with the same
methodology as the extended NASA-TLX data. The results

Extended NASA-TLX

Fig. 5 illustrates the results of the extended NASA-TLX
questionnaire [4]. The main bars indicate the means for
each subscale, while the error bars indicate standard errors.
The original six subscales of NASA-TLX are presented on
the left and the four subscales that we added for the
purposes of this study (learnability, quickness, security, and
overall preference) are on the right. As the participants were
observed in groups, the responses of each participant were
influenced by the other participants in the same group.
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indicate that the binding method had a significant effect on
all dimensions PQ (F(2, 35.63) = 15.74, p < .001), HQ-I
(F(2, 32.70) = 60.37, p < .001), HQ-S (F(2, 41.98) = 52.66,
p < .001), and ATT (F(2, 31.52) = 55.79, p < .001).
Pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni correction show that
the levels of PQ for Ring (p < .001) and Host (p = .002)
were significantly higher compared to Seek, and that the
levels of HQ-I, HQ-S, and ATT for both Ring and Host
were significantly higher compared to Seek (all p < .001).
There were no significant differences between Ring and
Host on any of the dimensions.
Seek was the most reliable method with all group creation
attempts succeeding without moderator assistance. With
Ring, two of the six groups failed their initial attempts
because several participants started the application
simultaneously. With Host, two groups failed their initial
attempts because of multiple participants starting the
application and two groups because of incorrect touching
order. After solving these initial difficulties, all groups were
able to successfully create groups with all the methods.
Seek

Ring
Host

20

These qualitative findings are supported by the quantitative
results. In NASA-TLX (Fig. 5), Seek was rated
significantly higher in mental effort and frustration
compared to Ring. On the AttrakDiff questionnaire (Fig. 6),
both Host and Ring were rated significantly more attractive
(ATT) than Seek.
Acting as a Group

Performance

0

considered to be novel, intuitive, and simple to use. “[P20]
I think Ring is very stylish. It is new… I am not a very
technical person, but Ring was simple to use and
understand what was happening.”
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Figure 7. Completion times.

During the group creation task, the participants clearly
acted together as a group instead of individuals. There was
rich interaction between the participants, suggesting and
agreeing the next actions and confirming the results. The
participants were eager to help each other, if they noticed
that some other participant was experiencing problems with
the system. This contributed to the high success rate of the
group creation tasks. The attention of the participants was
divided between their own devices, and the devices and
actions of the other participants. In touch-based methods,
the touching actions were clearly visible to everybody,
making it easier to follow the situation already before the
participants’ own devices joined the group and started to
provide feedback about the system status. In Seek, the
participants were forced to check the status by asking
verbally or by peeking on the other users’ screens.
Leader-Driven vs. Peer-Based Group Creation

We measured the fastest completion time for the group
creation task for each method in each of the sessions from
the video recordings and device logs. The participants were
instructed to create a group as they would in a real-life
situation. If the participants clearly performed the group
creation task in a non-optimal way, for example,
encountered problems or started to explore different
features, the moderator asked them to repeat the task until
the process was completed smoothly. Fig. 7 illustrates the
mean completion times, with the error bars showing the
standard errors. The fastest method was Host, followed by
Ring. Seek was clearly slower than the two touch-based
methods. While the questionnaire results on perceived
quickness show similar order, the distinctions are smaller
with no statistically significant differences.
Attractiveness

Half of the participants (12/24) commented that Seek was
old-fashioned and boring. “[P23] Seek was so 90’s,
engineering style.” Further, many participants (10/24),
especially the ones that were less technologically oriented,
commented that Seek was far too technical for them. They
felt that Seek had too many steps and it was too
complicated to use. “[P16] Seek is too technical.
Predictable but not intuitive. Not fun to use.” Compared to
Seek, the touch based methods, especially Ring, were

One of the main differences between Ring and Host was
that in Host, the group-binding process was driven by one
person (the leader) who did most of the work, while in
Ring, all participants contributed to the group-binding
process as equal peers. This had several interesting effects.
Host provided the leader with control over who could join
the group. Many participants (13/24) considered that this
would be an important feature in some situations. “[P20] If
there were people [around] that I didn’t know so well, like
at my workplace, Host would be the best [method] because
I could control with whom I share.” Some participants
(5/24) suggested that the leader should also be able to force
participants to leave the group. Further, Host allowed one
person to create a group for everybody, so that the others
did not have to do anything. Some participants (9/24)
commented that it was good that only one person who was
able to create a group was required, for example, if some of
the participants were less technologically oriented than the
others, or if some of the participants were not fully able to
use their devices because of some situational factors (for
example, because they had children sitting on their knees).
During the evaluation sessions, the participants were very
polite towards each other in selecting the leader. However,
as commented by one of the participants, selecting the
leader might be more challenging in real-life situations,
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involving complex group dynamics and cultural factors.
“[P12] How can this guy be the leader, if [another person]
is the senior? Or if the oldest guy is the leader, he might not
know much about technology. Or with youngsters, if there
is one who is the leader of the group, how does the group
creation go?” On the other hand, Host was considered as
natural in situations where there was a clear leader, for
example, in official meetings.
Almost half of the participants (11/24) felt that Ring
brought people more together and helped to create a greater
sense of community, because everybody was equally
involved in creating the group and was forced to interact
with the others by touching their devices. “[P5] Ring
makes a spiritual chain between participants. It makes you
feel better.” Participants compared Ring to “[P14] passing
the torch” or “[P12] shaking hands”, and commented that
it helped to “[P10] break the ice” and “[P9] take down the
barriers.” Ring was considered to be particularly suitable
for informal situations where there was no strict hierarchy,
for example, when meeting a group of friends.
While Host worked well for small groups with all
participants located near each other, most participants
(16/24) commented that it would not work for larger groups
because it would be tiring for the leader to touch a large
number of devices, nor longer distances because the leader
could not reach all other devices without moving around.
Also other factors, for example, having dinnerware on the
table, might make it difficult for the leader to touch the
other devices. Some participants (10/24) commented that
Ring would scale better to larger groups and distances. One
participant contrasted the difference between Host and Ring
with distributing handouts in meetings. “[P6] In large
meetings, there is no time to give handouts to everybody
one at a time. You circulate them.” On the other hand, in a
large scattered group, it might be difficult to know who is
the last person and should complete the group.
Touching

In Ring and Host, identification of the devices intended to
participate in the group was based on touching. Almost half
of the participants (11/24) commented that touching was an
easy and intuitive way to add participants to the group.
“[P19] Touching to join was a clear, physical, easy,
natural way to bring someone into the group.” On the other
hand, some participants (9/24) commented that touching
could be socially awkward, for example, in formal
situations, and brought about privacy issues. “[P13]
Touching is the same as using the other person’s phone
myself.” In the case of group creation, however, there was a
clear reason to touch the other person’s phone, so it did not
feel like an invasion of privacy. Many participants (10/24)
spontaneously pushed their devices forward when another
user approached to touch it. This might simply have been a
polite gesture to make it easier for the other participant to
reach the device, but it could also have indicated giving a
permission to touch one’s personal device. Finally, some

participants (6/24) stressed that to be useful, touching
should be detected fast and work very reliably.
Other Gestures

In addition to touching, Host also used gestures for two
other purposes. The first gesture allowed the participants to
leave the group by flipping their devices upside down. Most
participants (19/24) flipped their devices by putting them
upside down on the table – only a few flipped their devices
in their hands. Some participants (8/24) commented that
flipping was a novel, simple, and entertaining way to leave
the group. On the other hand, some participants (9/24)
raised concerns that it was difficult to know and remember
the gesture and it was easy to do it accidentally.
The second gesture enabled the participants to move
between Photo Sharing and Discovery Modes by putting
their devices on the table and picking them up. Half of the
participants (12/24) commented that they did not like this
feature because holding the device in their hands was the
natural way to use the device and allowed them to control
the privacy and viewing angle of their screens and because
there might not always be a table available to put the device
on. “[P21] Keeping the device on the table is not something
I usually do. I usually hold the device in my hand.”
Ordering

In order to allow throwing of photos between devices, the
participants had to define the order of the devices on the
table. In Seek, this was done manually by the leader, while
in Ring and Host, the participants were expected to touch
the devices in counter-clockwise order and the order of the
devices was automatically determined based on the
touching order. Almost all participants (20/24) considered
the requirement to touch the devices in a specific order too
restrictive, difficult to remember, and unforgiving to errors.
“[P17] I did not like that you had to go in [counter]clockwise order. Why not the other way? It should work
both ways. It is difficult to remember and learn.” Instead,
the participants liked the flexibility and robustness that the
manual reordering provided to them. “[P12] Being able to
easily change the order would be the number one feature
for me.” The participants pointed out several cases, where
manual reordering would be beneficial, for example, if
there was a human or technical error in the initial group
creation phase, or if the participants moved or changed
places. Almost half of the participants (11/24) considered
the colored dots, which identified the devices on the screen
inadequate, and proposed that textual names should be used
in addition to the color.
Perceived Security

In Seek, security was based on six-digit authentication
strings that were automatically generated by the system.
The participants who wanted to join the group had to
manually copy and enter the authentication string into their
devices. The participants considered the authentication
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strings as passwords that they were familiar with in other
systems. The dominant way of sharing the password was
that the leader read the password aloud. Typically, the
password had to be repeated many times as not all the
participants were ready to enter it at the same time, or some
of the participants missed parts of it. In only one of the six
sessions, the participants shared the password by putting the
device of the leader at the center of the table, so that
everybody could read the password from the screen.
However, also in this case some of the participants sitting
further away from the leader had difficulties in obtaining
the password because they could not clearly see the screen.
Most participants (14/24) considered the passwords
awkward and would have preferred some other security
mechanism. “[P18] If you need that security level, there
must be a better way than [passwords].” Some participants
proposed improvements to the passwords used, for
example, making the passwords shorter, using common
words, or allowing the participants to define the passwords.
Half of the participants (12/24) considered sharing the
password verbally as a security risk as anybody in the
proximity could hear it. In that sense, the passwords were
thought to provide a false sense of security. “[P14]
Password is a complication without any security element.”
In Seek and Ring, security was based on physical proximity
enforced by the short range of the touch detection
technology. Compared to passwords, which were familiar
to all, this was a new concept to the participants. Most
participants (13/24) considered that touching provided
adequate security for scenarios like sharing photos,
provided that the detection technology works reliably and
the range is not too long. “[P22] If phones have to touch, it
is quite safe. If somebody I don’t know comes so close, I
would be alert anyway.” This finding is also supported by
the extended NASA-TLX results, which indicate no
significant differences in perceived security between Seek
and the touch-based methods. Still, some participants (8/24)
raised concerns over unauthorized persons accessing their
devices by touching, for example, when they had their
devices in their pockets in a crowded bar or in a queue.
DISCUSSION

secure to passwords. However, to work well in practice,
touch detection should be fast and it should work reliably
only within the defined distance.
Leader-Driven vs. Peer-Based Methods

The group-binding task can be divided in different ways
between the participants. The study results show that
different approaches have different strengths and
weaknesses. The leader-driven methods, which concentrate
the task on a single participant, enable the leader to have
strong control over the group and require only one person
who is able to create a group. On the other hand, selecting
the leader may add more complexity to the group creation
process. The peer-based methods, which distribute the work
between all participants, help to create a stronger sense of
community and scale better to larger numbers of
participants and distances. The study results indicate that
there is no single optimal method, but the best method
depends on the application, social situation, and physical
environment. Therefore, the group-binding methods should
not strongly enforce a single group creation procedure, but
allow for flexibility, so that the participants could adapt the
method to the particular needs of each situation.
Device Ordering

The group-binding methods also allowed the determination
of the device order using two different approaches:
arranging the devices manually or defining the order by
touching. The study results indicate that the participants
found the requirement to touch the devices in a specific
order too restrictive and preferred to touch the devices in a
free order and then arrange the devices manually. Again,
the optimal touching order depends on social and
environmental factors and the group-binding methods
should allow the participants to adapt the touching order to
each situation. Also, flexible touching order allows the
participants to better recover from human and technical
errors that may occur during group creation. A well-defined
relationship between the touching order and the initial
positions of the participants might still be useful for
advanced users who want to optimize the group creation
process for efficiency.
Supporting Self-Expression and Playfulness

Seek vs. Touch-Based Methods

Both quantitative and qualitative results of the user
evaluation show that touch-based methods provide a
promising alternative to dominant scanning and password
based group-binding methods. While Seek was familiar and
reliable in practice, it was considered to be technical,
complicated, old-fashioned, and boring. Overall, the
participants clearly preferred the touch-based methods and
considered them to be simple and intuitive as well as novel
and enjoyable to use. The touch-based methods were also
faster and they allowed the participants to better maintain
awareness of the status of the group formation task as the
touching actions could easily be perceived by everybody.
Regarding security, touching was considered to be equally

We observed an overall positive mood where participants
collaborated and helped each other during group creation.
On top of that, we also noticed participants were often
laughing, making jokes by creating funny group names,
celebrating their collective successes by cheering when they
had successfully created a group, and describing the touchbased methods as “[P8] this is like some Enterprise stuff
from Star Trek.” These situations bring to our attention that
we are not purely dealing with connecting devices together,
but that people are looking for an overall experience that
allows them to express themselves and be playful.
Therefore, the group-binding methods should look beyond
the purely functional task of connecting devices and sharing
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information, and aim to also engage users on other aspects
such as supporting self-expression and playfulness.

technique for users to easily establish connections
between smart artefacts. In Proc. UbiComp ‘01, 116122

CONCLUSION

We have presented a comparative evaluation of two touchbased group-binding methods, a leader-driven method
called Host and a peer-based method called Ring, against a
more conventional method called Seek, which was based on
scanning the available devices in the proximity and
passwords for security. The results indicate that the
participants strongly preferred the touch-based methods in
both pragmatic and hedonic qualities as well as in overall
attractiveness. In terms of perceived security, touching was
considered equally secure to passwords. While Host
allowed better control over the group and required only one
participant to be able to form a group, Ring helped to create
a greater sense of community and scaled better for larger
group sizes and distances. As the optimal group-binding
method depends on the social and physical environment,
the binding methods should be flexible, allowing the users
to adapt them to different contexts of use. For determining
the order of the devices, manual arrangement was preferred
over defining the order by touching.
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ABSTRACT

or playing multi-player games with other family members
in the living room.

We present a touch-based method for binding mobile
devices for collaborative interactions in a group of
collocated users. The method is highly flexible, enabling a
broad range of different group formation strategies. We
report an evaluation of the method in medium-sized groups
of six users. When forming a group, the participants
primarily
followed
viral
patterns
where
they
opportunistically added other participants to the group
without advance planning. The participants also suggested a
number of more systematic patterns, which required the
group to agree on a common strategy but then provided a
clear procedure to follow. The flexibility of the method
allowed the participants to adapt it to the changing needs of
the situation and to recover from errors and technical
problems. Overall, device binding in medium-sized groups
was found to be a highly collaborative group activity and
the binding methods should pay special attention to
supporting groupwork and social interactions.

But before a group of collocated users can engage in
collaborative interactions with their mobile devices, they
must first join their devices together into a multi-device
ecosystem. This is a complex procedure with several steps.
The necessary system and application software needs to be
initiated on all devices. The devices must discover the other
devices existing in the proximity and the devices intended
to participate in the ecosystem must be identified. A
communication channel then needs to be established
between the devices participating in the ecosystem, in order
to allow exchange of data and coordination of the
interactions. Typically, short-range radio technologies, such
as WLAN or Bluetooth, are used to transmit data between
devices. This process of setting up the ecosystem is
generally known as device binding or ecosystem binding
[24] (also known as device association, pairing, or coupling
[4]). As the intention is to enable spontaneous interactions,
it should be possible to bind devices having no prior
knowledge of each other in a fast and easy way. If the
process of binding devices is too complicated or tedious,
the users might lose interest in using multi-device
interactions in the first place. As the users cannot see the
wireless connections between the devices, they cannot be
sure that they are really connecting to the other devices
intended to. Therefore, the binding process should also
provide sufficient cues and security, so that the users can
ensure that the right devices are connected.

Author Keywords

Collocated interaction; mobile phones; user interfaces;
device ecosystem binding; group association; pairing.
ACM Classification Keywords

H.5.m. Information interfaces and presentation (e.g., HCI):
Miscellaneous.
INTRODUCTION

While mobile devices have traditionally been very personal
devices targeted at individual use, over the last years there
has been a growing interest in systems that combine several
mobile devices together to create broader ecosystems of
interaction [24]. Such ecosystems allow groups of
collocated users to engage in rich collaborative activities
and shared experiences with their devices. Potential
application scenarios include presenting and collaboratively
editing documents in business meetings, sharing
photographs and videos within groups of friends in a café,

In this paper, we study establishing an ecosystem of mobile
devices to support collaborative interactions within
medium-sized groups of collocated users. While the
problem of a single user pairing two devices has been
extensively studied in prior research, more complex
scenarios involving multiple users, especially more than
four users, have received little attention in prior research.
We present a touch-based group-binding method called
FlexiGroups that builds on earlier research by Jokela and
Lucero [13] and Lucero, et al. [16]. The method is highly
flexible, enabling the users to apply a broad range of
different group formation strategies. We also present a
laboratory evaluation of FlexiGroups in a realistic photo
sharing application context with four groups of six users.
The evaluation results indicate that the method was
generally found easy and intuitive to use. We analyze the
different group creation strategies and patterns used by the
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participants during the evaluation. The participants
primarily
followed
viral
patterns
where
they
opportunistically added other participants to the group
without advance planning. The participants also suggested a
number of more systematic patterns, which required the
group to agree on a common strategy but then provided a
clear procedure to follow. The flexibility of the method
allowed the participants to adapt it to the changing needs of
the situation and to recover from errors and technical
problems. Overall, device binding in medium-sized groups
was found to be a highly collaborative group activity and
the binding methods should pay special attention to
supporting groupwork and social interactions.

influence their choice of binding method, including the
place, the social setting, the other people present, and the
sensitivity of data [12, 21]. Users are willing to take
security risks to comply with social norms [12].
The majority of earlier research has focused on scenarios of
a single user binding two devices with each other (for
example, binding a headset with a mobile device, or a
mobile computer with a wireless access point). Only
recently have researchers started to consider more complex
scenarios involving multiple users and devices. Such multiuser scenarios differ in many respects from single-user
scenarios, making the single-user device-binding methods
not necessarily applicable to multi-user scenarios. In multiuser scenarios, communication between group members
provides an additional source for potential errors. On the
other hand, the users are typically willing to help each other
and make decisions by mutual agreement, which reduces
the amount of errors [14]. Methods that involve physical
exchange of devices have been found to be unacceptable
unless the users know each other very well, as the users are
unwilling to hand in their devices to strangers [25, 5].

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. First, we
provide an overview of the related work. We then give a
detailed description of the FlexiGroups binding method and
the evaluation procedure. Finally, we present the results of
the evaluation, followed by discussion and conclusions.
RELATED WORK

The problem of ad hoc device binding has been thoroughly
studied in the fields of human-computer interaction and
security research. A wide range of methods for device
binding has been proposed – in security research alone,
over 20 different methods have been identified [20]. These
methods vary in terms of device hardware requirements,
amount of user involvement, and level of provided security.

While numerous methods and technologies have been
proposed for group association, Chong and Gellersen [2]
present an interesting study on what people would
spontaneously do to associate a group of devices. In their
study, groups of four users were asked to suggest and rate
techniques for binding together different combinations of
low-fidelity acrylic prototypes of various mobile and fixed
devices. Device touch based methods were found to be
among the most frequently proposed methods, and were
also considered popular and easy to use.

The most common device-binding methods today, such as
those typically used in Bluetooth and WLAN networks, are
based on scanning the environment for available devices
and presenting a list of the found devices to the user for
selecting the other device to bind with. The connections are
authenticated using short strings that the user is expected to
copy or compare between devices. The authentication
strings can be represented as numbers, words, graphical
images, audio signals, or gestures in the user interface.

The group creation task can be divided in different ways
between the members of the group [13, 14]. Leader-driven
methods, which concentrate the task on a single participant,
allow strong control over the group and require only one
participant to be able to form a group. Peer-based methods,
which distribute the work between all members, help to
create a stronger sense of community and scale better to
larger group sizes and distances. Further, group association
can be seen as a one-step procedure of binding all devices
with a single action, or as a sequence of pairwise
associations [2, 24].

The proposed alternative methods include a variety of
techniques based on synchronous user actions, for example,
pressing buttons on both devices [22] or touching both
devices [26] simultaneously, shaking the devices together
[10], or bumping the devices together [8]. Further, device
binding can be based on continuous gestures spanning from
one device display to another [9]. Methods based on spatial
alignment of the devices include pointing, for example,
with laser light [18], touching [23], or placing the devices in
close proximity of each other [15]. It is also possible to bind
devices with various auxiliary devices such as tokens [1] or
cameras [19]. Some of the proposed methods cover only
device identification or authentication, while others
combine both identification and authentication into a single
user action.

Finally, Chong and Gellersen [4] present a framework that
sums up and categorizes the different factors that influence
the usability of spontaneous device association. They
identify technology, user interaction, and application
context as the three most important criteria.
STUDY
Objectives

In this study, we were primarily interested in two research
questions:

Binding methods are not only means for connecting devices
– they have strong social and emotional aspects. In real-life
situations, people do not always pick the easiest or fastest
method available, nor the one they like best. Many factors

First, earlier studies have suggested that device-binding
methods should be flexible, allowing people to adopt
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Device that creates the
group

different group creation strategies in different situations
[13, 12]. Still, many of the methods tested in earlier studies
have been very specific, enforcing a detailed procedure that
has to be followed exactly. We wanted to test a more
flexible method that would give users more freedom to
adapt it to different situations. On the other hand, giving the
users more options might potentially be confusing to them
and provide additional possibilities for errors.

Start app

(A) APP GRID

(B) ADD DEVICE

Press
Devices that are added
”Done”
to the group

Second, we wanted to study group binding in a mediumsized group of six users. Earlier studies on device binding
have focused either on individual users, pairs, or small
groups of up to four participants. As the size of the group
increases, a much wider variety of different approaches and
strategies becomes possible. The overall process also
becomes much more parallel. We wanted to better
understand the different possible approaches and their
strengths and weaknesses. We were also interested in group
behavior, communication, and collaboration between users
during the group-formation task.

Press
”Plus”

Added to
the group

(C) IDLE

Tap own
pile
Pinch

(D) TABLETOP
OVERVIEW

Press
”Exit”

(E) PHOTO
SHARING

Figure 1. FlexiGroups group-binding method.

person touches the device and adds it to the group, the
application is automatically launched and starts in the
Tabletop Overview (Fig. 1.d). The Tabletop Overview (see
Fig. 3) shows all the persons who have been added to the
group. Each person is represented as a pile of photos with a
textual name defined by the person next to the pile. If the
person wants to add more persons to the group, they can
press the “Plus” button at the center of the screen to enter
the Add Device view (Fig. 1.b). The person can then add
new devices by touching them in the same way as described
in the previous paragraph. Any member of the group is
allowed to add new devices and several persons can add
new devices simultaneously.

FlexiGroups

In order to study these research questions, we designed a
group-binding method called FlexiGroups. The method
builds on the results of an earlier comparison of three
group-binding methods by Jokela and Lucero [13]. While
the FlexiGroups method itself is generic and can be used in
many different applications, we decided to study the groupbinding method in the context of a multi-user photo sharing
application to create a more realistic setting for the
evaluation. The application was a simplified version of
Pass-Them-Around [16]. It allowed the users to browse
their own photo collections stored in their devices and also
supported spatial interactions of sharing photos by throwing
them from one device to another.

FlexiGroups also supports defining the positions of the
devices relative to each other in order to enable spatial
interactions such as throwing photos between devices. This
ordering phase is optional and can be omitted in
applications that do not require the order of the devices to
be defined. Alternatively, a similar mechanism can also be
used to define other kinds of roles within the group, for
example, to divide the group into two competing teams in a
game application and to select captains for both teams. The
ordering mechanism in FlexiGroups works as follows. The
persons appear in the Tabletop Overview (see Fig. 3) in the
order they are added to the group. If the order of the devices
on the screen is different from the order of the devices in
the real world, any member of the group can correct it by
dragging the devices to the right positions on the screen.
Only one person can change the order of the devices at a
time. When one person is dragging a device to a new
position, the other devices’ screens are locked and grayed
out to indicate that another person is reordering the devices.

Figure 1 illustrates the FlexiGroups group-binding method.
To create a new group, one of the persons first starts the
FlexiGroups application on their device by tapping the
application icon in the Application Grid (Fig. 1.a). The
application starts in the Add Device view (Fig. 1.b). Visual
feedback on the screen instructs the person to hold the
device in portrait mode and to touch another device to add
it to the group. When the person moves their device close to
another device, the device detects the new device (see Fig.
2). Visual, auditory, and haptic feedback is provided to
indicate that the other device has been detected and to
instruct the person to hold the device still while the new
device is added to the group. When the new device has been
added to the group, the person can continue adding more
devices by touching them following the same procedure.
When the person does not want to add any more persons to
the group, they should press the “Done” button to enter the
Tabletop Overview view (Fig. 1.d).

When the order of the devices is correct on the screen, the
people can enter the Photo Sharing view (Fig. 1.e) by
tapping their piles of photos on the Tabletop Overview and
start sharing photos by throwing them between devices. By
pinching to zoom out in the Photo Sharing view, the person

Note that the person who is added to the group does not
have to start the application manually from the Application
Grid – their device can remain idle (Fig. 1.c). When another
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Figure 2. Touching another device to add it to the group.

Figure 3. Tabletop Overview.

can return to the Tabletop Overview at any time to check
the current members of the group, to add new members to
the group, or to change the order of the devices. To leave
the group, the person presses the “Exit” button in the
Tabletop Overview. The group continues to run on the other
devices until the last member exits the group.

Participants

We recruited a total of 24 participants for the evaluation by
posting an advertisement on a local mailing list. The
participants were recruited in groups of two to four people,
as we wanted that each participant would know some of the
other participants to make the situation more natural and
comfortable to them. We assigned the participants into four
evaluation sessions of six people each in the order they
registered for the study, so that every participant knew at
least one other participant, but no participant knew all the
others in the same session. Six of the participants were
female and 18 male. The ages of the participants varied
between 25 and 41 years (M=32.8, SD=4.7). One
participant was left-handed and 23 right-handed. The
participants represented a variety of different professions,
with six participants having a software engineering
background, 13 having other technical background (for
example, mechanical engineering), and five having a nontechnical background (for example, teaching or
photography). The participants were fairly advanced users
of information technology – on a scale between 1-7
(1=novice, 7=expert), they evaluated their IT skills above
average (M=5.5, SD=1.2). All participants were
experienced smartphone users, but only two of them had
used a Nokia N9 device before the study.

Prototype Implementation

We implemented a prototype of the FlexiGroups binding
method on Nokia N91 mobile devices running the MeeGo
operating system. The prototype was built as a native C++
application on top of the Qt 4.7 software framework. QML
and Qt Quick with OpenGL ES hardware acceleration were
used to implement a smooth animated user interface.
Device touch interactions were detected with a radio
technology, which was able to detect other devices at
distances closer than 20 cm (8 inches) in approximately five
seconds based on wireless signal strength. While the
technology generally worked reliably, there were
occasionally delays in detecting the other devices in the
proximity and detections of devices further away. Detailed
connectivity and initialization information was then sent to
the discovered device over Bluetooth. A server, which was
listening to a pre-defined Bluetooth socket on the
discovered device, received the information and started the
FlexiGroups application. The application then established
an ad hoc WLAN network and connected to the group
according to the connectivity information it had received.
An ad hoc WLAN network was used for communication
between the devices in order to allow the application to be
used anywhere independent of the available network
infrastructure. All communication was handled directly
between the devices without a server backend. The
prototype was fully functional with real network
communication, except for the security protocols, which
were only simulated in the user interface.

1

Procedure

We organized a total of four evaluation sessions. The
sessions were arranged in our usability laboratory. In each
session, there were six participants and a moderator present.
Figure 4 shows the evaluation setup. The participants were
sitting around a round table with a radius of 120 cm (48
inches). Each participant was provided with a Nokia N9
mobile device with the FlexiGroups application preinstalled. While all the devices were of the same model, we
used devices of different colors to make them easier to
differentiate: there was one black, one white, two cyan, and
two magenta devices. The average duration of the
evaluation sessions was 60 minutes.
As the participants arrived in the laboratory, the moderator
guided them to their seats around the table and asked them
to fill in the background information and consent forms.

http://swipe.nokia.com/
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The moderator then introduced the participants to
collaborative multi-device applications and demonstrated
the idea with the photo sharing application. The participants
could try the application with their own devices and
practice throwing photos to each other. The moderator
explained that before the participants could share photos
like this, they first had to bind their devices together into a
group, and that the purpose of the evaluation was to test a
method for this task. The moderator then continued by
describing the detailed evaluation procedure. The
moderator also told the participants that the method to be
tested was based on device touch interactions and
demonstrated how to touch another device. The participants
could practice touching with their own devices until they
felt comfortable doing it. We considered practicing touch
interactions necessary as while many participants were
aware of device touch as an interaction method, few had
practical experience using it.

Figure 4. Evaluation setup.

each participant a small reward to compensate them for
their time.
The group creation tasks were recorded with two video
cameras: the first was placed on a tripod pointing towards
the table at an angle (Fig. 4) and the other was mounted in
the ceiling providing a top view of the table surface (Fig. 8
and Fig. 9). The interviews were recorded with a single
video camera. Two researchers independently watched the
video recordings and wrote notes about their observations.
They also drew diagrams that recorded the sequences of
participant actions in every group creation attempt. The
same two researchers then collaboratively analyzed the data
and built an Affinity Diagram [11] in a series of
interpretation sessions. Each researcher independently
studied the notes and grouped them into clusters of related
items. The clusters then evolved to broader categories that
were naturally revealed and were jointly revisited,
discussed, and refined. In the end, the categories were
processed into more general findings that form the core of
the Results section. A quantitative analysis of the
AttrakDiff and NASA-TLX questionnaires was done
separately.

To start the actual evaluation, the moderator played a video
that demonstrated the FlexiGroups group-binding method.
We used instructions recorded on video to ensure that all
groups received uniform guidance on how to use the
method. The instructions demonstrated the operations that
an individual user could do – they did not show how a
group of users should use the method together. The
moderator then asked the participants to set up a group
using the method that was just demonstrated to them, so
that they could start sharing photos between devices. The
moderator observed the situation and only intervened if the
participants encountered obvious technical problems with
their devices that prevented them from proceeding. When
the participants had successfully created a group and could
throw photos between devices, the moderator asked the
participants to exit the application and create a new group
so that a different person would start the group creation.
Overall, the participants created three or four groups during
each evaluation session.
When the participants had tested the method several times,
the moderator asked them to fill in two validated
questionnaires: AttrakDiff [7], which measures the
attractiveness of interactive products, and NASA-TLX [6],
which measures the subjective workload experience when
performing a task. To gain a broader understanding of the
tested method, we extended the NASA-TLX with four
additional scales: Learnability, Quickness, Security, and
Overall Preference. After the participants had completed the
questionnaires, the moderator interviewed them about their
experiences with the FlexiGroups method. The interview
was semi-structured and covered general feedback about
the strengths and weaknesses of the tested method as well
as specific topics such as different group formation
strategies, device touching orders, and arrangement of the
devices into the correct positions. The average duration of
the interviews was 20 minutes. To close the evaluation
session, the moderator thanked the participants and gave

RESULTS
General

The evaluation produced overall positive results. All four
evaluation groups succeeded in all of their attempts to bind
their devices together and form a group. While the groups
encountered some problems and made some mistakes,
especially in their initial attempts to use FlexiGroups, the
robustness of the method allowed them to recover and
continue, and to successfully complete the group creation
task. Most participants (18/24) commented that
FlexiGroups was generally easy and intuitive to use and it
was also easy to learn.
These qualitative results are supported by the AttrakDiff
questionnaire [7] results, which are illustrated in Figure 5.
The main bars indicate the means for each product
dimension, while the error bars indicate standard errors.
Pragmatic quality (PQ) refers to the product’s ability to
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Figure 5. AttrakDiff results (higher is better).

Figure 6. Extended NASA-TLX results (lower is better).

support the achievement of behavioral goals (usability).
Hedonic quality refers to the users’ self: stimulation (HQ-S)
is the product’s ability to stimulate and enable personal
growth, while identification (HQ-I) is the product’s ability
to address the need of expressing one’s self through objects
one owns. Perceived attractiveness (ATT) describes a
global value of the product based on the quality perception.
Both pragmatic and hedonic dimensions of AttrakDiff as
well as overall attractiveness show positive and wellbalanced results.

others had to wait until they were added to the group.
Initially, this proved to be challenging for the participants
as they were used to the common practice of each person
first starting the application on their device. “[P10] I found
it confusing that by just starting the application, I started
my own group.” In every evaluation group, several
participants started the application in parallel during their
first attempt to form a group. However, the visualization of
the devices in the Tabletop Overview allowed the
participants to quickly realize that there were several
parallel groups. The participants solved the problem by
agreeing that those people in the smaller groups should exit
the application and be then added to the main group by the
other participants. One of the participants saw it as an
interesting opportunity that there could be several parallel
subgroups within a larger group. “[P21] If you are in a bar
or restaurant and there are a lot of people in the table, you
are not going to be talking to everyone. ... For me, it is
quite natural that you have different groups.”

The extended NASA-TLX questionnaire [6] results are
illustrated in Figure 6. The main bars indicate the means for
each subscale, while the error bars indicate standard errors.
The original six subscales of NASA-TLX presented on the
left show an overall positive trend. The four subscales that
we added for the purposes of this study are shown on the
right. The low Learnability (LEA) score indicates that the
method was considered very easy to learn. The method was
also considered relatively secure (SEC). The Overall
Preference (PRE) score further confirms the generally
positive attitude towards the tested method.

As the participants understood that only one of them should
start the application, they quickly developed practices to
agree verbally, or with gestures, who would start the
application. These practices included announcing that one
would start, asking for permission to start, and suggesting
that another participant should start the application.
However, half of the participants (12/24) proposed that it
should be possible to start several groups in parallel and
then merge the groups together. This would enable building
a group from bottom up so that anybody could start and
also would make the group creation faster. A few
participants (4/24) commented that there should be a
security mechanism to confirm that both groups really want
to merge. Three participants also expressed more general
concerns that somebody could add them to a group that they
did not wish to join by touching their devices and suggested
there should always be a confirmation before a device joins
to a group.

However, several participants (7/24) commented that the
group formation should have been faster. “[P14] I think it
is a bit slow process. It should be somehow faster. It takes a
long time to set up.” The relatively high subjective
Quickness (QUI) score of the extended NASA-TLX results
supports these qualitative comments. We measured the
fastest group creation time for each group using the video
recordings. The average time to set up a six-person group
was 111 seconds.
We can identify three main phases in forming a group:
initiating the group creation, adding the participants to the
group, and arranging the participants in the correct order for
spatial interactions. We will next discuss each of these
phases in more detail.
Initiating the Group

Every time the FlexiGroups application is started from the
application grid, a new group is created. Therefore, when
the participants wanted to create a new group, they had to
agree who of them would start the application, while the

Touching Patterns

FlexiGroups gave the participants a lot of freedom
regarding the overall approach on how to form a group and
the order in which the individual participants were added to
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Figure 7. Different group creation patterns. Boxes P1-P6 represent the participants. Arrows show the touch actions between the
participants, while the numbered circles indicate the order of the touch actions.

the group. A single participant could add all participants to
the group, or several participants could participate in setting
up the group. The participants could be added to the group
one at a time, or multiple participants could be added in
parallel. During the evaluation tasks and the interviews, the
participants suggested a wide variety of different patterns
for building a group. Figure 7 illustrates different patterns
suggested by the participants.

one participant to another. Figures 7.e and 7.f show
examples of real viral patterns employed by the participants
during the evaluation.
It was common to connect to one’s own neighbors first and
then add other participants further away if needed.
Participants who were not yet members of the group also
requested the participants who were already in the group to
add them to the group. If some participant had problems in
detecting another device, the other participants were eager
to help and add the new device with their own devices.
Sometimes the participants intentionally touched and
“infected” another participant on the opposite side of the
table (for example, touch action #1 in Fig. 7.f) to make the
group membership spread faster. It was common that
several participants were touching and adding new devices
simultaneously (see Fig. 8).

Systematic Patterns

In systematic patterns, the participants followed a welldefined procedure in setting up a group.
Leader (Fig. 7.a). The participant P1 (the leader) creates a
new group and adds all the other participants one after
another. The leader may proceed in clockwise or counterclockwise order around the group.
Co-Leaders (Fig. 7.b). The participant P1 (the leader)
creates a new group and then selects another participant P2
as a co-leader and adds the co-leader to the group. The two
co-leaders P1 and P2 then add the other participants one
after another proceeding in opposite directions around the
group. While similar to the Leader pattern, having several
co-leaders scales better to larger groups.

Alternative Patterns

In addition to the main patterns described above, individual
participants suggested a range of alternative approaches for
group creation. Interesting alternatives include patterns
where several devices were touched simultaneously to
make the group creation more efficient. In one variation,
the participant who creates the group puts their device at the
center of the table. The other participants who want to be
added to the group then put their devices next to it. In
another variation, all devices are collected next to each
other on the table and the participant who creates the group
then touches all of them in one action. While these patterns

Ring (Fig. 7.c). The participant P1 creates a new group and
adds another participant P2 next to them. The participant P2
then adds the next participant P3, who continues by adding
P4. This way the ring proceeds around the group. The ring
can be formed in clockwise or counter-clockwise order.
Two-Way Ring (Fig. 7.d). The participant P1 creates a new
group and adds another participant P2 next to them. P1 and
P2 then continue by adding the participants next to them
like in Ring but in opposite directions. The Two-Way Ring
pattern is similar to Ring, but more efficient as it proceeds
in both directions around the group.
Viral Pattern

While the participants suggested many systematic patterns,
in practice their behavior was usually more random. “[P14]
Somebody initiated the group creation and then it started to
spread
around
the
table.”
The
participants
opportunistically selected which device to touch next.
“[P3] It was very random. … Going left and right. It didn’t
have any strict form.” This way the group membership
spread like a viral infection, or fire, across the group from

Figure 8. Three persons touching and adding devices in
parallel.
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would have been possible with the tested prototype, they
were not used in practice by any group during the
evaluation.
Device Ordering

While the phase of touching and adding devices to the
group was characterized by highly parallel activity with
several participants adding other people simultaneously (see
Fig. 8), acting either independently or in small sub-teams,
the phase of device ordering required the participants to
more closely co-operate and coordinate their actions within
the whole group. The transition from the adding phase to
the ordering phase provided an important synchronization
point in the group formation task.
Device ordering was done collaboratively with different
participants taking different roles (see Fig. 9). While some
participants actually moved devices on the screen, others
checked whether the order was correct and provided
suggestions on the needed changes verbally and with hand
gestures. In most cases, several participants moved devices
on the screen – typically two to four participants were
involved. This created problems as several participants tried
to move the devices simultaneously. While the screens of
the other devices were grayed out and locked when one of
the participants started to move a device around, there was
a small delay in locking the screens, which sometimes
allowed another participant to start moving until their
screen was grayed out. Many participants (13/24)
complained that they felt the device ordering phase was
confusing. Several participants (7/24) also commented that
the ordering phased was unnecessary and should be
avoided. The system should have been able to define the
device positions automatically instead.

Figure 9. Ordering devices.

We encouraged the participants to keep their devices on the
table as that would allow everybody to see the screens of
the other participants and help create a common awareness
of the group status. Keeping the devices on the table also
made the proximity detection technology work faster and
more reliably. Still, the participants often chose to hold
their devices in their hands. In 27% of the touch actions
recorded on video, both participants kept the devices in
their hands, making the touch action resemble a handshake
(see Fig. 8). In one of the sessions, all participants held the
devices in their hands also during the reordering phase. In
the other sessions, two participants liked to fiddle or toy
with their devices while waiting to be added to the group.
Collaboration

We observed a high level of communication and
collaboration between the participants when they were
forming a group. Participants were very eager to help each
other if some participant encountered problems with the
application. For example, if a participant’s device could not
detect and add another device to the group, another
participant would use their device to help and add the
participant. Helping others mostly occurred spontaneously
when a participant noticed that another participant could not
complete some action or was doing something incorrectly.
Only rarely did the participants explicitly ask for help.

Physical Device Handling

Half of the participants (12/24) made a natural and
spontaneous gesture of pushing their devices forward when
they wanted to be added to the group. Most commonly, a
participant would move their device towards another
participant asking them to touch the device and add it to the
group. Alternatively, a participant could push their device
towards the center of the table asking any of the other
participants to add it to the group.

A major challenge for the evaluation groups was creating
and maintaining a common understanding of the overall
task status as there were six persons involved and many
actions were taking place in parallel. “[P23] I cannot keep
an eye on what every other person is doing.” Several
techniques were used to accomplish common awareness of
the task status. Verbal communication and coordination
between the participants played a major role, including the
participants announcing intentions to do some actions,
providing feedback on other participants’ actions,
instructing others to take some actions, asking and
confirming facts, and stating the common group status
aloud. Another important technique was to observe the
other participants, including both real-world actions taken

While the participants commonly touched each other’s
devices with their own devices to add them to the group,
there was a high barrier of taking another participant’s
device into one’s hands or manipulating it with one’s
fingers. This was true even if the participants did not use
their own personal devices but devices we had given to
them for the purpose of the evaluation. In all the sessions,
there were only a few cases where a participant touched
another participant’s device with their hands. In those few
cases, the reason was usually to help another participant
who had technical problems with their device.
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by the others as well as the status information shown on the
their device screens. When adding participants to the group,
everybody could easily perceive the touch actions. The
devices also provided audio feedback when another device
was detected and added to the group. While the audio
feedback was useful and could also be observed by all the
participants, the participants had problems in identifying the
source of the audio when several participants were touching
devices in parallel. In the ordering phase, the participants
had to rely more on information on the device screens, and
peeking at and comparing information between other
participants’ screens was common. Figure 9 shows an
example of a situation where all participants have placed
their devices in a close formation at the center of the table
to make the coordination easier.

extension of the Leader pattern, which scales better to
larger groups.
While the participants were able to successfully arrange the
devices in the right order for spatial interactions in all group
creation attempts, the majority of them found the ordering
phase confusing. While this can be partially attributed to
implementation issues, such as delays in locking the screens
of the other devices when one device was used for
rearranging, the ordering technique needs to be improved.
Ideally, device ordering should be automatic, removing the
need for manual ordering completely. However, in real-life
applications this may be difficult to achieve as it may
require special tracking equipment or dedicated
infrastructure that may not be widely available. As
suggested in an earlier study by Jokela and Lucero [13],
device ordering would probably work better when done by
one person. This person could be, for example, the person
who creates the group. Alternatively, one of the participants
could reserve the role for a longer period of time and
arrange all the people in the right places. If strictly
followed, the systematic patterns might enable defining the
device order based on the touch order, but this may be in
many cases too restrictive [13].

DISCUSSION

As observed in our study and in earlier studies [13, 14],
device association in large groups is a highly collaborative
group activity. Considering the design of binding methods
for groups, while good usability is definitely important,
people as a group can help each other and are capable of
overcoming and solving together most usability and
technical problems they encounter. However, in larger
groups, the main challenges are related to groupwork and
social interactions within the group: making decisions and
agreeing on a common strategy, coordinating and
synchronizing actions, and keeping track of the others and
the overall task status. An important consideration is also
keeping everybody engaged in the process, as people easily
get bored or distracted when they cannot do anything but
wait for others to complete the group formation.

When designing binding methods for groups of users, it is
important to consider robustness in real-life conditions.
While many methods can work well in theory or with
mock-ups, in reality, multi-user multi-device applications
are complex distributed systems. As multiple devices are
involved, there is an increased risk of technical issues: the
devices may fail to detect each other, the software may
crash, and the network connections may be broken. Also,
all persons may not be aware of the procedure they should
follow, or they may be unable to do so, for example,
because they arrive late or they are occupied with other
tasks such as incoming telephone calls. Therefore, the
methods should not expect an exact procedure to be
followed. The methods should be flexible and robust,
allowing people to adapt them to the changing needs of the
situation and to recover from failures.

In the evaluation sessions, people most commonly and
naturally employed Viral patterns (see Fig. 7.e and 7.f)
where the group membership spread like a contagion from
one person to another [24]. These required the least advance
planning within the group and provided most flexibility.
The Viral patterns are efficient and keep everybody
involved also in large groups due to the high level of
parallel activity. The possibility of forming a group bottomup by first forming smaller groups and then merging them
together into a larger group, which was suggested by some
of the study participants, is interesting and should be
studied further.

FUTURE WORK

Our experiment, like all the other experiments with groupbinding methods we are aware of, was done in a usability
laboratory under ideal conditions. Also, the use case was
defined by the researchers and given to the participants. In
real life, various contextual and situational factors influence
the group creation process. Therefore, to gain a deeper
understanding of group binding in realistic situations and
tasks, we believe it would be important to study groupbinding methods also in more realistic settings and over
extended periods of time with longitudinal field trials.

The participants also suggested a variety of more systematic
patterns. These patterns require that the participants are
aware of and agree on a common strategy to form a group.
While this requires some initial planning, the systematic
pattern then defines a precise sequence of actions that each
participant should follow, reducing the need for
coordination between the participants later. Further, the
Leader pattern (see Fig. 7.a) enables the leader to have
strong control over the group [13], which may be important,
for example, in situations where there are unknown people
present. The Co-Leaders pattern (see Fig. 7.b) provides an

CONCLUSION

We have presented FlexiGroups, a touch-based method to
bind mobile devices for collaborative interactions within a
group of collocated users. The method is highly flexible,
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enabling a broad range of different group formation
strategies. In a laboratory evaluation with four groups of six
users, the method was found to be generally intuitive and
easy to use and learn. When forming a group, the
participants primarily followed viral patterns where they
opportunistically added other participants to the group
without advance planning. The participants also suggested a
number of more systematic patterns, which required the
group to agree on a common strategy but then provided a
clear procedure to follow. The flexibility of the method
allowed the participants to adapt it to the changing needs of
the situation and to recover from errors and technical
problems. Overall, device binding in medium-sized groups
was found to be a highly collaborative group activity and
the binding methods should pay special attention to
supporting groupwork and social interactions.
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ABSTRACT

and want to immediately attach it to a document that they
are writing on their laptop. As another example, a user
might be watching a video on a family tablet, but when
another family member would like to play games with the
tablet, the user might want to move the video player to their
phone and continue watching the video with it.

As people increasingly own multiple mobile and portable
devices (such as smartphones, tablets, and laptops),
situations where several devices are used together have
become more common. A frequent problem in such
situations is how to move virtual visual objects (such as
content items or application windows) between device
displays. We present a comparative evaluation of three
methods for moving objects between personal mobile
devices: Tray, Transfer Mode, and Device Touch. The
participants’ preferences of the methods in different reallife scenarios were found to strongly depend on the task and
the context of use, making the design of a single optimal
cross-display object movement method a challenging task.
We identify several clusters of contextual factors that
influenced the users’ preferences. We also report more
detailed differences in efficiency, novelty, learnability,
physical device handling, and task completion strategies
between the three methods included in the evaluation.

In this paper, we present a comparative evaluation of three
different methods for moving visual objects between device
displays: (1) Tray, which enables the user to move objects
through a virtual tray shared between devices; (2) Transfer
Mode, which requires the user to first connect the devices
but then allows moving objects by simply tapping them;
and (3) Device Touch, which supports moving objects by
using one device to physically touch the other device.
While the earlier studies comparing different cross-display
object movement methods have primarily addressed
moving visual objects between handheld devices and large
tabletop or wall displays, we focus on situations where a
person wants to move visual objects between the displays
of their personal mobile and portable devices (such as
smartphones, tablets, and laptops) located within hand’s
reach. Further, while the earlier comparisons have involved
a single (often abstract) task in a laboratory environment,
we explore the participants’ preferences of different
methods more broadly by also presenting them with four
real-life scenarios involving cross-display object movement
and asking them to evaluate the suitability of the different
methods for each scenario. Importantly, the participants
were found to prefer different methods in different
scenarios, indicating that the preferences of the methods
were strongly influenced by several factors related to the
task and the context of use. This makes the design of a
single optimal cross-display object movement method a
difficult task. We also report more detailed observations on
differences in efficiency, novelty, learnability, physical
device handling, and task completion strategies between the
three methods. The results inform the design of future
multi-device systems that involve moving virtual visual
objects between device displays.

Author Keywords

Multi-device interaction; cross-display object movement;
mobile devices; smartphones; tablets; laptops.
ACM Classification Keywords

H.5.m. Information interfaces and presentation (e.g., HCI):
Miscellaneous.
INTRODUCTION

As the number of mobile and portable devices that people
have in their possession has steadily increased, situations
and tasks where several devices are combined and used
together have become common. A frequent problem in such
situations is how to move virtual visual objects from the
display of one device to the display of another device. For
example, a user might take a photo with their camera phone
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RELATED WORK

Studies on computing with multiple devices have found that
accessing and managing content across devices is one of the
key concerns in multi-device environments [10, 18, 16].
Conventional solutions for moving content items between
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devices include connecting them directly using physical
cables or wireless short-range radio technologies, such as
Bluetooth or Wi-Fi. Alternatively, objects can be moved
through portable storage media such as memory cards, USB
memory sticks, and external hard drives. It is also a
common practice to move objects between devices by
sending them as e-mails or other messages to oneself.
Further, objects can be saved in network folders or storage
services and then re-opened with other devices. Many cloud
services support transferring specific content types (for
example, browser tabs, photographs, video, or music)
between devices. Despite a broad range of commercially
available solutions, the users still commonly encounter
problems in accessing content across devices [10, 18].

Nacenta, et al. [14] present a taxonomy and classification of
cross-display object movement methods based on three
conceptual levels. On referential domain level, the methods
can reference displays either spatially or non-spatially (for
example, using textual names). On display configuration
level, the mapping between spatial arrangement of the
displays and the method’s input model can be planar,
perspective, or literal. On control paradigm level, methods
can be open-loop, closed-loop, or intermittent.
Despite the large variety of proposed methods, only a few
studies have compared different methods against each
other. These studies have mostly focused on moving objects
between handheld devices and large tabletop or wall
displays. Nacenta, et al. [13] report a study that evaluated
the performance of six different methods for moving
objects with a stylus from a tablet computer to a tabletop
display at different distances within and beyond hand’s
reach. Substantial differences between the methods were
identified. Radar View and Pick-and-Drop were found to be
the fastest methods and were also preferred by the
participants.

In the field of HCI research, the general problem of crossdisplay object movement has been studied in the context of
multi-monitor computer setups, large composite displays,
collaborative interactive spaces, tabletop displays, and adhoc ecosystems of mobile devices. A wide variety of
different techniques for moving visual objects between
displays has been proposed in prior literature. For example,
in Pick-and-Drop [17], the user can pick up an object by
touching it with a digital pen and then drop it by repeating
the touch action on another display. Conduit [4] uses the
metaphor of transferring the object through the user’s body
with the user first designating the target display by touching
it with the non-dominant hand and then selecting the object
to be transferred with the dominant hand on the source
display. Objects can also be moved from one display to
another by making a throw touch screen gesture towards the
target [11]. Many variations of the basic throw gesture, for
example, Drag-and-Throw and Push-and-Throw [8], have
been suggested, aiming to provide better control over and to
improve the accuracy of the throw.

Bachl, et al. [1] present a study where pairs of users solved
collaborative tasks which involved moving objects from a
shared tabletop display to personal tablet computers. Three
different one-way object movement methods were included
in the study: pressing a button attached to the object,
dragging the object on top of an icon representing the target
device, and using the tablet as a lens to capture content
beneath it on the shared display. The participants
considered the slowest button method to be the easiest to
use, while the fastest lenses method was considered too
complicated.
Scott, et al. [21] report another study where groups of users
played a game that involved moving virtual cards between
tablet computers and a large tabletop display. Three
different cross-display object movement methods were
included in the study: two variants of the Pick-and-Drop
method and a method called Bridges where objects were
moved through a virtual portal area shared between devices.
All methods were found to effectively support the
movement tasks. The participants’ preferences were equally
divided between the methods, with each method providing
unique advantages that suited different participants’ playing
styles.

Drag-and-Pop [2] extends traditional drag-and-drop to work
across multiple displays by bringing the possible targets
from other displays near the object when the user starts to
drag it, allowing the user to complete the movement action
on the same display. In ConnecTables [22], the displays of
two devices positioned side-by-side form a single
continuous display area and objects can be directly dragged
from one display to another. Objects can also be transferred
between device displays by stacking the devices on top of
each other [5]. In ARIS [3], the user can manage objects
across screens on a radar-like map view showing all
displays in proximity. Further, objects can be manipulated
across displays by using pointing gestures, for example,
with laser pointers [15]. Synchronized clipboards [12] are
shared between multiple devices, so that an object copied to
the clipboard on one device can be pasted on another
device. In Conductor [6], the user may broadcast objects to
all other devices as cues which can then be acted upon or
ignored. In MediaBlocks [23], objects can be bound to
physical tokens that can be moved between displays.

OUR STUDY
Objectives

Our study on cross-display object movement methods was
motivated by two primary objectives:
First, while the earlier studies comparing different crossdisplay object movement methods have primarily focused
on moving visual objects between handheld devices and
large tabletop or wall displays, we were interested in
situations where a single user wants to move visual objects
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Figure 1. Different cross-display object movement methods: a) Tray, b) Transfer Mode, and c) Device Touch.

between two or more mobile or portable devices (such as
smartphones, tablets, and laptops). We assumed that all
devices would have touch screens and that they would be
located within hand’s reach. As people possess increasing
numbers of mobile devices, such computing situations are
common in today’s mobile multi-device environments.

connected devices by simply tapping objects on the
displays. In the Device Touch method, the user could move
objects by physically touching the screen of another device
with the corner of their phone. Instead of virtual
interactions on the display, it relied on tangible interactions
between physical devices in the real world. We will
describe the methods in detail in the following subsections.

Second, while the earlier studies comparing different crossdisplay object movement methods have concentrated on a
single (often abstract) task in a laboratory environment, we
wanted to explore the users’ preferences of cross-display
object movement methods over a range of different
situations, tasks, and environments. We were also interested
in the different factors that influence the users’ preferences
and selections of the methods in different situations.
Overall, we wanted to consider not only the pragmatic
aspects (such as efficiency and number of errors) but also
the hedonic aspects (such as emotional and social factors)
of the different methods.

While all three methods were generic and could be used to
move a wide range of different kinds of objects in different
applications, we decided to prototype them in the context of
a simple multi-device photo browsing and management
application. The application allowed the user to browse the
local photo collection stored in the device in a grid view. It
was also possible to rearrange photos by dragging them to a
new position in the grid. By tapping a photo, it could be
opened in a full screen view for more detailed viewing. In
the full screen view, the user could browse the photos by
swiping left or right. It was also possible to delete photos.
Finally, the photo browser allowed the user to move photos
from one device to another using the three cross-display
object movement methods, for example, in order to sort and
organize them between devices.

Cross-Display Object Movement Methods

One of the key challenges in designing a comparative study
of cross-display object movement methods is deciding
which methods to include in the study. While a wide variety
of different methods have been proposed, the study
participants may easily become overwhelmed if the number
of methods to learn and evaluate is too large. Therefore,
following an approach similar to those adopted by Bachl, et
al. [1] and Scott, et al. [21], we decided to restrict the
number of methods to three to limit the mental load of the
participants. After experimenting with different methods,
we finally selected three methods, (1) Tray, (2) Transfer
Mode, and (3) Device Touch, that featured significantly
different approaches to the cross-display object movement
problem and appeared to perform well in our initial testing.
In the Tray method, the user could move objects through a
virtual tray shared between all devices. It represented the
conventional model of using an intermediate storage, such
as a shared clipboard or a network folder, for moving
objects between displays. The Transfer Mode method was
based on the concept of virtual connections between
devices. The user first created a connection by making a
screen gesture and could then share objects between the

Tray

In the Tray method (see Figure 1.a), the photos were
transferred through a virtual tray that was shared between
all devices. Conceptually, the Tray was similar to a shared
visual clipboard or a temporary network folder, or the
Bridges virtual portal method used by Scott, et al. [21]. The
user could open the tray by making a swipe gesture. The
user could then move photos to the tray by dragging. When
the user opened the tray on another device, they could see
the photos that were moved there on the first device. The
user could then drag any of the photos from the tray to a
desired position in the grid on the screen of the second
device.
Transfer Mode

In the Transfer Mode method (see Figure 1.b), the user first
indicated which devices were involved in photo transfer by
making a swipe gesture on each device. Each device
activated the transfer mode which was indicated by blue
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Figure 2. Device Touch implementation.

Figure 3. Evaluation setup.

frames around the display. The user could then select
photos on any device by tapping them on the screen. The
selected photos appeared on the other devices as scaleddown preview thumbnails in the grid, similarly to the
broadcasted cues in Conductor [6]. The user could confirm
the transfer by tapping the thumbnails on those devices
where they wanted to move the photos. The user could then
deactivate the transfer mode by making the swipe gesture
again. When the transfer mode was deactivated, the
thumbnails of unconfirmed photos disappeared on the other
devices.

platforms. The prototype was implemented as a hybrid web
and native application. The user interface was implemented
in HTML, CSS, and JavaScript, while the lower level
functions were implemented in native C#. The prototype
implemented all the three object movement methods but
only one of them was active at a time. It was possible to
select the active method through a hidden menu. The
devices were connected over a Wi-Fi network. A simple
star topology was used for communication between devices
with one of the devices acting as a central hub.
The implementation of Device Touch followed the general
description given by Schmidt, et al. [19, 20]. However,
instead of camera-based detection used by Schmidt, et al.,
we used a novel implementation approach of applying
capacitive sensing technology to detect the device touch
events. This implementation had the important benefit that
the method could be used with standard commercially
available phones, tablets, and laptops with capacitive touch
screens. We attached stylus heads to the corners of the
phones (see Figure 2). Conductive tape was used on the
device sides to connect the user’s body to the stylus. Device
internal sensors were used for separating finger touch
events from device touch events and for identifying the
touching device.

Device Touch

In the Device Touch method (see Figure 1.c), the user could
move photos by touching the display of a tablet (or a
laptop) with the corner of a phone. The Device Touch
method was inspired by the earlier work of Schmidt, et al.
[19, 20]. To move a photo from a phone to a tablet, the user
first selected a photo to be transferred by making a long
press on the screen of the phone. The photo then slid to the
top of the screen and the user could transfer the photo to the
tablet by touching the screen of the tablet with the corner of
the phone. A preview of the photo appeared on the screen
of the tablet and the user could drag the photo to the desired
position in the grid by moving the phone like a stylus.
Lifting the phone up from the screen of the tablet completed
the transfer. To move a photo from a tablet to a phone, the
user picked the photo from the screen of the tablet by
touching it with the corner of the phone. The photo then
appeared at the top of the screen of the phone and the user
could drag it down to the desired position on the grid.
Compared to conventional file transfer with NFC, the
Device Touch method did not require the user to touch a
specific point on the tablet surface but the user could touch
anywhere on the tablet screen. The tablet was able to detect
the exact point that the user was touching, allowing them to
put a photo on a specific position or to pick a specific photo
from the tablet screen.

Participants

We recruited a total of 18 participants for the evaluation by
posting an advertisement on a local mailing list. Nine of the
participants were female and nine male. The ages of the
participants varied between 21 and 52 years (M=30.4,
SD=8.1). Six of the participants were left-handed and
twelve right-handed. The participants represented a variety
of different backgrounds, with ten participants having a
background related to information technology and eight not
related to information technology (for example, a teacher, a
civil engineer, and a nurse). The participants were fairly
advanced users of information technology: on a scale
between 1 and 7 (1=novice, 7=expert), the participants rated
their familiarity with information technology above average
(M=5.1, SD=1.5). All participants were experienced
smartphone users and fourteen of them were also active
tablet users.

Prototype Implementation

We built a prototype of the three cross-display object
movement methods on Windows 8 and Windows Phone 8
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Procedure

As the participant had completed both tasks, the moderator
asked the participant to fill in an Extended NASA-TLX
questionnaire [7], which measures the subjective workload
experience when performing a task. To gain a broader
picture of the overall user experience, the moderator also
asked the participant to fill in an AttrakDiff questionnaire
[9], which measures the attractiveness of an interactive
product. The moderator then briefly interviewed the
participant about their immediate experiences with the
method and ideas about how the method could be
improved. The same procedure was then repeated for the
second and the third methods. The order of the methods
was systematically varied between evaluation sessions to
counter-balance any learning effects.

The evaluation sessions were organized in a usability
laboratory. In each session, there was a participant and a
researcher who served as a moderator present. In some
sessions, another researcher participated as an observer.
Figure 3 shows the evaluation setup.
The prototype system used in the evaluation consisted of
three devices: a Sony Vaio Windows 8 Pro tablet and two
Nokia Windows Phone smartphones, a Lumia 625 and a
Lumia 620. The devices were carefully selected to represent
different device categories used today: a tablet with an
11.6-inch screen, a smartphone with a large 4.7-inch screen,
and a smartphone with a small 3.8-inch screen. Two
different sets of phones were used: one set of phones with
extra styluses in the corners for the Device Touch method
and another set of unmodified phones for the Tray and
Transfer Mode methods. The photo browser prototype
software, which implemented the three object movement
methods, was installed on all devices.

After the participant had experimented with all the three
methods, the evaluation session was concluded with a
summative interview contrasting the methods with each
other. In the interview, the participant was presented four
different Scenarios S1-S4 involving cross-display object
movement and was asked to rate the applicability of each
method to each scenario using a scale similar to NASATLX. Each scenario was accompanied with a photograph
illustrating the context of use. The scenarios were based on
a recent user study on practices of multi-device use [10] and
represented real-life situations where people today use
multiple devices. The scenarios were carefully crafted to
balance different content types, device combinations,
directions of object movement, and environments.

As the participant arrived in the laboratory, the moderator
first asked them to fill in the background information and
consent forms. The moderator then introduced the
participant to the idea of cross-display object movement
and gave an overview of the study. The moderator also
demonstrated the basic operations of the photo browser
application and allowed the participant to practice them.
While photos were used as example content in the
prototype, the moderator emphasized that the methods
could be used for moving any kind of objects.

Scenario S1: Photos. When traveling in a train, I wrote an
e-mail message to my friend with a laptop. I selected five
holiday pictures from my phone and attached them to the
message.

To begin the actual evaluation, the moderator explained and
showed how to use the first object movement method. The
participant was then asked to practice the method by
transferring single photos between each phone and the
tablet in both directions. When the participant felt
comfortable with the method, the moderator gave the
participant two different tasks in which the participant was
asked to move groups of photos between the phones and the
tablet, again in both directions. The tasks also required the
participant to arrange the photos in a specified order in the
grid. A number was printed on each photo to define a clear
order for them. The tasks were as follows:

Scenario S2: Phone Number. At the office, I searched the
client’s phone number with my laptop. I copied the number
to my phone and called the client with it.
Scenario S3: Game. I was sitting on the couch in the living
room at home and was playing a game with my phone.
When the phone ran out of battery, I moved the game to a
tablet and continued playing with it.
Scenario S4: Browser Tabs. In a café, I browsed the web
with a tablet and found three interesting pages. When I had
to leave, I moved the browser tabs to my phone, so that I
could continue reading the pages on the bus on my way
home.

Task T1. Initially, the tablet was empty, while the phones
contained different selections of photos of different
animals. The participant was asked to copy all photos of
chicken to the tablet, so that they were in the numbered
order. There was a total of eight photos of chicken, four on
each phone.

The evaluation tasks and the interviews were recorded with
a video camera. The video material was transcribed and
thematically analyzed by two researchers. A quantitative
analysis of the Extended NASA-TLX and AttrakDiff
questionnaires was done separately.

Task T2. Initially, the phones were empty, while the tablet
contained a selection of photos of different animals. The
participant was asked to copy all photos of chicken to the
small phone and all photos of sheep to the large phone, so
that they were in the numbered order. There were four
photos of chicken and four photos of sheep.

RESULTS

We first give an overview of the quantitative results. We
then present the qualitative results in detail and contrast
them with the quantitative results when relevant.
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Figure 4. Extended NASA-TLX results (lower value is better).
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Figure 5. AttrakDiff results (higher value is better).

methods, meaning that it was considered the most novel and
exciting of the three methods. Perceived Attractiveness
(ATT) describes a global value of the product based on the
quality perception and shows results similar to Overall
Preference in the Extended NASA-TLX, with Transfer
Mode receiving a slightly better score than the other two
methods. One-way repeated measures ANOVA tests found
no statistically significant differences between the methods.

General

The overall results were positive for all the cross-display
object movement methods included in the evaluation. The
participants commented that in general, the methods were
easy, simple, and intuitive to use. These positive comments
were supported by the questionnaire results.
Figure 4 illustrates the results of the Extended NASA-TLX
questionnaire [7]. The main bars indicate the means for
each subscale, while the error bars indicate standard errors.
The original six subscales of NASA-TLX are presented on
the left. To gain a broader picture of the evaluated methods,
we extended the questionnaire with three additional scales,
Learnability (LEA), Quickness (QUI), and Overall
Preference (PRE), which are shown on the right. All
methods received good scores on all scales, indicating that
the participants were able to complete the evaluation tasks
with any method reasonably well. Transfer Mode
consistently received the best score on each scale,
suggesting that it performed the best for the photo sorting
tasks used in the evaluation. However, the differences
between the methods were small. One-way repeated
measures ANOVA tests were conducted to compare the
results for statistically significant differences. The results
indicate that the object movement method had significant
effect on Learnability (F(2, 16) = 6.34, p = .009). Pairwise
comparisons show that the level of Learnability was
significantly lower for Transfer Mode compared to Device
Touch (p = .04).

Performance

We measured the completion times for both tasks with all
the three methods from the video recordings. Figure 6
illustrates the mean completion times, with the error bars
showing the standard errors. On the average, Transfer Mode
was the fastest method for the Task T1. Otherwise, the
differences between the methods were small. One-way
repeated measures ANOVA tests indicated no statistically
significant differences between the methods.
Regarding the perceived performance, most of the
participants (13/18) commented that Transfer Mode was
fast and efficient. “[P3] When you have activated the
Transfer Mode, all you need to do is to click the photos.”
The Extended NASA-TLX also suggests similar results,
with the Transfer Mode receiving slightly better perceived
MEN, PHY, TEM, and QUI scores than the other methods.
Many participants (7/18) considered Tray inefficient
because they had to first drag the object to the tray on the
first device and then drag the object from the tray to the
final position on the second device, effectively duplicating
the number of necessary movement actions. “[P8] It is not
the tray that is the destination. I want to move the objects to
the other device.” Similarly, several participants (8/18) felt
that Device Touch was slow and laborious as they had to
physically touch the other device for every object they
wanted to transfer. Two participants suggested that the user
could select several objects and then transfer them all with a
single touch action. On the other hand, many participants
(8/18) appreciated the immediateness of Device Touch, as it
worked instantly without any preparations or setup. “[P11]
You just touch the photo and it is directly in your phone.”

Figure 5 shows the results of the AttrakDiff questionnaire
[9] for the three object movement methods. Pragmatic
Quality (PQ) refers to the product’s ability to support the
achievement of behavioral goals (usability) and the results
are consistent with the extended NASA-TLX with Transfer
Mode receiving the best score. Hedonic Quality refers to
the users’ self: Identification (HQ-I) is the product’s ability
to address the need of expressing one’s self through objects
one owns, while Stimulation (HQ-S) is the product’s ability
to stimulate and enable personal growth. There are only
minor differences in the Identification scores, indicating
that the participants did not see major distinctions in social
aspects related to the use of the three methods. Device
Touch received a higher Stimulation score than the other
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Figure 6. Task completion times (in seconds).

Figure 7. Different grips for Device Touch: a) from above
(top), and b) from below (bottom).

Novelty and Learnability

Most participants (11/18) commented that Device Touch
was the most novel method. They also found the method
entertaining and playful. “[P11] It was new. Exciting. I
haven't thought you could move [objects] like that.” These
comments were supported by the high HQ-S score of
Device Touch in AttrakDiff. On the other hand, novelty
made the method difficult to learn, as also indicated by the
LEA score in Extended NASA-TLX. Learning the method
was further complicated by the asymmetry of the method:
the participants had to actually learn and use two different
methods, one for moving objects from phone to tablet and
another for moving objects from tablet to phone. This
initially confused most users (13/18). “[P11] It required a
lot of learning. It was difficult to remember which device I
should start with. What to touch and do.” After learning the
method, half of the participants (9/18) commented that it
felt very natural and intuitive.

other in their left hands. One participant always used their
non-dominant hand, while one participant did not have a
clear preference.
Some participants (6/18) were concerned that the display of
the tablet might be damaged when touched with the corner
of the phone. “[P6] Sharp glass corners, hard surfaces… It
feels a bit scary to touch. You could scratch the tablet
screen.” Two participants suggested that the phone could
have a special touch corner made of softer material that
would not damage the other device. A few participants
(4/18) accidentally tried to use the phone as a stylus for
normal finger touch interactions, for example, to drag and
rearrange objects on the display. Three participants who
held the phone in their left hands complained that it was
difficult to see the preview of the photo. The device should
detect which hand the participant is using to hold the phone
and position the preview picture so that it is not behind the
phone.

The participants considered Tray and Transfer Mode to be
more traditional and anticipated solutions for moving
objects between devices. The similarity of Tray and
Transfer Mode with familiar touch interfaces made them
easier to learn.

When using Tray and Transfer Mode methods, most
participants held the phones on the table. The phones easily
slid on the table when the participants made swipe gestures
or dragged objects on the screen, requiring them to hold the
device with the other hand. Three participants rearranged
the devices on the table or moved their chair sideways
depending on the focus of the task.

Physical Device Handling

While some participants (5/18) were familiar with NFC,
Device Touch was a new interaction method for all of them.
When touching the screen of another device, most
participants (11/18) held the phone from above (see Figure
7.a), so that the device was hanging below the palm. Only
five participants held the phone from below (see Figure
7.b), so that the phone was resting on the palm. Two
participants did not have a preferred grip but continued to
use different grips throughout the evaluation. Many
participants (10/18) accidentally pressed the side buttons of
the phone (for example, the camera or volume buttons)
when using Device Touch. Three participants considered
Device Touch to be easier to use with the smaller phone –
the others did not see differences between the phones.
When working with two phones, most participants (12/18)
always held the phone in their dominant hands when they
touched the display of the tablet. Four participants used
both hands, holding one phone in their right hands and the

Strategies

The methods allowed for many possible approaches and
strategies on how to complete the tasks. The objects could
be moved as a single operation involving all three devices,
or as a series of moves between pairs of devices. The
objects could be moved individually one at a time, in
several groups, or all as a single group. The objects could
be arranged in the correct order when selecting them on the
source device, when moving them to the target device, or as
a separate step after the move had been completed. The
method influenced the strategy, with the participants using
different strategies with different methods.
In Tray, most of the participants (11/18) opened the tray on
each device only when they needed to access it. Others
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(7/18) opened the tray first on all devices. The participants
(12/18) preferred to move objects in groups – typically all
objects to be moved between each pair of devices were
transferred as one group. The tray worked as an
intermediate storage where to collect objects. It provided a
good visualization of the currently selected set of objects
and supported maintaining the task status and planning the
next steps. Most participants (13/18) collected the objects to
the tray in a random order and arranged them when they
were moved from the tray to the grid on the target device.

21
16
11
6
1

Photos
Tray

In Transfer Mode, the participants were divided between
two different strategies. About half of the participants
(8/18) quickly collected all objects to the target device,
selecting and confirming objects in small groups, and then
arranged them separately on the target device in the end.
Other participants (7/18) preferred to select the objects in
the correct order. Many of these participants (4/18) moved
objects one at a time, confirming each transfer on the target
device before selecting the next object.

Phone
Number
Transfer Mode

Game

Browser Tabs

Device Touch

Figure 8. Method preferences for different scenarios
(lower value is better).

window. For these tasks, the participants preferred the
Device Touch method. The primary criteria was that it was
immediately available and did not require any timeconsuming setup operations. This was particularly
important in Scenario S3 Game as one of the devices was
running out of battery. The initialization steps of Tray and
Transfer Mode were considered too heavy for moving a
single item. “[P11] If I would have to use Tray or Transfer
Mode, I would rather type the phone number directly on my
phone.”

In Device Touch, most participants (12/18) preferred to
select and move the objects in the correct order, adding new
objects to the end of the grid on the target device. The
possibility to move the object to the correct position on the
tablet display when touching or confirming the move was
little used. In Task T1, where the objects were distributed
across two source phones in a random order, the
participants switched phones, checking which phone the
next object was on and then selecting that phone. In Task
T2, they first collected all objects to the first phone and then
put the phone on the table. Then they took the other phone
and picked all objects going to that phone.

In Scenario S4 Browser Tabs, the participants were again
asked to move multiple objects, which made Device Touch
unattractive. The participants preferred Tray as it allowed
them to divide the task into two parts. They could move the
browser tabs to the tray on the tablet in the café and then
put the tablet in the bag. The participants did not have to
immediately continue with the phone but could postpone it
until they were sitting in the bus and it was convenient for
them to continue reading the pages.

Scenarios

Figure 8 shows participants’ preferences of methods for the
four object movement scenarios that were presented to
them. One-way repeated measures ANOVA tests indicated
that the object movement method had significant effect on
Scenario S3 Game (F(2, 16) = 6.28, P = .01). Pairwise
comparisons showed that the level of preference was
significantly lower for Device Touch compared to both
Tray (p = .006) and Transfer Mode (p = .043). There were
no statistically significant differences between methods in
other scenarios.

DISCUSSION
Factors Influencing Method Preference

The study results indicate that the best method for moving
objects between devices strongly depends on the task and
context of use. In different scenarios, the participants
preferred different methods. This makes designing a single
optimal method for moving objects between devices a
challenging task. We identified several clusters of
contextual factors that influenced the participants’
perceptions on the preferences of the methods.

The Scenario S1 Photos was closest to the photo sorting
tasks that the participants were asked to do during the
evaluation. Similarly to the Extended NASA-TLX and
AttrakDiff results, Transfer Mode was preferred for the
Photos scenario. The primary criteria for preferring
Transfer Mode was the efficiency of transferring multiple
photos. Some participants (5/18) were also concerned that
using Device Touch might be inconvenient in the limited
working space available in a crowded train and might draw
unwanted attention from the other persons present.

Number of objects. Moving a single object is a common
special case and object movement methods should offer
efficient performance in such a case. However, methods
that are optimized for moving a single object may not be
efficient for moving multiple objects. When moving a large
number of objects, even very complicated initialization
operations can be justified if they improve the performance
of the actual object movement actions as the initialization
cost can be allocated over a large number of objects.

The Scenarios S2 Phone Number and S3 Game involved
transfers of a single content item and an application

Number of devices. With three or more devices, the user
needs to explicitly indicate which of the other devices the
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object should be moved to. However, if only two devices
are involved in the movement operation, it is obvious which
device the user wants to move the object to and indicating
the target device is not necessary.

but the tray visualization consumed a lot of screen space,
making the method better suited for devices with large
displays. Tray was considered inefficient and demanding
numerous steps in the object transfer. Tray method might be
a good choice if object movement actions are only rarely
done and if the participants are not very experienced with
information technology. The Tray method also gave the
possibility to divide the task into several independent steps,
since the tray did not have to be open on all devices at the
same time. This feature could be very useful if the
participant cannot easily access all the devices
simultaneously.

Device characteristics. Devices have different physical
characteristics and technical capabilities, which influence
the suitability of object movement methods. As a practical
example, touch interactions are easier on devices with large
screens, while small devices are easier to manipulate and
move around with hands. If the devices have very different
characteristics, different methods may be needed for
moving objects in different directions. However, such
asymmetric behavior may easily confuse the user.

Transfer Mode was the most efficient of the methods. It
was well suited for moving large amounts of objects, as
after the method had been set up, making individual moves
was very fast. However, the necessary initialization steps
made it too heavy for moving single objects. Transfer mode
was also considered simple, making it easy to learn. The
method was preferred for photo sorting tasks that the
participants were asked to do during the evaluation. On the
other hand, the method was probably also the most specific,
being optimized for photo sorting tasks, which may make it
more difficult to apply in other applications.

Access to devices. Transfer Mode and Device Touch
required the user to have simultaneous access to all devices.
With Tray, the user could move the objects to the tray with
the first device, even if they had no access to the other
devices. The user could then put the first device away and,
possibly much later, access the second device and complete
the transfer.
Social situation. The presence of other people in proximity
raised issues related to privacy and security. In Tray and
Transfer Mode, where the movement actions were based on
virtual concepts, the participants were concerned that they
would accidentally move the object to some other person’s
device, or another person could somehow catch the object
while it was being transferred. There were also differences
between the methods in how easily the others could
perceive what the person was doing. Many participants
preferred discreet methods in public places with unknown
people present. On the other hand, some participants
thought that using a novel method, such as Device Touch,
could impress their friends. While beyond the focus of our
study, moving objects between devices of different persons
is naturally also very relevant in social situations.
Physical environment. Finally, the scenarios raised some
potential issues related to the physical environment of the
object movement task. Some participants commented that if
the available space was limited, such as in a café table full
of coffee mugs and other tableware, the use Device Touch,
which was the most physical of the methods, would be
difficult. Regarding the other methods, the participants
were also concerned about making precise touch gestures in
a shaking environment, such as in a train.

Device Touch was considered to be the most exciting
method and also to have the most novelty value. As such, it
might be a good choice for entertainment applications and
games. On the other hand, the method was considered
difficult to learn, partly because it worked differently
depending on which direction the user was moving the
object. This makes the method better suited for experienced
users, or situations where objects need to be moved in one
direction only. The method worked well for quick transfers
of individual objects as it could be immediately used
without complex initialization steps. On the other hand, it
was considered laborious for larger numbers of objects, as
the user had to physically touch the other device for every
object that was moved. This might be solved by allowing
the user to select multiple objects and then move them all
with a single touch action. As a physical action, the use of
Device Touch is more easily perceived by other persons in
proximity, which can be a benefit or drawback depending
on the context. Special care should be taken to address the
participant concerns about scratching the device displays
with carefully selected design and materials of the touch
corner.

Recommendations on the Use of the Studied Methods

CONCLUSION

We have presented a comparative evaluation of three
different methods for moving visual objects between
displays of personal mobile devices: Tray, which enables
the user to move objects through a virtual tray shared
between devices; Transfer Mode, which requires the user to
first connect the devices but then allows moving objects by
simply tapping them; and Device Touch, which supports
moving objects by using one device to physically touch the
other device. The study results indicate that all methods

Considering the methods included in the study, all of them
performed reasonably well in the evaluation and the
differences between them were small. Which method works
best, depends on the application and the context of use.
Of the three methods, Tray was the most conventional and
closest to traditional touch user interfaces. It was therefore
easy to use, but it also had the least novelty value. The
method provided very good feedback about the task status,
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performed reasonably well in the evaluation and the
differences between them were small, but still some
interesting distinctions were observed. Tray was perceived
as familiar, provided excellent visual feedback about the
task status, and allowed the movement task to be divided
into logical parts, but was considered somewhat inefficient
and boring. Transfer Mode was considered the most
efficient method for transferring large numbers of objects,
but the required initialization steps were too heavy for
moving single objects. Device Touch was considered the
most novel method and it was preferred for quick transfers
of single objects, but it was difficult to learn (partly due to
the asymmetry of the method) and laborious for moving
multiple objects. Importantly, it was found that the
participants preferred different methods in different
scenarios of use, with the preferences strongly depending
on contextual factors: the numbers of objects and devices
involved, the characteristics of the devices, the user’s
access to the devices, and the physical and social
environment. This makes designing a single optimal
method for moving objects between devices a challenging
task.
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ABSTRACT

As wearable devices become more popular, situations
where there are multiple persons present with such devices
will become commonplace. In these situations, wearable
devices could support collaborative tasks and experiences
between co-located persons through multi-user applications.
We present an elicitation study that gathers from end users
interaction methods for wearable devices for two common
tasks in co-located interaction: group binding and crossdisplay object movement. We report a total of 154 methods
collected from 30 participants. We categorize the methods
based on the metaphor and modality of interaction, and
discuss the strengths and weaknesses of each category
based on qualitative and quantitative feedback given by the
participants.
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INTRODUCTION

We are seeing an increasing diversity of digital devices
with the emergence of new wearable form factors, such as
smartwatches and smartglasses. Currently, wearable
devices are still relatively rare and the early applications
focus on individual use. However, as more and more people
acquire and start to use such devices, situations where there
are multiple persons present with wearable devices will
become commonplace. In such situations, wearable devices
provide interesting opportunities to support collaborative
tasks and experiences between co-located persons through
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multi-user applications [12]. For example, two families on a
holiday trip together could collect all photos and videos that
they capture with their smartglasses into a shared album; a
group of friends biking together could use their
smartwatches to track the locations and performances of
each other; or a team of rescue workers arriving at an
accident scene could use their wearable devices to
communicate and to share situational information with each
other.
But before a group of co-located persons can engage in
spontaneous collaborative interactions with their devices,
they must first connect their devices together into a group to
make the devices aware of each other and to enable data
communications between them. This problem is called adhoc group binding or group association [6] (also known as
pairing or coupling). Another common challenge in colocated interaction is moving virtual objects (such as
content items or application windows) between device
displays. This problem is generally known as cross-display
object movement [21]. Both tasks involve complex
technical procedures, but still from a user’s perspective, it
should be possible to perform these tasks in a fast and easy
way – if the process is too time-consuming or tedious, the
users might lose their interest in multi-user applications in
the first place. Both device binding and cross-display object
movement have been extensively studied in prior research
and a wide range of potential solutions have been proposed
to both problems. However, most of the existing solutions
have been designed for individual users rather than for
groups and have been driven by technology and security
considerations rather than by user experience. Most of the
existing methods have also been designed for conventional
devices and may not be suitable for or take full advantage
of the features of wearable devices [12].
In this paper, we present an elicitation study which aims to
collect methods for group binding and cross-display object
movement tasks on wearable devices from groups of
ordinary end-users. The question we address is what would
a group of co-located users naturally do to connect their
wearable devices or to move objects between them. We
cover both smartglasses and smartwatches, currently the
two most common types of wearable devices. We report a
total of 154 methods collected from 30 participants,
categorize the methods based on the metaphor and modality
of interaction, and discuss the strengths and weaknesses of
each category based on qualitative and quantitative

feedback given by the participants. The results inform the
design of future wearable device user interfaces and
applications that involve group binding and cross-display
object movement tasks.
RELATED WORK
Ad-Hoc Device Binding Methods

The problem of ad-hoc device binding has been extensively
studied in human-computer interaction, ubicomp, and
security research, and a wide range of different methods for
device binding has been proposed [6, 29]. The most
common device-binding method today, which is widely
used in Bluetooth and WLAN networks, is called Scan &
Select. It is based on scanning the environment for available
devices and presenting a list of the found devices to the user
who can then select the other devices they wish to bind
with. The connections are authenticated with short strings
that the user should copy or compare between devices.
Examples of alternative device binding methods proposed
in prior literature include a range of methods based on
synchronous user actions, for example, pressing buttons on
both devices simultaneously [25] or shaking the devices
together [10]. Methods based on spatial alignment of
devices include pointing [19], touching [26], or placing the
devices in close proximity of each other [17]. Devices can
also be bound by using auxiliary devices, for example, by
attaching tokens to the devices [1].

services support transferring specific content types (for
example, browser tabs, photographs, video, or music)
between devices.
In the field of human-computer interaction research, the
problem of cross-display object movement has been studied
in the context of multi-monitor computer setups, large
composite displays, collaborative interaction spaces,
tabletop displays, and ad-hoc ecosystems of mobile devices
[21]. A wide range of methods for moving visual objects
between device displays has been proposed in the prior
literature. For example, in Pick-and-Drop [24] the user can
pick up an object by touching it with a digital pen and then
drop it by repeating the touch action on another display.
Objects can also be moved from one display to another by
making a throw touch screen gesture towards the target.
Many variations of the basic throw gesture, for example,
Drag-and-Throw and Push-and-Throw [9] have been
suggested, aiming to provide better control over and to
improve the accuracy of the throw. In ARIS [3], the user
can manage objects across screens on a radar-like map view
showing all displays in proximity. Further, objects can be
manipulated across displays by using pointing gestures
[23]. In MediaBlocks [30], objects can be bound to physical
tokens that can be moved between displays.

Binding methods are not only means for connecting devices
– they have strong social and emotional aspects [12]. Many
factors influence persons’ preferences of binding methods,
including the place, the social setting, the other people
present, and the sensitivity of the data [11]. Device
association in large groups is a highly collaborative group
activity [13, 14, 16]. Therefore, the group binding methods
should pay special attention to supporting groupwork and
social interactions. The group creation task can be divided
in different ways between the members of the group,
including leader-driven and peer-based approaches [13, 16].
Group association can be seen as a one-step procedure of
binding all devices with a single action, or as a sequence of
pairwise associations [5, 29]. The group binding methods
should also be flexible and robust, allowing people to adapt
them to the changing needs of the situation and to recover
from failures [14].

Nacenta et al. [21] present a taxonomy and classification of
cross-display object movement methods based on three
conceptual levels: on referential domain level, the methods
can reference displays either spatially or non-spatially (for
example, using textual names); on display configuration
level, the mapping between spatial arrangement of the
displays and the method’s input model can be planar,
perspective, or literal; and on control paradigm level,
methods can be open-loop, closed loop, or intermittent. A
few studies have compared different cross-display object
movement methods against each other. In an early study
comparing six different methods, Nacenta et al. [20]
identified significant differences between methods, with
Radar View and Pick-and-Drop as the fastest and most
preferred methods. More recent studies by Jokela et al. [15]
and Scott et al. [28] have found that many factors can
influence the users’ preferences of methods, including the
numbers of objects and devices involved, device
characteristics, physical and social environment, and
personal working styles.

Cross-Display Object Movement Methods

Elicitation Studies

Conventional solutions for moving content items between
devices include connecting the devices directly using
physical cables or wireless short-range radio technologies,
such as Bluetooth or WLAN. Objects can also be moved
through portable storage media, such as memory cards,
USB memory sticks, and external hard drives. It is also a
common practice to move objects between devices by
sending them as e-mails or other kinds of messages.
Further, objects can be saved to network folders or storage
services and re-opened with other devices. Many cloud

To generate a set of user-defined input actions, Nielsen et
al. [22] and Wobbrock et al. [32] suggest similar elicitation
approaches: the participants are first presented with the end
effect of an operation and are then asked to perform the
action that caused it. Elicitation studies have been most
commonly used to produce sets of touch screen gestures
[for example, 31] but they have been adapted to other kinds
of input actions as well, including hand gestures [27], kick
gestures [2], and bend gestures [18]. Closest to our study,
Chong and Gellersen report two elicitation studies that

collected device binding methods from individual users [4]
and groups of users [5]. While their studies covered a broad
range of different device combinations, they did not address
group binding methods for wearable devices.
OUR STUDY
Objectives

In our study, we were interested in collaborative multi-user
applications for groups of co-located users with wearable
devices. In particular, we were interested in interaction
methods for two common tasks in co-located interaction:
group binding and cross-display object movement.
Regarding devices, we decided to focus on the two most
common wearable device categories today: smartglasses
and smartwatches.
Both device binding and cross-display object movement
have been extensively studied in prior research and a wide
range of potential solutions have been proposed to both
problems. However, most of these solutions have been
designed for a single user interacting with two devices.
Scenarios involving multiple users and devices differ in
many respects from single-user scenarios, making the
single-user solutions not necessarily applicable to multiuser scenarios. Most of the prior research has also been
driven by technology and security considerations. The
existing solutions have often been invented by researchers
and system designers, focusing on a particular technology
solution, while the intuitiveness of the solution to nontechnical users has been given little consideration. Finally,
most of the existing methods have been designed for
conventional devices such as computers, phones, and
tablets, and are not necessarily applicable to wearable
devices, which are far more personal and intimate. They
also may not take advantage of the unique features of
wearable devices that could enable more natural and
innovative solutions [12].
To address these concerns, we wanted to approach the
problem from a perspective of what pairs and small groups
of people would naturally and intuitively do to connect their
wearable devices into a group or to move virtual objects
between their wearable devices. Therefore, we adopted an
elicitation study approach and asked groups of participants
to come up with their own techniques for these tasks. The
participants took turns to suggest different methods and
then immediately tested and evaluated the methods with
mock-up devices. The participants could suggest any
technique with only one restriction: as earlier studies
suggest that people are unwilling to hand in their personal
devices to strangers [8], the participants were not allowed
give their devices to the other participants. The primary
objective of our study was to collect and preliminarily
evaluate a broad set of suggestions for natural groupbinding and cross-display object movement methods for
wearable devices, in order to inform the design of future
multi-user applications for groups of co-located users with
wearables.

Figure 1. Device surrogates used in the study: smartglasses
(left) and smartwatch (right).

Our study was inspired by similar studies on device binding
methods by Chong and Gellersen [4, 5]. Our study extends
their work in three major directions: we address (1) groups
of users binding their watches together (Chong and
Gellersen only considered a single user binding a digital
watch with a phone, a tablet, or a display); (2) binding of
smartglasses (not considered by Chong and Gellersen); and
(3) cross-display object movement (not considered by
Chong and Gellersen).
Devices

We decided not to use any commercially available wearable
devices in the study, as the devices’ native user interface
styles and technical features and limitations might have
guided the participants’ proposals and limited their
creativity. Instead, we provided the participants with simple
mock-up devices that acted as surrogates of real devices.
Figure 1 illustrates the device surrogates used in the study.
We simulated smartglasses with ordinary 3M safety
spectacles. For simulating smartwatches, we built custom
mock-ups by attaching a Casio watch band to a small block
of polystyrene foam. The dimensions of the block were
48x38x12 mm (1.9x1.5x0.5 inches) which is comparable to
the currently available commercial smartwatches.
Participants

We recruited eight groups of four participants for the study
by posting an advertisement on local mailing lists and
social media. However, two persons canceled their
participation at the last moment, which resulted in two of
the groups having only three participants and reduced the
total number of participants to 30. We encouraged the
participants to recruit also their friends, so that some
participants would know each other to make the study
situation more natural and comfortable. 15 of the
participants knew one of the other participants in the same
group and eight participants knew several of the other
participants, while seven knew none of the other
participants. 14 of the participants were female and 16
male. The ages of the participants varied between 15 and 56
years (M=32.7, SD=12.6). Two of the participants were
left-handed and 28 right-handed. 14 participants had
educational backgrounds related to information technology,

while the other 16 participants represented a wide variety of
different professions (for example, a school teacher, a
nurse, and a bus driver). On a scale between 1 and 7
(1=novice, 7=expert), the participants rated their familiarity
with information technology slightly above average
(M=4.7, SD=1.9). Seven participants had tried smartglasses
(for example, Google Glass) and 11 participants had tried a
smartwatch or other smart wrist device. 11 participants
were wearing eyeglasses continuously and six as needed,
while 13 participants did not have eyeglasses. Eight
participants were wearing a wristwatch every day and seven
sometimes, while 15 participants did not have a wristwatch.
Procedure

We organized a total of eight study sessions. The sessions
were arranged in our usability laboratory. In each session,
there were three or four participants and a moderator
present. Figure 2 shows the evaluation setup. The durations
of the sessions varied between 75 and 120 minutes.
As the participants arrived in the laboratory, the moderator
asked them to fill in the background information and
consent forms. The moderator then introduced the
participants to wearable devices and the idea of several colocated persons using their wearables together for
collaborative applications. The moderator explained that the
objective of the study was to invent and evaluate interaction
methods for two common tasks in multi-user applications:
group binding and cross-display object movement. The
moderator then continued by describing the detailed study
procedure.
To begin the actual study, the moderator gave each
participant the first mock-up device. If the participant was
wearing eyeglasses, they could wear the protective glasses
used to simulate smartglasses over the eyeglasses if needed.
However, if the participant was wearing a wristwatch, they
were asked to remove the wristwatch when wearing the
smartwatch mock-up. The moderator then described the
device in more detail and gave several examples of
different visual, audio, and haptic interaction methods that
the device could support. However, the moderator
emphasized that these were just examples and that the
devices could have any capabilities the participants wanted
them to have. After that, the moderator gave the
participants the first task and explained it in detail. The
moderator asked one of the participants to suggest a method
how the task could be achieved with the devices. The
moderator encouraged the participants to suggest the first
intuitive ideas that spontaneously occurred in their minds
and reminded that they could do anything but to give their
devices to another participant.
When the first participant had described a method, the
moderator asked all participants to stand up and try it out
with the device mockups, first in pairs and then as a single
group of three or four persons. The moderator portrayed an
external person not to be included in the group or to receive
the object. Trying the method with the mockup devices

Figure 2. Participants suggesting and evaluating methods
during the study.

clarified the details of how it would work and gave the
participants a better understanding of its strengths and
weaknesses in practice. After the participants had tried the
method, the moderator asked them to fill in a paper form to
evaluate the method in terms of practicality (that is, how
easy, effortless, efficient, and error-free it was to use) and
pleasantness (that is, how human, connective, inspiring, and
inventive it was). After filling in the forms, the moderator
asked the participants to provide brief immediate free-form
verbal comments about the method. The moderator then
asked the next person to suggest another method, which
was similarly tested and evaluated. When every participant
had suggested a method, the moderator offered an
opportunity to any participant to suggest further ideas.
Overall, the groups tested three to seven methods for each
device-task combination.
The same procedure was then repeated for the other task
with the same device, and after that for both tasks with the
other device. The order of the devices and methods was
systematically varied between study sessions to counterbalance any learning effects. At the end of the study
session, the moderator briefly interviewed the participants
for general comments about the wearable devices and tasks
used in the study. To close the session, the moderator
thanked the participants and gave each participant a small
reward to compensate for their time.
The study sessions were recorded with a video camera. All
the proposed methods were documented and categorized by
three researchers. All participant comments about the
methods as well as interview responses were transcribed
and thematically analyzed. A quantitative analysis of the
evaluation responses was done separately.
RESULTS
General

The participants proposed a total of 154 different methods
during the study. Of these methods, 73 were intended to be
used with smartglasses, including 38 group binding
methods and 35 cross-display object movement methods.
The remaining 81 methods were intended to be used with

smartwatches and consisted of 40 group binding methods
and 41 cross-display object movement methods.

category could be divided into three subcategories:
pointing-based, proximity-based, and area-based methods.

Both group binding and cross-display object movement
tasks could be divided into three main phases: preparation,
target identification, and confirmation. The preparation
phase consisted of various activities that were needed to
initiate the task. It could include discussing with the other
participants and agreeing on a common target and strategy
to achieve it. It could also include initiating the necessary
technical functions on the devices, such as activating a
certain device mode, or creating a new group for others to
join, or browsing and selecting the object to be shared with
the others. In the target identification phase, links between
the devices were created, that is, it was indicated which
devices were intended to participate in the group or to
receive the object. The confirmation phase consisted of
making sure that the intended action was successfully
completed. The person who created the group or shared the
object wanted to make sure that all the intended persons had
been included in the group or received the object, and that
there were no external persons included. On the other hand,
the persons who joined in the group or received the object
wanted to make sure that they were only in those groups
that they wanted to be part of, or received only those
objects that they wanted to have. It is important to note that
all phases consisted of both technical actions involving
interactions with the devices and social actions involving
interactions with the other participants. Many actions had
both technical and social dimensions – for example, if one
person was interacting with their device by tapping the
screen with their finger, this could be observed by the other
persons and was intertwined with the social interaction
within the group.

The participants suggested several different approaches for
selecting the target person by pointing. For smartglasses, by
far the most popular approach was to point at the target
with gaze. “[P25] Eye contact. I look directly at my target
person and then the [object] will be transferred to her.” In
some variants, it was enough just to look in the direction of
the target person, while in other variants it was required to
establish an eye contact between the persons, providing the
target with a possibility to reject the interaction. While
some participants considered looking at another person a
natural element of human communication, others felt that it
was disturbing to have to stare at the eyes of another,
possibly unfamiliar, person. Gaze pointing, like all
pointing-based methods, was also thought to be slow for
larger groups of people as the person had to point at every
target person in sequence, one at a time. As a solution,
some participants suggested that all the persons in the field
of view could be selected with a single operation. The
person could then select their viewpoint so that only the
target persons they wished to select were visible, or
alternatively they could hide the unwanted persons, for
example, with their hands. For smartwatches, the most
popular approach was to point at the target with the device,
aiming and shooting like with a camera or a laser ray. These
methods were considered as fun and playful. “[P21] There
is the Star Trek fun factor. Pew, pew, pew… You could add
a lazer sound.” A third possible approach, which was
suggested for both smartglasses and smartwatches, was to
point at the target with a finger or with a hand. While
generally considered easy and natural, some participants
were concerned that pointing with a finger could appear as
rude or ridiculous in some social situations.

After an initial analysis of the collected methods, we
decided to categorize the methods based on the techniques
used in the target identification phase, as that appeared to
be the most characteristic phase of the interaction where the
actual connections between the participants were formed.
The same categorization was used for both group binding
and cross-display object movement methods. The
categorization was primarily based on the metaphor of
interaction and secondarily on the modality of interaction.
Three researchers first independently analyzed and
categorized each method. The individual categorizations
were then compared and the methods where the researchers
disagreed were commonly discussed and resolved. Table 1
presents the resulting categorization. We will next explain
and discuss each main category in detail.
Spatial

The methods in the Spatial category were based on the
relative or absolute positions of the participants. Spatial
methods were the most popular category for smartglasses,
but they were also commonly suggested for smartwatches.
Spatial methods were equally proposed for both group
binding and object movement tasks. The methods in this

In proximity-based methods, the devices were capable of
determining the closest person or group of persons. The
participants could then make selections by moving close to
each other. While simple, the methods were considered
error-prone in situations where there were a lot of people
present. Some participants also considered moving very
close to unfamiliar persons annoying. Finally, in area-based
methods the participants defined an area to select all
persons within that area. The area could be defined either
by setting the radius of a circle around the user, or by
explicitly drawing the area boundaries. Defining an area
was seen as an efficient though imprecise way to select a
large group of people. Selecting a small group people in a
crowded area could force the participants to define a very
small area and to move very close to each other to fit in that
area.
Touching

The most commonly suggested method for smartwatches
was device touch, that is, bringing the watches into physical
contact or very close proximity of each other for a brief
period of time. “[P32] You select [the object to share] and
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Table 1. Categorization, numbers, and evaluation scores of the suggested methods (S = number of sessions where the method was
proposed, N = number of times the method was proposed, PRA = practicality, PLE = pleasantness).

then you just bump your watch with the other person’s
watch.” Device touch was equally suggested for group
binding and object movement tasks. The participants
considered device touch easy, fun, straightforward, and
accurate to use. Some participants commented that bumping
devices strengthened the team spirit and compared it to
clinking glasses when making a toast. As an interaction
method, device touch was familiar to many participants as
they had experience of using NFC. However, a few
participants were concerned that touching might physically
damage their devices. In some variants of device touch, the
target persons had to be selected one at a time, making the
method very inefficient with large amounts of people. In
most of the suggested variants, however, it was possible
that several devices could touch each other simultaneously
which improved the efficiency in large groups. Still, the
method required the participants to be within touching
distance of each other. In a few of the suggested methods,
the target persons who had already been selected could also
select further persons, making the group membership or the
shared object to spread like a chain reaction or a virus

within the group. Several participants also suggested device
touch for smartglasses, especially for group binding. These
methods required the participant to take off their
smartglasses to touch the other person’s glasses, which was
considered impractical, especially if the person had poor
eyesight and the smartglasses were assumed to have
prescription lenses.
Another form of touching that was suggested by the
participants was two persons touching each other. This
typically took the form of a handshake. “[P9] When you
shake hands, both persons are added to the group.” While
shaking hands was considered a familiar and natural
gesture, it was primarily used in formal situations and felt
comical in more relaxed situations such as when meeting
with friends. People usually shook hands once when they
met – shaking hands many times, first to greet and then to
form groups or move objects felt inconvenient. A few
participants were also worried that they could accidentally
share files when shaking hands, for example, in a job
interview. With smartglasses, the persons could shake

hands naturally with their right hands. However, most
participants wore the smartwatch on their left hands,
requiring them to shake hands with the “wrong hand”.
Sometimes the participants wore their watches in different
hands making the handshake very cumbersome. Finally,
one participant also suggested a method where the person
creating a group could add other devices to the group by
touching the devices with their hand, that is, by pressing the
device screen with their thumb. The touching person was
identified by the fingerprint which raised concerns about
privacy and security.
Command

Yet another category of methods that was common for both
smartglasses and smartwatches was methods that were
based on giving direct commands to the device. Such
methods were particularly popular for object movement, but
were suggested also for group binding. In Command
methods, the target persons were referred to using predefined identifiers such as names or contact cards. The most
common subcategory of Command methods was methods
based on traditional GUI interactions. “[P7] You have a list
of contacts on your watch. You can tap the persons you
want to add to the group.” Using pre-defined contacts
enabled the participants to prepare groups in advance and
include persons who were not currently present, but on the
other hand it was limited to persons that the participants
knew beforehand. On a smartwatch, the GUI was shown on
the watch screen and the user could interact with standard
touch screen techniques. This was seen as a familiar,
reliable, and discreet way to interact but the screen was
considered very small for handling large amounts of
contacts. On smartglasses, the participant could see the
GUI on a virtual screen floating in the air and interact with
gaze, hand gestures, or some kind of a pointing device, for
example, a touchpad, integrated into the frames of the
smartglasses. The participants were worried that using a
virtual display might be dangerous, for example, when
walking, as it partly blocked their vision, and had doubts
about how well the novel interaction methods would work
in practice.
Giving commands by voice was also commonly suggested.
“[P23] I say: ‘Create group: [first person’s name],
[second person’s name], [third person’s name].’ And then
it is done. I use the names I have stored on my watch.”
Voice commands were more often suggested for
smartwatches, and some participants commented that using
voice was more natural with a smartwatch, as there was a
physical device to talk to that they and the other people in
proximity could see. Many participants had experience of
using voice commands with conventional devices, and they
raised several common problems of voice commands, for
example, that they could be annoying to use in some social
situations or sensitive to background noise. The voice
commands also required the participant to remember the
names of the other persons, and listing many names could

be slow, which would be problematic especially with larger
groups of unfamiliar people.
Finally, some participants envisioned methods where they
could give commands to their device by thought. Using
thought commands was slightly more often suggested for
smartglasses than smartwatches. While considered
futuristic, the participants usually were initially excited
about the possibility and perceived thought commands as a
very easy, effortless, and discreet way to interact. However,
when the participants tested the method in practice, the
experience was described as strange and unsocial. “[P2] I
had a feeling that I was missing [the] speech. I think
sharing is interaction between people. First, it felt like
WOW, this was easy and nice, but when we tried it, it
suddenly felt that we are all here silent and everybody is
doing something alone in his own bubble with his own
brain UI. You don’t even have to look [at the others].” As
there were no perceivable indications, the other participants
found it very difficult to know whether a person had
completed a task, or even started it, and had to query the
status by asking verbal questions.
Scan & Select

Scan & Select is currently the most commonly used device
binding method and it is widely implemented in
commercially available phones, tablets, computers, and
other devices. As such, it was familiar to most participants
and many participants suggested to use it for the study
tasks, particularly with smartwatches, which were perceived
to be closer to conventional devices. “[P23] My watch
shows all the devices in proximity, like in Bluetooth. Then I
select and mark the devices I want to share with from the
list and press ‘Send’.” Scan & Select methods were equally
suggested for both group binding and object movement
tasks. In most variants of the method, a participant scanned
the environment for available devices and then selected the
devices to join in the group or to receive the object. In other
variants, a participant first created a group or selected an
object and made it accessible to other devices in the
proximity. The other participants could then scan the
environment with their devices for available groups or
objects and select the one they wanted to join or receive.
In general, Scan & Select was considered a practical but not
a very exciting solution. Some participants were concerned
that in a crowded location, such as in a sports stadium, with
a lot of persons and devices, scanning might take a long
time and result in a large number of possible targets, which
could be difficult to manage on a small smartwatch display.
In the vast majority of suggested methods, the discovered
targets were presented as a simple list of textual names,
posing an additional problem of mapping the names to realworld persons and devices [21]. A few participants
suggested spatial representations, for example, showing the
targets on a map, which could enable easier mappings
between targets on the screen and in the real world.

Shared Action

For the group binding task, the participants also suggested a
range of methods where the persons indicated that they
wanted to join in the group by doing simultaneously a
common action. “[P17] I make some movement, for
example, shake my hand like this. If you do the same, it
detects a similar movement in proximity and connects us
into the same group.” While a similar approach could also
have been applied to object movement, only one such
method was suggested, indicating that a shared action was
primarily considered appropriate only for the group binding
task. The shared action could be a gesture, for example, a
hand gesture, a touch screen gesture (that is, drawing a
picture on the screen), or an eye gesture. It could also be a
button press or entering a textual passkey. The gestures
could be exactly similar for every user, or they could form
symmetric pairs, for example, with the first user pushing
their hand forward and the second user pulling their hand
backward. Typically, all participants could do the action in
parallel, making the methods efficient in large groups.
In general, the methods based on shared actions were
considered as practical and simple to use and remember as
there was only a single action that was done by every
person. The participants appeared to enjoy doing a physical
action together and sometimes spontaneously accompanied
the action by shouting a common phrase together, like in
team gestures in sports. The actions could also be clearly
observed, making it easy to follow the status within the
group. On the other hand, some participants were concerned
that the actions might appear as ridiculous to external
observers. Several participants were worried that if the
actions were common everyday actions, such as nodding or
rotating your head, external persons could accidentally join
in the group, especially in places with large numbers of
people. A malicious external person could also observe the
action and do it on their device, in order to join the group
without permission. Pressing a button or entering a passkey
was also considered somewhat old-fashioned and boring.
Text entry in general was considered difficult with wearable
devices.
Virtual Object

In the Virtual Object methods, the object to be shared was
represented as a virtual object that could be manipulated
like a real object. “[P13] I can see the file [virtually
floating in the air]. I can grab the file and throw it towards
you.” With the exception of a single group binding method,
the Virtual Object methods were suggested only for the
cross-display object movement task. The virtual object
could be a purely imaginary object, or it could be visualized
as a graphical object on the smartwatch display or as an
augmented reality object on the smartglasses. The
participants suggested two different interactions for
delivering the object: throwing and giving. In the throwing
methods, the sender grabbed the object and threw it towards
the recipient. In the giving methods, the sender took the
object in their hand and offered it on their palm. The

recipient could then grab the object and collect it from the
sender’s palm.
In general, the Virtual Object methods were well liked by
the participants and they received high ratings in the
questionnaire. The methods were considered practical,
natural, fun, and intuitive – even magical. However, like
with the Shared Action methods, some participants were
worried that they could accidentally share their files by
making unintentional gestures. Several participants were
also concerned that they might miss the target when
throwing and send the file to a wrong destination. The
giving methods were considered more secure to use. The
throwing methods were also considered inefficient with a
large number of people as they required the sender to throw
the object to each recipient separately. The giving methods
were more efficient as several recipients could take the
object from the sender’s palm simultaneously.
Natural Behavior

In addition to methods where the participants did explicit
actions to form groups or move objects, a few participants
also suggested methods where the devices monitored the
participants’ natural behavior and pro-actively executed
commands on their behalf. These methods could be further
divided into two subcategories. In the first subcategory, the
devices were monitoring the natural discussion within the
group, identified the persons based on their voices, and
automatically executed commands based on the discussion.
“[P29] If I wanted to share a photo with a lot of guys, I
would just say: ‘I have this cool photo. Do you want to see
it?’ Everyone who would like to have it just said: ‘Yes.”
Then the photo would be magically shared.” In the second
subcategory, the devices were monitoring the participants’
behavior in general and clustered in the same group
everybody who was behaving in a similar way (for
example, moving together or doing similar actions at the
same time).
Overall, the methods based on monitoring natural behavior
were considered very easy to use and intuitive. “[P3] This
would probably be the most pleasant method. It feels
natural.” The methods also did not require any advance
setup effort but could be used at any time. They received
high scores in both practicality and pleasantness in the
questionnaire. However, the participants were skeptical
about whether such methods could be implemented in
practice and were concerned that they might trigger actions
unintentionally, for example, by saying ‘yes’ accidentally at
the wrong moment. A few participants also raised privacy
issues related to continuous monitoring of users.
Real Object

One participant suggested a method where the group
membership was indicated by wearing a specific piece of
clothing, for example, a certain kind of a t-shirt or a
baseball cap, that was recognized by the smartglasses. This
method can be seen as an example of a more generic
category of methods [1, 30] where the group membership or

the object to be moved is represented by a real physical
object (a token) that is attached to the target user or device
to indicate that the user should join the group or receive the
object.
The participants considered that the method was fast and
effective but required that somebody prepared the tokens in
advance. The method was seen suitable for organized
events where every participant was handed out a piece a
clothing, for example, an event t-shirt. Different subgroups,
for example, competing teams, could have different kinds
of t-shirts.
DISCUSSION

Compared to conventional devices such as smartphones,
tablets, and computers, the wearable devices were seen to
provide many new possibilities for interaction. As the
wearables were seen as extensions of the user’s body, the
interaction methods were expected to be more instant,
physical, and simple. Of the two wearable device types
included in the study, smartwatches were considered to be
closer to conventional devices that the participants had
plenty of experience with. “[P7] Smartwatch is like a small
smartphone on your wrist.” The smartwatch was also
considered to be more discreet and unnoticeable than the
smartglasses – this might change in the longer term future,
however, as the form and appearance of smartglasses
approaches ordinary eyeglasses. The similarity of
smartwatches to conventional devices made it easier to
invent methods for them but on the other hand it resulted in
a large share of traditional methods such as Scan & Select.
Smartglasses, on the other hand, were considered futuristic
devices with a lot of novel opportunities. “[P21] Watches
and glasses offer different magnitudes of potential. With
glasses, you can do unbelievable things if we just invent
them.” As the smartglasses had features like near-eye
displays and augmented reality that most participants had
little experience of using, it was more difficult to generate
ideas for them but on the other hand the generated ideas
were more versatile and novel.
As reported earlier by Chong and Gellersen [5], our study
further confirms that the perceived affordances of the
devices significantly influence the suggested methods. The
perceived affordances were defined primarily by two
factors: first, the natural physiological capabilities and
social functions of the body part that the device was
attached to (that is, the participant’s head vs. the wrist), and
second, the technical features that were perceived possible
for a device attached to that body part (for example, what
kind of body signals could be measured from that location).
As a practical example, gaze pointing and thought
commands were primarily suggested for smartglasses, as
both the eyes and the brain are located in the user’s head
near the position of the glasses. On the other hand, the
methods suggested for smartwatches emphasized actions
made with hands, for example, touching and shared hand
gestures, while it would have been equally possible to

detect such actions with cameras mounted on the
smartglasses.
The participants commented that the group binding and
cross-display object movement tasks were similar and felt
that in principle, similar solutions could suit to both tasks.
However, while some method categories were equally
suggested for both tasks, in many categories there was a
bias towards one of the tasks. For example, Shared Action
and Scan & Select methods were more commonly proposed
for the group binding task, while Virtual Object and
Command methods were more popular for the object
movement task.
The level of how well the participants knew the other
participants did not seem to have a major influence on the
perceived goodness of the methods. Rather, as there were
unknown persons present in the same study group, the
participants suggested only methods that were appropriate
both with friends and strangers (for example, while
handshakes were suggested, hugging was not).
Future Work

While our study has explored a wide range of methods for
group binding and cross-display object movement tasks for
both smartglasses and smartwatches, a single study can
only cover a limited set of potential scenarios of use. There
exist many other possible wearable device configurations
that should be addressed in future studies. In addition to
smartglasses and smartwatches, there are other wearable
device types such as smart shoes, belts, and clothes. Users
might wear different types of devices, for example, some
wearing smartglasses and others smartwatches, requiring
methods which can work across device types. Some of the
users might have conventional devices, such as
smartphones and tablets. A single user might be wearing
multiple devices, such as smartglasses and a smartwatch,
opening up a design space of methods that combine several
devices [7].
Another factor that may have a strong impact on the group
binding and cross-display object movement methods is the
group size [29]. In our study, we have addressed pairs of
users and small groups of three or four users. As the size of
the group increases, a much wider variety of different
approaches and strategies becomes possible, and the overall
process may become more parallel [14]. Future studies
could explore group binding and cross-display object
movement with wearable devices in larger groups.
Regarding group binding, our study covered only the initial
group setup – it did not consider managing the changing
group membership over time (that is, adding or removing
participants later).
In addition to the methods themselves, we aimed to collect
as much feedback as possible about the methods from the
participants. However, the participants only evaluated the
methods that were suggested in their own groups, implying
that different groups evaluated different variants of the

same method and some of the less common methods were
not suggested at all in every group. Therefore, it is not
possible to reliably prioritize the method categories based
on our data – rather our study focused on collecting a broad
range of ideas and initial feedback about those. To reliably
evaluate the methods, follow-up studies that systematically
present the same methods to every participant would be
needed. Preferably these studies should use real prototypes
as while many methods can work with mockups, in real life
many technical aspects need to be considered [14]. The
studies should also address different contexts of use [15,
13]. Ideally, the methods should be tested over extended
periods of time in real-life environments [6].
CONCLUSION

We have presented an elicitation study collecting
interaction methods for group binding and cross-display
object movement tasks on wearable devices from ordinary
end users. We have reported a total of 154 methods
collected from 30 participants. We have categorized the
methods based on the metaphor and modality of interaction,
and discussed the strengths and weakness of each category
based on qualitative and quantitative feedback given by the
participants. The results of our study inform the design of
future multi-user applications for wearable devices.
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